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FOREWORD

This is the last of a series of six reports on levels-of-living
studies, the field work of which was done in 1935. The data were

gathered ."by WA workers, supervised "by technically trained persons. The

findings from the other five studies have been published in Social He-

search Reports X,. XI, XII, XIII, and XIV of this series. Report XII

appears as Bulletin No. 320, The Standard of Living of Farm and Village
Families in Six South Dakota Counties, 1935, of the South Dakota Agricul-
tural Experiment Station.. These six studies do not constitute a systematic
sampling of the rural areas of the United States. Tie same techniques
and technologies were used in the conduct of all six studies, but that is

the only common denominator which they have.

This study is based upon something approaching a systematic sampling
of the various rural areas of Virginia, in that six carefully selected
areas were, studied. As. in the case of the other studies, the data pertain
almost altogether to those physical elements in the standard of living
which can be measured .by .monetary expenditures. The reader should be
cautioned, therefore ,. against the implication that the standards of living
of farm .families in the six sample areas vary in direct relation to the

levels of living as measured by these material criteria.

Hie. reader will be interested in comparing the findings of this

report .with the five other standard-of-living studies in this series:
"Standards of Living in Four Southern Appalachian Mountain Counties," by
C. P. Loomis and L. S. Dodson; "Standards of Living of the Residents of

Seven Rural Resettlement Communities," by C. P. Loomis and Dwight M.

Davidson, Jr.; "The Standard of Living of Farm and Village Families in

Six South Dakota Counties, 1935," by W, F. Eumlion, C. P. Loomis, and
others; - "Standards of Living in the Great Lakes Cut-Over Area," by C. P.

Loomis, Joseph J. Lister, and Dwight I". Davidson, Jr.; and "Standards of

Living in an Indian-Mexican Village and on a Reclamation Project," by
C. P. Loomis and-0. S. Leonard. •

CARL C. TAYLOR

Head, Division of Farm Population and
Rural Welfare, Bureau of Agricultural
Economies; and the Social Research Sec-

tion, Farm Security Administration.



By Dv.'ight M, Davidson, Jr. and 3. L. Hummel

Summary

V. (l) This study was conducted in six counties of Virginia in an effort
to supplement existing knowledge of the levels of living and consumption be-
havior of various segments of the population. The principal index used was
the total value of goods and services consumed for family-living purposes.

^

(2) Forty-six percent of the 1,750 farm families and 44 percent of
the 761 urban families included in the study reported a total value of living
for 1935 that was less than 01,000.

(3) The average value of all goods used by the f?rm families for
family living was $1,130, 41 percent of which was furnished* For the town
families this value was $1,3$*, 14 percent of which was furnished. As mea-
sured by the value-of-living index, differences between the tenure groups
were large. The farm owners reported an average of $1,249; the renters,
$946; and the croppers, 0-719. Urban families who owned their dwellings re-
ported an average value of family living of $1,553, while those residing in

rented dwellings reported $1,153.

(4) Food was a more important item in the rural than in the urban
family-living budget inasmuch as 4]. percent cf the former, as compared with
29 percent of the latter, was devoted to this item. But there was relatively
little difference in the value of food consumed per capita by the two groups,

(5) In all residence and tenure groups the proportion of the total
family budget allocated to food decreased as the total value of living in-
creased. and the proportions allocated to maintenance and operation of the
family automobile, to health, births, and deaths, and to advancement in-
creased as the value of living increased.

(6) For farm families of all tenure groups o-oerating more than 10
acres a positive correlation tended to exist between the number of acres
operated and the total value of family living,

(7) A greater proportion of the urban than of the farm families re-
ported such household facilities and conveniences as radios, telephones, and

running water. In the oper.r-country groups more of the owners than of the
tenants reported these, and in both residence groups more vtrcre reported by
the families with a higher value of living,

(8) Families in the tobacco counties, Halifax and Prince Edward, and
the southwestern county, "Wythe, reported an average value of housing and main-
tenance that was lew in comparison with that of other counties.



(9) There was a positive correlation between the amount spent for
clothing and the total value of living, but there was no consistent trend
in the proportion allocated by the various groups.

(10) An increase in the total value of living of the croppers appears
to bo contingent to a- greater extent upon production for home use than was
true for the other groups.

(11 ) As measured by the value of living, the difference between the
farm renter and the farm cropper was greater than the difference between the
owner and the renter in Halifax, Nansemond, and Wythe - counties of dissimilar
characteristic

s

e Owners in the western counties produced a greater proportion
of the total value of living than those in the tobacco and the peanut areas.

(12) There was a definite relationship between the duration of marri-
age and the total value' of goods and services consumed. As the length of
the marriage union and the ability to command economic goods increased, it

appeared that the families attempted to strengthen or increase status through
greater emphasis in the family budget upon certain items that would give
tangible evidence of this increase

«

(13) The average amount of savings and investments for the farm fami-
lies was $102; in the towns it was 1168, The owners reported an average of

|118, the renters §79, and the croppers $36. Savings accounted for the lor g\ \

est proportion of total investments in both residence groups. Town families
placed greater proportions in insurance, stocks, and other investments than
did rural families.

(14) There appeared to be a definite relationship between the duration
of marriage, the tenure status of the farm operator, and the number of acres
operated. Farm croppers and renters who were related to their landlords were
generally those who had been married for a relatively short time.

(15) As measured by the total value of goods and services consumed,
the poorer renters appeared to be relatively better situated than the poorer
land owners.

- (16) Urban families devoted more time to leisure activities than did
farm families. Time allotted to these activities ranged from an average of
2.6 hours per day for the farm operator to 4.6 hours for the urban homemaker.

(17) Male heads of urban families, with slightly higher formal edu-
cational attainments, spent an average cf 6 hours per week reading, or approx-
imately 2 hours more per week than the male head of the farm family.

(18) During 1935 the farm families reported that they read an average
of 6.8 State bulletins and 5.3 Federal bulletins. Sixteen percent cf the
fo.miiies either owned or borrowed a State bulletin during the year, and 10
percent either owned or borrowed a Federal bulletin.



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Events of recent years have encouraged the focusing of attention
by public and private agencies upon agriculture. Ostensibly, this em-

phasis has resulted in concerted efforts to aid the farm group to combat
the effects of an economic depression and to attempt compensatory mea-
sures for the existent maladjustment between the rural and urban economies*
A complementary result of centering such attention upon the farm has. been
a greater emphasis upon and interest in the "farrier's level of living"
since most of the measures adopted have, in the final analysis, bad direct
implications upon the farmer's way of life. Any program, regardless of

its direct purpose, must take cognizance of the habits and bo) avior of the

group to be affected. Yet, relatively few quantitative data pertaining
to the rural level of living have been available and only recently have
significant efforts been made to know more of the level of living of vari-
ous segments of the farm population. Studies of groups in various geo-
graphical and cultural areas not only add to the comparatively limited
fund of knowledge, but may furnish the basis for evaluating action pro-
grams before and after their inception and incidence. This study of a

selected sample of farm families in six counties of Virginia - Culpepor,
Halifax, Kansemond, Prince Edward, Rockbridge, and vJytho - represents
an additional effort to supplement the existing data concerning living
behavior of given segments of the farm population.

Inasmuch as interpretations and delineations of the term "standard
of living" arc diverse, there has been inevitable variation in the focal
points of interest in studies of this type. Various techniques have boon
employed in an effort to devise a measure of the relative well-being cf
given groups of people, yet such studies usually revert to an analysis
4)t the income and expenditures of the family. 1/ Income, as such. , has not
received prime consideration in the analysis, but the distribution of
available income among principal expenditure items - specifically among
goods and s rvices consumed for family-living purposes - has boon cf
great importance. This type of analysis, the type also employed in this
study, implies neither a measure of adequacy nor an evaluation in relation
to some "sanctioned social end." Rather, it represents an effort to show
the family-living behavior of a given sample of people under specific in-
fluences as measured by the total value of goods and services consumed
ana the proportionate distribution of this total.

Although the extent of ultimate human satisfactions cannot bo mea-
sured, some aspects of the non-material phases of family welfare can be

1/ Black, John D., and Zimmerman, C. C. , Research in Farm Family Living,
Scope and Method, Social Science Research Council, New York, April 1938.
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projected by an analysis of certain items of expenditure. The inclusion

of data pertaining to certain social and cultural behavior of the family

also compensates the possible over-emphasis upon the economic aspects

of family living.

Scope

The present study of carple families in six widely separated

counties in Virginia (Fig. 1 ) -was made through trie joint cooperation of

the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, the Work Projects Administration, 2_/

the Farm Security Administration, and the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Through a field investigation 3/ made in the early part of 1936 a total
of 2,491 usable income and expenditure records of -white families for the

preceding year, 1935, were obtained. 4/ Although primary interest was
focused upon farm-family living, the study was expanded to include com-
parable data from town and village families in these name counties and
thereby to yield a comparison between rural and urban living behavior as

measured by the total value of floods and serviced consumed. Of these
schedules 1,730 (69 percent) were secured from white families on open-
country farms and 761 (31 percent) from white families residing in urban
areas (Table l).

Table 1.- Number of white families studied in selected areas,
by residence and tenure, Virginia, 1935

County : ; Open country : Town
surveyed ; Total ; Total : Owners :Pente vs :

C

rop'pe rs

:

Tota.1 : Owner s

:

Renters

Total 2,491 1,730 1,176 385 169 761 357 424

Culpeper 356 225 172 41 12 131 68 63

Halifax 470 320 174 127 19 150 36 114
Nansemond 377 225 141 64 20 152 65 87
Prince
Edward 412 324 213 46 65 88 41 47

Rockbridge 3 68 277 202 54 21 91 44 47
Wythe 350 275 210 39 26 75 42 33
Additional
areas 158 84 64 14 6 74 • 41 53

27 This report is based on work done under the Virginia Work Projects
Administration (formerly V.rorks Progress Administration) .» official project
465-51-5-153 and previous projects.
3/ Field enumeration was done by specially qualified enumerators who had
passed a special examination to tost their fitness for this particular work.
4/ In Nansemond, Prince Edward, and Halifax Counties 292 urban and rural
"Ifegro families wore also interviewed. The results of this phase of the
study will be published in a subsequent report.
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Outside the six selected counties the enumerators secured. 158 addi-
tional schedules from white families (84 on farms and 74 in towns and
villages), primarily as a check upon techniques employed in the sample
areas. Inasmuch as subsequent analysis showed these schedules to be com-
parable with those of the larger segment, they have been used in this re—
por.t to increase the size and application of the sample.

The State

Since its settlement Virginia has been largely dependent upon agri-
culture. In 1930 its rural farm population comprised 39 percent, or about
two. out of every five, cf all persons in the State. 5/ For the most part,
Virginia farms represent many types of agriculture but do not show a well
balanced diversity of crops; in fact, it has been observed that "perhaps
in no other State have the farming methods resulted in as many one-crop
systems as in Virginia - Irish and Sweet Potatoes on the Eastern Shore,
truck crops around Norfolk, peanuts of South side, tobacco of South Central,
beef in Southwest and apples in part of the valley." 6/ Concurrently,
farm units vary greatly in size from the snail subsistence and part-time
farm to the very large commercial farm.

Further indication o'f the diversity of agriculture in Virginia may
be found in the delineation of the rural farm population of the United
States into cultural regions. Mangus, in his study of cultural areas,
placed the Virginia farm population in four major regions; the western
part of the State was partially in the Allegheny and partially in the
Appalachian regions while the eastern part was classified in the Chesa-
peake -Alb.emarle and Eastern Old South regions. Each area displayed
characteristics unlike the others and each was further delineated into

subfogions .7/ . .

The County Agriculture Program Planning work in the State has been
based largely upon a further delineation of the counties into eight clearly
defined social and economic areas. 8/ Six of these are represented in

this study.

I. Southwest Virginia includes the bluegrass mountain region with
some coal-mining areas. This area is characterized as a mountainous
grazing and genero.l farming area. From this region Wythe County was se-
lected for study.

5/ Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, Population, V. 2.

6/ Jones, Jesse M., The Development cf Agriculture in Virginia, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute Bulletin No* 52, Blacksburg, March 1919.

7/ Mangus, A. R. , Cultural Regions within the Rural-Farm Population, Rural
Section, Division of Social Research, YiForks Progress Administration, Wash-
ington, D. (J., July 1958.

8/ County Agricultural Program Planning, Group Discussion Leaflet No. 1,

Agricultural Extension Division, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
January 1939.
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II. The Valley of Virginia includes the rather narrow but fertile

valley between the" Blue Ridge and the Alleghenics. "The Valley" is broker-

by nany spurs and the foot hills from the 'ountains on either side. This

is a heavy commercial fruit, poultry, and livestock section but general

faming still predominates . Rockbridge County, in the southern part of

"The Va Hoy," was included in this study.

III. Northern Virginia constitutes a large part of what is known
as the "i.ashington I'ilk Shed.'' Commercial dairying and the production
of light horses provide sources of income on many of the larger and

better farms. Grain and livestock production predominates on most other
farms. This area is represented in the study by Culpeper County.

IV. Middle Virginia, a part of the larger Piedmont Area, is the

"eld tobo.cco be It" of Virginia. Dark tobacco still provides an important
source of income in some counties'. Prince Edward County was selected for

the study of levels of living.

V. The Eastern Self-Sufficing Area with a large number of snail
and some part-time farms was not represented in the sample.

VI. The Bright Tobacco Area is also in the larger Piedmont but
is characterized by the production of this special type of tobacco.
Soils are depicted, acreages are small, and tenancy is unusually high.
Halifax County represents this area.

VII. The Peanut-Cotton Area consists of counties in the south-
eastern section of the State. For the nest part crop-specialty farms
prevail and here, too, there is a high proportion of tenancy. Nansemond
County was selected for the survey.

VIII* The Trucks-Commercial Area, In the extreme southeastern
corner of the State, is the smallest of the eight arcag. This area is

divided into three parts by the Chesapeake Bay, Hampton Roads, and the
James River. Ho county was included in this study.

Recent years have brought noticeable changes in Virginia agri-
culture. Pressure from a complexity of causes has resulted in an increase
in the proportion of small farms, a noticeable decrease in farms of over
100 acres, and a decrease even in those of medium size (Table 2.) In many
cases loss or curtailment of industrial employment has forced an increased
dependency upon agricultural pursuits. 9/ Some families have returned to
small holdings while others who have lived on small sections of land while
engaged in wage-earning occupations have increased agricultural operations
to the extent that according to census definitions they are classified as
farmers. Even so, in the State as a whole the increase in the number of

9y Hummel, B. L., and Hummel, R. B. , Part-Time Farming in Virginia, Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia, 1933.
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Table 2»- Percentage distribution of farms in Virginia for 1925i 1930,
and 1935 and for 6 selected counties for 1935, by size of farm

Size of farm : Census for State of Virginia : 6 selecte d counties , 1955
in acres ; _ 1925 ^ 1930 ; 19 35' T'"""Cen s

u

s" ; Sample \f~

Number of farms xoO ,

(

CO 1 7n RinX I U , O XU 1 Q7 RXOXc7 ! , DOC XO , Vu'i Iff ou

Percentages
reporting -

Under 3 acres U * 1 U • o U .o (J .o A Q

6 - 9 X X • VJ 7 7 1 7 Pxo . c 11 ^X X • o o . u

10 - 19 13.5 11.6 13.0 11.6 9.5

20 - 49 24.2 24.2 22.8 . . .21.7. .-. 18.1
50 - 99 21.8 23.6 21.8 23.2 22.6

100 - 174 16.8 18.3 16.0 18.4 20.2
175 - 259 6.7 7.3 6.7 7.4 9.1
260 - 499 4.4 5.1 4.5 4.5 6.2

500 - 999 1.2 1.5 1.3 1.2 1.2

1,000 and over .3 .4 .4 .4 .2

Fifteenth Census of the United States , 1930, V. 2 , part 2

.

United States Census of -Agriculture, 1955.

1/ Includes only white operators.

small farms during this period has not been so great as in some other
prescribed areas. 10/ Despite the fact that almost one-half the farms
in Virginia have less than 50 acres total (an increase of 5 percent over

1930) and less than 20 acres under cultivation the large farm still re-

mains an important factor in the agriculture of the State.

The Sample

Selection of the six counties for study was made on the basis of

available economic and social data. The size of the farms, the proportion
of tenancy, the proportion of land in farms, the ratio of rural farm to

rural non-farm population, value of dwellings, and the percentage of Negro
population wore considered in the determination. Within each county,
insofar as possible, one or more magisterial districts were chosen for

complete coverage. The ones so chosen represented most nearly the charac-

teristic variation from the county average in respect to these items or

were most representative in regard to largest number of the selected items.

Few families within the selected districts failed to cooperate with the

enumerators in the survey.

10/ Loomis, C.~P., and Dodson, L. S., Standards of Living in Four Southern
Appalachian Counties, Social Research Report No. X., U. S. Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C., October 1938; Dodson, L. S., Living Con-

ditions and Population Migration in Four Appalachian Counties, Social

Research Report No. Ill, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.,

October 1937.
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In each county family ing schedules for the urban group wore
secured from the inhabitants of several comparatively large, towns and

small villages. The larger towns" ineMdcd in the sample were: Culpcpor,
in the county of the sake name; l.ythoville, in V.ythe County; Lexington,
in Rockbridge County; Farmvillc, in Prince Edvard; Suffolk, in Nahsc-
mond; and South Boston, in Halifax, In the larger towns the block
sample method, with emphasis upon the selection of representative sections,
was employed. In the smaller villages, many of which were unincorporated,
as many representative schedules as possible were secured. Cooperation
of the urban families, particularly the more well-to-do families, was not
so great as that received in rural areas

.

As previously pointed out, the most recent Census of Agriculture
showed an increase in the proportion of small '"• res in Virginia, particu-
larly of those under 10 acres (Tables 2 and 3), In 1955, 14 percent of
all farms in the State had less than 10 acres, whereas in the six coun-
ties Of the survey about 12 percent were in t ; is same acreage group.
The proportion of sample families who resided on farms of this size was
13 percent. Almost 50 percent of the farms in the State had less than
50 acres, but in the selected counties as a whole this proportion was
45 percent and among the sample families it was 40 percent, ll/ The sample
showed a much greater proportion of families on farms of from 100 to
500 acres (35 percent) than the census distribution showed for the six
counties (30 percent) or for the State as a whole (27 percent) , Thus,
as compared with the census distribution, the sample showed a possible
Ov-er-aiumeration of the small units under 3 acres and of those with from
100 to 500 acres, and a slight undcr-reprosohtat ion of the smaller farms
with from 3 to 50 acres.

Tenancy was mere prevalent in the si::, survey counties than in the
entire State (Tabic 4), Seventy-two percent of all State operators wore
classified as owners, o.s compared with 64 percent in the six counties.
However, three of the counties - Culpcpor, Rockbridge, and Wythe , all of
which arc in the western portion of the State - have a relatively low
rate of tenancy. The remaining three, with high tenancy rates, arc coun-
ties in which crop-specialty farms predominate : tobacco in Halifax and
Prince Edward and cotton and peanuts in Kanscmond. Of the sample families
68 percent were classified as owners, a proportion that was slightly
higher than that for the six counties and somewhat lower than that for
the State as a whole. In Halifax and Nansemend Counties, whore tenancy
was relatively high, the sample showed an over-representation of owners;
in Rockbridge, Culpcpor, and :.'<ythc the proportion of families classified
as owners in the sample was lower than the census distribution. Despite
some relatively small discrepancies within the individual counties the
tenure distribution of the sample families was comparable with that of
the census for the six counties. In all tenure- groups the proportionate
distribution of the sample fell between that for the six counties and that
for the State.

11/ The sample included only white operators while census data pertain
to both white and Negro.
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Table 3.- Distribution of farms in Virginia and. 6 selected counties,
by size of farm, 1920, 1930, and 1935

: Percentages of farms having specified number of acres
Year ; Und^TTo" :

' 10~- 99 ;
1Q0~~ -~~259 "TscT or"lore

: State :6 counties : State : 6 counties : State : 6 counties : State : 6 counties

1935 13.6 11.6 57.6 56.5 •22.7 25.8 6.1 6.1
1930 8.0 8.1 59,4 58.5 25.6 .

26.8 7.0 6.6
1920 7.8 7.4 59.3 57*9 25.8 27.7 7.1 7.0

United States Census of Agriculture, 1335.
Fifteenth Census of the United. States, 1930, V. 2, part 2.

Table 4.- Distribution of white f&rfo operators in Virginia and in

6 selected counties of Virginia, by tenure, 1935

: Total : Percentage in each tenure group
Item : number : Owners : Renters : Croppers

State 154,421 71.5 19.9 7.9 0.7

6 counties:
Census 11,354 64.3 23.2 11.8 .7

Sample 1,730 68.0 22.2 9.8

Culpeper

:

Census 1,232 73.4 15.4 2.9 2.3

Sample 225 76.5 18.2 5.3

Halifax:
Census 3,565 44.2 36.6 19.1 .1

Sample 320 54.4 39.7 5.9

Nansemond

:

Census 1,163 55.6 33.6 9.6 1.2
- Sample 225 62.7 28.4 8.9

Prince Edward:
Census 934 65.7 20.8 12.7 .8

Sample 324 65.7 14.2 20.1

Rockbridge

:

Census 2,237 73.5 15.5 5.6 .4

Sample 277 72.9 19.5 7.6

Wythe

:

Census 2,223 78.1 9.2 11.7 1.0
Sample 275 76.4 14.2 9.4

United States Census of Agriculture, 1935.
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"White operators in Virginia operated an average of 101 acres in

1935, while those in the six counties alone operated an average of 112

acres (Table 5). The families included in the sample reported an aver-

age of 106* However, 71 percent of all farms in the State, 68 percent

in the six counties, and 63 percent in the sample had less thai'1

. 100 acres

(Table 2).

Comparison of other census data for further orientation of the

sample showed that the value of products sold, traded, and used by the

sample families was less than the average in 1929 for the State or the

six counties. Th.; sample therefore tends to minimize rather than to ex-

aggerate the income of white farm families. The sample families, how-
ever, did report a slightly higher average value of products used by the

family than did the census (Table 5).

Families included in the survey appeared to have better housing
facilities than did the residents of the six selected counties or of

the State generally, as indicated by the value of the dwelling and the

presence of certain household facilities (Table 5). The average value of

the dwelling of rural families included in the sample was f 1,650, or

$612 higher than the census value for the six counties and $424 higher
than the State average in 1930 for open-country families. 12/ A much,

greater proportion of the sample families thai: of those reporting for the
1930 census had homes equipped with electricity and running water. A
difference of five years could obviously result in an increased propor-
tipn of the homes with such facilities. Of the houses in 10 counties
of Virginia included in a recent study of farm housing in the United
States, 11 percent had electric lights and 11 percent had water piped in-
to the dwelling. 13/ These figures are somewhat higher than those re-
ported in the census five years earlier for the State but are comparable
with the proportions found in this study.

On the basis of the 'method of selection and comparability with
available census data, there is no reason to believe that a representative
sample of the white farm population has not been secured. Yvith the ex-
ception of the extreme eastern part of the State, the major farming areqs
are represented. The selected counties may show a relatively high level
of living since each is to some extent a "key" county with a major trading
center. Inasmuch as agriculture in Virginia includes many diverse types,
and since this report includes only data on white farm families, these
qualifications must be borne in mind when projecting the analysis of these
data.

12/ Some differences nay have been due to variations in enumeration
methods. See Leonard, Olen E., The Enumerator and the Farm Operator Place
a Value on the Farm Dwelling, Rural Sociology, Vol. 3, No. 4, December
1938, p. 446*
13/ The Farm-Housing Survey, Extension Service and Office of the Sec-
retary, Miscellaneous Publication Ko. 323, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington, D. C., March 1939.
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Table 5.- Comparison of the State of Virginia, 6 selected counties,
and the sample, with regard to specific itens, 1930 and 1935

Item

Average value

:

All farn products sold, traded,
or used by operator's family,
'1930 1/

Farm products used by
operator, 1930 l/

Farn dwelling, 1930 %/

Land and buildings, 1935

(white operators) 2/

Ave ra<re s :

? 995

363

1,650

4,090

,cnsus

6 counties
studied State

,1,321

282

1,038

3,589

$1,252

:

.
307

1,226

3,540

Size of farn in acres, 1935

(white.) 2/

Nunber of persons per farn,
1935 (white) 2_/

Percentages

:

Tenants, 1930 (white) 3,/

Tenants, 1935 (white) if

All land in farms, 1935 2/

Increase in farn population,
1930-35 2/

Farns with -

Electricity, 1930 3/

Telephones, 1930 3/

Water piped in, 1930 3/'

105.5

32.0

11.2

17.5

11.2

111.6

5.3

3o .0

35 .0

76.6

2.0

5.5

16.2

7.2

101.1

5,4

25.1
27.8

68.5

11.0

7.6

17.8

9.0

T7 Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, V. 3, part 2.

2/ United States Census of Agriculture, 1935.

3/ Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930, V. 2, part 2.



While orientation of the sample has been confine',1
, to the rural

segment of the study, it is believed that the method of selection er.ployod

resulted in a representative sample in the urban group. Throughout the

analysis, residence and tenure distinctions have been maintained to
facilitate comparisons. In snaking the comparison, cognizance of the
differences in the factors and the influences conditioning the behavior
of the various groups must be made* Particularly should this be observed
ivhcn rural and urban groups are compared*
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Chapter II

VALUE OF FAMILY LIVING AND HOUSING FACILITIES

All Go ods and Services Used

Determination of the relative well-being of a group of families "by

means of an analysis of the family "budget places major emphasis upon the
total value of family living, or, expressed in another way, upon the value
of all goods and services consumed by the family to moot its living require-
ments, 14/ In this study the total value of living refers to the monetary"
value of all goods and services consumed for the maintenance of the family,
regardless of whether those goods were or were not obtained by direct cash
outlay, 15/ This total value, as the term is here used, does net include
any investments or savings that may have been made by the family; it~firore
nearly represents net cash income less investments and savings, plus the
value of goods and services furnished by the farm.

Total Value of Living of Open-Country and Town Families

Open-country-farm families in the six sample counties in Virginia
reported an average' of $1,130 for goods and services consumed during 1935,
as compared with $1,352 for the town families. The average value of living
for the rural families ranged from &719 for the croppers 16/ to $1,2.49 for
the owners, while owner families in the towns reported an average value of

$1,558, or $405 more than the renters (Table 6). VIJ Where there is such
diversity as exists in Virginia agriculture it is imperative to note that
about one-half the rural families had a total value of living of less than
$1,000 and 12 percent reported a total value of more than §2,000 (Table 7),

Only 7 percent of the white open-country families reported values of less
than §500, but 24 percent reported less than $750, Fifty percent reported
from §750 to $1,499, leaving 23 percent ranging above this limit. The range
of the distribution of the families according to total value of living was
such that the weight of cases on the upper limit had significant influence-

up on the mean figure,

"LTT" IPne family as here considered includes parents and children of present
or previous union or foster children who are unattached to a secondary family.
The calculation of the number of persons was based upon the proportion of
the year spent in the family by each member. For example, a person living
in the family during the "entire year counted as one individual, a person
living in the family six months counted as half an individual, etc",

15/ See appendix, Methodological Note, for an explanation of terms and
methods used in the study,
16/ A "cropper" is a farmer who operates only rented land and to whom the
"landlord furnishes all the work animals j that is, a farm operator who contrib-
utes only his labor and receives in return a share of the crop, A "renter" is

a farmer who operates hired land only, furnishing all or part of the working
equipment and stock whether he pays cash or a share of the crop or both as
rent. In many Instances in this study the differences between the share renter;
and croppers were slight. Some of the farm operators who have been classified
as croppers may also have the characteristics of the share renter,
17/ The tenure distinction for the town and the village families was based
"solely upon home ownership.
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Among the town families, 45 percent reported a value of living of

less than $1,000; however, -chore was much difference between the two resi-

dence groups in the proportion of the families in the upper and lower

value groups (Table 7). Whereas 5 percent of the urban families reported
a value of living of less than $400, on]y 3 percent of the farm families

were in that group. Furthermore, a value of living that exceeded $2,500
was reported by 10 percent of the urban families, or about twice the pro-

portion of the farm group reporting a value of living above this amount.

Thus, there is indication that on a comparative basis there are mere very
poor and more very well-to-do fami lies in an urban than iaia -.rural environment.
The distribution of the urban fanilies according to the total value of

living and the higher average value for the urban as compared with the

rural group is in accord with the general theory of the influence of urbani-
zation and industrialization upon the level of living. Theoretical, ly, the

influence of these factors will result in a much wider range in the value
of living and the weight of those near the upper limits of the distribution
will have significant influence upon the average.

On the basis of tenure classification 33 percent of the farm owners,

54 percent cf the renters, and 75 percent of the cropper:; reported a total
value of living of less than $1,000. About the same proportion of the
urban owners as of the farm owners reported less than £1,000, but 50 percent
of the urban renters wore in these lower brackets, ^enters in both resi-
dence groups exhibited less variation and tended to be concentrated in the

middle value groups (Table 7).

Open-country families reported approximately 44 percent as that part
of the total value which was furnished by the home farm, but the town
families reported only 14 percent (Table 6). Obviously, the farm family,
as a food-producing unit with a greater working force than the urban family,
should show a greater proportion of the family-living goods as furnished.
As the food furnished by the town families was limited primarily to that
which might be obtained from a small kitchen garden, the amount reported
was relatively small. Most of the fuel, too, was purchased by this group.
Thus, that part of family living furnished by the town families consisted
largely of "housing furnished." 18/ Eut even this itpm had only a limited

influence, for over one-half the urban fanilies were renters. In the open
country, cropper families furnished 52 percent of all goods and services
consumed, whereas the owners and the renters furnished 42 and 45 percent
respectively. Although those designated as croppers furnished a greater
proportion of the family living, they reported a lower total average value
of living than the other tenure groups; similarly, the renters reported a

lower average value than the owners.

The total value of living of urban families showed much more vari-
ation between counties than was true for the farm families. The range was

18/ See appendix, Methodological Note, for explanation cf the method em-
ployed in determining the value of "housing furnished."
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Table 7.- Distribution of families studied, by total value of family
living, residence
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$3,000 - 4,999 99.6 99.4 100.0 97.6 94.7 100.0
$5,000 and over 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

from an average of $1,002 for rural farm families in Prince Edward County
to an average of $1,274 in Culpeper County, while the lowest for the town
families was $1,160 in Wythe County and the highest was $1,594 for Prince
Edward. V.'ith two exceptions, the contrasts were not so great within a
specified county. Urban families exceeded farm families in this respect
by $382 in Rockbridge and $591 in Prince Edward, but in the other four
counties the difference was small, ranging from $18 to $149 (Table 6).

Y.ithin the separate counties comparisons of the levels of living
of the various tenure groups showed some rather wi/l« vnr.intioris . In



Nansemond County, for example, the owners reported an average value of goods

and services consumed of $1,345, or almost two and a quarter times that of

the croppers (Table 6). Despite the fact that the distinction was based
solely upon -home ownership, there was also considerable difference in the
value of living between the urban owners and renters in the various counties.
Such differences ' may indicate both direct and indirect influences of home
ownership upon the consumption behavior of urban families.

In the analysis of the value of living by tenure groups in the vari-
ous counties, one might hope to find consistent variations that would re-
flect differences in the various typos of agricultural economies. -But
for the counties studied in Virginia there were no such consistent vari-
ations as might be used in generalizing differences between tenure groups
by the predominant type of farming. The proportionate difference in the
total value of living of owners and croppers tended to be greatest in

counties in which tenancy was highest and a one-crop system of farming was
most prevalent. Yet in Prince Edward, a county characterized by a high
rate of tenancy and an emphasis upon cue major cash crop, the proportionate
difference between owners and croppers was about the same as that which
prevailed in Rockbridge and Wythe Counties where tenancy was relatively
low and where smaller units and a more general type of fanning existed.
In Halifax, Nansemond, and Wythe Counties the difference between the crop-
per and the renter, as judged by the total value of living, was more pro-
nounced than the difference between the owner and the renter (Table 6).
In Rockbridge, Culpoper, and Prince Edward - counties of few similarities -

the reverse was true. The Contrasts in the 'levels of living of the various
tenure groups in Prince Edward were not so pronounced as in Halifax - Wo
counties in which tobacco is the main cash crop. However, the production
of dark tobacco in Prince Edward is conducive to crop rotation, soil im-
provement, and livestock production, whereas in Halifax the production of

bright tobacco often results in soil depletion, single cropping, and lack
of livestock.

It does not necessarily follow from data upon which this study is

based that tenants who wore dependent primarily upon one crop furnished
only a small proportion of the family living. With -the exception of crop-
pers in Prince Edward and renters in Nansemond, tenants in the "one-crop"
counties furnished a proportion of the family living that compared favorably
with that furnished by those in the counties with a more diversified agri-
culture. For the owners the proportion furnished ranged from 35 percent
in Nansemond to 49 percent in Rockbridge (Table 6). (in terms of actual
values, however, the situation for these groups was not so favorable be-
cause, as previously pointed ou£,the total value was relatively lew.)

Generally, in all counties, renters and croppers furnished a greater
proportion of the family living than did owners. With the exception of
Culpepcr County, owner-operators in the western counties with more general
farms and more livestock furnished a higher proportion of the family living
than did the owners in counties where tobacco, cotton, and peanuts were the
main crops.
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At the time this study was made similar ones were conducted in

throe other areas • Although the .four are not strictly comparable t some

interesting comparisons nay be noted. The average value of family living

of 1,101 families in six drought counties of South Dakota was #1,111, of

which 37 percent usas furnished by the farm. 19/ Selected farm families

in the Great Lakes Cut-Over Area of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin
reported an average value of goods and services consumed of $1,031, of

which 41 percent was furnished. 20/ Families living on the sOall sub-

sistence farms that wore studied in the A palachian mountain area reported
an average of $662. 21/ Although the farms in this study wore larger than
the subsistence farm of the southern mountain area and not so large as the
extensive farm in South Dakota, the avera g; value of living of families
in the present study ivas greator than in these other areas. (See Table S5j

Supplementary Tables 61-65 are in the append -

' .)

Value-of-Living Gr \.ps

Since the first statistical analysis of the family-living budget
there has been a constant effort to formulate some • laws or generalizations
that night be used to ascertain the relative v;ell-being of various groups.
Repeated efforts have been made to determine some single item or group of

items that might best indicate the level of living. Engel, the pioneer in
the statistical analysis of the budget, concluded that the proportion of

the family living used for food constituted the best measure of the

material standard of living, or that as income increased, the proportion
spent for food would decrease. 22/ Others have suggested clothing, rent,
or fuel as the best measures of""the profile of family living. Yet, the
problem remains unsc lved because generalizations that would apply un-
equivocally to all economic and social groups have not boon found. Zimmerman
has indicated that the laws which have been formulated do not apply to all
groups because there is no part of the consumption behavior that is not
influenced by social customs and traditions in the specific area, 23/

Observation of the consumption behavior of the various income groups
is almost traditional procedure in an analysis of family living. Such an
approach is concerned primarily with the proportion of the total budget
allocated to the principal categories of family-living goods by the suc-
cessive income groups and an analysis of the effect of higher income upon
the consumption behavior. "What adjustments do the families with greator
incomes make? What items of family living bear the brunt of adjustments
made necessary by lower income?

3-9/ Kumlien, W. P., Locmis, C. P., et al.. The Standard of Living of Farm
and Village Families in Six South Dakota Cou ties, Social Research Report
No. XII, South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station, Brookings, March 1938.

2p/ Loomis, G. p., Lister, Joseph J., and Davidson, Dwight M., Jr., Standards
-f Living in the Great Lakes Cut-Over Area, Social Research Report Wo. XIII,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washingron, D. C., September 1938.
21/ Leo-is, C. P., and Dodscn, L. S., op. cit.
22/ Engel, Ernst, Die Lebonskosten belgJL'acher Arbeiter Familien frSher
und jetzt, Hot im de l'institut Internationale do statistiquo, tome IX,
premiere livraisen, Rome, 1895.
23/ Zim.. ernan, Carle C, Consumption and Standards of Living, D. Van Nostrand
Co., New York, 1936.
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In order to observe the consumption behavior at the various levels
the families included in this study have been divided into four groups
according to the total value of all goods and services consumed, both
purchased and furnished; (l) Under ;?50C; (2) $500— |999* '" (o) $1,000 -

§1,939; and (4) $2,000 and over. 24/ The second and third groups com-
prised 81 percent of the open-country farm families and 74 percent of the
town families (Table 8), Among rural and urban owners a greater percentage

Table 8,- Classification of families according to value-of•"living
groups, residence*, and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, .1335

Total value of
family living

On en country Town
: Total : Owner s : Renters Croppers :1 otal [Owners :Renters

Number of families 1,730 1,176 385 169 761 337 424

Percentages
reporting -

Under 0500 i 5 6 20 9 12 7

$500 - s?999 39 34 48 54 35 26 43

§1,000 - $1,909 42 45 42 26 39 35 41

$2,000 and over 12 16 4 17 26 9

were in the third group than in any other, while a larger proportion of

the tenants in both residence groups were in the second value group.

The average value of all goods and services consumed by the open-
country families ranged from' an average of §356 for those classified in
the lowest value group to 02,594 for those in the highest, while in the
urban group the range was from 0360 to $2,987 (Table 9). Although the
average value for those families in the lowest value group shewed rela-
tively little variation between the different residence and tenure groups,
the renters of both residence groups had a slightly higher level of living
than the owners. Even the farm croppers had a value of living that was
only 4>5 less than that of the farm owners in this group. Thus, as measured
by the value of goods and services consumed, land ownership did not neces*
sarily reflect a comparatively higher status for those on the lower margin.
For the most part, these owners were residing on small' units, many of
which barely met the qualifications for the census definition of a farm. 25/

In the value groups above §500, the urban families did show a higher

24_7 Scc Table 7, p, 17, for more detailed distribution. The class
intervals were combined in order to facilitate the analysis,
25/ See discussion on relation of size of farm, pp. 28-30 and 73-79,
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level of living as compared with the rural families in corresponding value

groups. In the recent study of South Dakota, where the towns are. smaller

and less industrialized, the situation was reversed. 26/

Within the urban group ..itself there was comparatively little differ-

ence between the average value of family living of owners and renters who

reported less than $2,000. For those at about the $2,000 level the differ-

ence between the average for the owners and the non-owners was significant,

a large part of which was due to the category housing and maintenance. At

no other place is conspicuous consumption so much in evidence as in the

towns. As the farmer strives for status through ownership of his farm,

the urbanite seeks status through ownership of his home. In the city, home

ownership and the type of dwelling emphasize status and may encourage con-

spicuous consumption or additional expenditures in other categories such

as clothing, social participation, and automobiles.

Only for the renter families in the open country and the owners in

towns was there a consistent - though opposite - trend in the proportion of

the family living furnished by the various total-value groups (Table 9).
However, with the exception of the croppers, there was a general tendency
for the proportion furnished to decrease in the successive value groups.

This may have been owing to the fact that families of the lower value
groups with limited cash available were forced to rely more heavily upon
home production, foregoing many items that did not represent direct neces-
sities for maintenance of the family. As income increased, through more
commercialized farming or more remunerative employment, additional goods
were probably purchased. Neverthc less,' this does not imply that home pro-
duction was curtailed, for the actual value of furnished itoms increased
in each higher value group; rather, "it indicates that the importance of
furnished items was somewhat lessened by the presence of increasing
amounts of purchased goods as buying power increased. On the other hand,
among the cropper families it appeared that a higher value of living was
more directly a result of home production than was the case in the other
tenure groups. Such may indicate that a greater emphasis upon production
for home use is the best method whereby the farm oropper may secure a

higher level of living. However, the influence of such variables as size
of the farm unit and number of persons in the resident family, as well as

the contractual relationship of tenant and landlord, must also be considered.

In each residence and tenure group there was a positive correlation
between the size of the family (as indicated by the number of persons in
the family), the number of males of working age, 27/ and the total value
of family living. 28/

26/ Kumlien, W. F., it al., op. cit.

27/ Males from 16 to 64 years of age.

28/ See Table 43 and the discussion of size of family, ch. IV.
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Table 9.- Average value of family living and percentage of total that
was furnished, by residence, tenure, and value-of-livihg

6 Vi rci tit 3. f! OUTlt 5 RS . 1935
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Renters 45.2 53.9 50.6 43.5 33.6
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Owners 18.3 37.0 25.5 18.7 15.4
Renters 9.3 12.8 7.8 8.5 12.6

Total Value of Living, by Size of Family

The ability to command more family-living goods is a significant
factor, yet the size and composition of the family unit are definitely
related to the total value of living. It has been pointed out that in-
creases in the size of the family may have an effect upon the consumption
behavior of families somewhat similar to that of a decrease in the family
income. 29/ As more members naturally increase the physiological needs
of the family, those needs must be met by adjustments in consumption be-
havior unless tnerc is a concurrent increase in income. It was found
for the families studied that a definite relationship existed between <^he

size of the family unit and the value of goods used. Which might be con-
sidered the cause and which the effect is a matter for conjecture, but
the relationship demands further consideration. Some analyses have shown
that this relationship between family size and family expenditures is even

29/ Zimmerman, Carle C, Mathematical Correlation in the household Budget,

So'ciologus, Vol. 8, No. 2, June 1932, pp. 145-146.
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more definite in the urban than in the rural areas. 50/

As an arbitrary technique, the families were divided into three

groups according to the number of resident members: (l) those with less

than' 3, (2) those with from 3 to 5, and (3) those with 5 or more. Of

the rural families 27 percent had less than 3 persons, 36 percent had

from 3 to 5, and 3 7 percent had 5 or more (Table 10). Among the owner-

operators there was only' a slight difference in the proportions classi-

fied in the three groups, but almost 50 percent of the farm-tenant fami-

lies had 5 or more persons. The town families were smaller than the

rural units, since over three-fourths of the former had less than 5 mem-

bers. This is further emphasized by the fact that 45 percent of the

owner families in the towns had less than 3 members.

In the rural group the larger families reported a higher value

of living but the value of goods and services used did not increase at

the same rate as the size of the family. Consequently, lower per-capita

expenditures were made by the larger families. The increase in the

average value of family living of the very large families over that of

the small was greater for the tenants of the rural areas than for the

owners and greater for the croppers than for the renters. Farm owners
with less than 3 resident members in the family had a total value of

$1,126, while those with 5 or more members in the family reported $1,326,
Among croppers the large family consumed goods and services valued at

$879 whereas, the small family reported a value of $494. Such an example
may indicate the great importance of a large family to the farm tenant.
Generally, the entire working force of the tenant family will be engaged
in the operation of the farm and not infrequently the selection of tenants
is based largely upon the number of persons in the family who will be able
to assist in the farm wo'rk. Therefore, the larger tenant family, pre-
sumably with more persons of working age, should show a greater influence
upon the total value of living.

Among the urban families the relationship between size of family and
total value of living did not follow the pattern displayed in the open-
country groups j there owner and renter families with from 3 to 5 members
reported the highest value of goods and services consumed.

It has frequently been observed that the large families arc gener-
ally those with low incomes. In Virginia the average value of goods con-
sumed per open-country family actually increased slightly with an increase
in the number of resident members in the household (Table 11), but an
analysis of the percapita expenditures indicated that the individual
member commanded less of the total family budget than in the smaller fami-
lies. Although the larger working force in the fa i ly was able to
obtain more family-living goods, through either greater production for

307" Zimmerman, C. C, Consumption and Standards of Living, op. cit., p. 553;
conclusions based on Farm Family Living Among White Owner and Tenant Oper-
ators in Wake County, by W« A, Anderson, North Carolina Experiment Station
Bulletin 269, Raleigh, September 1929.



Tabic 10.- Classification of families 1 according to size of family,
tenure, and residence, 6 Virginia counties, 1955

Size of : Open country : T own
fanily :

* Tote. f: Owners': Renters"7 Croppers ; Total : Owne r s ;Rente r

s

Number of families 1,750 1,176 585 1S9 ' 761. 537 424

Percentages reporting -

Under 5 persons 27 31 16 18 36 45 50
3.0 - 4.9 36 35 38 33 41 40 41
5 and over 57 34 46 49 23 15 29

Table Hi- Average value of fanily liviri md percentage of total that

s furnished, by . residence, tenure, and size
of fanily, 6 Virginia counties, 1955

Itcn All
families Under 5

Size of fani ly (persons

)

3.0 - 4.9 b or nore

Average value of
fanily living: •

Open country $1,129.9
Owners 1,249.2
Renters 946.0
Croppers 719.2

Town 1,352.0
Owners 1,557.6
Renters 1,152.7

Percentage
furnished

:

Open c ountry 45.5
Owners 42.4
Renters 45.2
Croppers 52.2

Town 14.0
Owners 16.3
Renters 9.3

$1,055.3
1 , 12 b . 3

756.6
495.7

1,185.1
1,285.4
1,067 .0

45 .

6

43.7
40 .

6

51.1
17.9
22.6
11.2

$1,164.0
1,326.4

915.9
603 .7

1,493.1

1 , 834 • 1

1,226.6

-,3.1

42.3
44.3
51.0
12.8
16.4
8.6

#1,191.8
1,526.0
1,037.9

879.0
1,281.3
1,634.3
1,138.3

45.1
43.3
47.0
52.8
10.5
14.1

hone use or increased income fron faming on a larger c cr.mercial scale, 3l/
the increase was not in proportion to the increase in the size cf the
fanily. On the other hand, the large town families had a lower value of
living, both per fanily and per capita, than did the Small families.

31/ Loenis, C. P., Life Cycle of Fanilics, Rural Sociology, Vol. 1, No. 2,
June 1936.
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Perhaps come explanation of the fact that in the sample counties

town families of 3 to 5 members reported a relatively high value of living

may be found in the age of the family; that is, the parents may have been

married long enough to have accumulated some property. Furthermore, some

of the children probably had left the parental home, and the parents and

the remaining children were able to maintain a relatively high level of

living. A recent study substantiates the fact that the units with one or

two children tend to be the older families, even in certain rural areas, 32/

Total Value of Living, by Family Life Cycle

From its beginning, at the time of marriage, until it is broken by

the death of either the husband or the wife or by separation, the family
constantly undergoes such rhythmic changes in composition and characteris-
tics that there is a definite cycle. From studies of this evolution has

come the family-life-cycle concept, and the empirical procedure of dividing

the cycle into specific periods, each of which has distinct characteristics
and represents a successive stage in the family history, 33/

As the family grows and changes in size, variations in the consump-
tion behavior of the family occur; consequently, the life-cycle concept

furnishes a useful tool ir, the analysis cf the level of living, 54/

Application of the concept in this study is based upon the duration

of marriage and the cross-section method of analysis, 35/ Data pertaining
to families with children were analyzed in more detail than data relevant
to childless couples. On the basis of the duration of the marriage union
the families were divided into four groups which were assumed to be closely
representative of the life cycle. The first, made up of these married less

than 10 years, contained the newly formed unions in which the children were
very young. In the second group the husbands and wives had been married
from 10 to 19 years and their children were growing and just approaching
adolescence. Families formed from 20 to 29 years represented the peak of

the family life cycle because during this period the working force of the
family was greatest. The final stage was represented by families which had
been in existence for 30 years or more,

32/ Anderson, W, A,, The Composition of Rural Households, Bulletin No, 713,

Cornell University, Agricultural Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York, 1939,

35/ Loonis, C, P., op, cit.j Loomis, C, P., Family Life Cycle Analysis,
Social Forces, Vol, 15, ho, 2, December 1936; Loomis, C, P., Growth of Farm
Family in Relation o^ Its Activities, Bulletin No, 298, North Carolina
Experiment Station, Raleigh, June 1934; Sorokin, P, A,, Zimmerman, C, C,,

and Galpin, C, J„, A Systematic Source Book in Rural Sociology, University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1931, Vol, II, p, 41 ff,

34/ The recent Consumer Purchase Studies conducted under the supervision
of the Bureau of home Economics, U, S, Department of Agriculture, were based
upon family types. Nine types of families were used,
35/ The cross-section method of analysis is employed under the assumption
that it will result in about the same pattern as that revealed by the histori-
cal method. Comparative studies have shown that some variations may exist
between the two methods but they are not great. For a comparison of the two
methods, see Loomis, C, P,, Family Life Cycle Analysis, op, cit.
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6 Virginia counties, 1935*
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The average number of ner.be rs per family in each residence and

tenure group followed very definitely the life cycle, increasing through

the early stages until the peak was reached and then decreasing in the

last stage • Generally, in each star;-., the tenants had larger families

than the owners and the rural families were larger than the urban.

As the age and size of the family increased, the average value of

goods and services consumed followed the sane' tendency through the third

period of the life cycle, after which there was a decline. Open-country

families that had been formed less than 10 years reported an average total

value of living amounting to $$55 ; those formed from 20 to 29 years reported

an average of $1,340 j and those in the fourth stage of the cycle reported

$1,241. The value of living for the urban families increased from $1*127
to 01,820 and then dropped to $1,523 (Table 62). With the exception of

the urban renters, childless couples reported a lev/or value of living than
did couples with children. As measured by the total value of family living,

it appeared increasingly difficult for the older families without children
to maintain the level of the younger families; in. each residence and tenure
group, except the croppers, the average value of goods and services con-
sumed was greater Tor childless couples who had boon married less than 10

years than for these who had been "arris! for a longer period.

For rural tenants the level of living increased more sharply be-
tween the first and third stages of the life cycle than for owners. Simi-
larly, the increase was greater for croppers than for renters, although at
no stage was the comparative position of those three groups, as incicatcd
by the value of family living, altered. When the four major groups wore
analyzed in greater detail, it was found that the peak value of living for
the croppers came in the group of families that had been formed from 20 to
25 years; for the owners it occurred 5 yoars later; and for the renters,
among, those formed from 30 to 35 years.

In the successive stages of the life cycle the amounts devoted to
three of the categories of family-living goods were of special importance.
As the families could command --ore economic goods, housing, clothing, and
aut or .chiles assumed major importance in the budget (Table 62). Particularly
in the third stage of the life cycle was this apparent, for at this period
the family had the best opportunity to increase its apparent status by em-
phasizing items that bear some aspects of conspicuous consumption. Such a

tendency wa^s more prevalent in the urban than in the rural groups.

In all groups , especially in the rural areas, the highest values per
family occurred in those with the greatest working force. As the work
energy increased among the farm families',: the average number of acres oper-
ated followed a similar tendency. 36/ It may be noted that the number of
acres operated continued to increase" through the fourth stage of the life
cycle even though the work energy had decreased (Figure 2). This represented
an additional adjustment on the part of the older families in an effort to

367" See Looais, 0. P., Growth of Farm Family in Relation to Its Activities,
op. cit.
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maintain and even to raise their status. Because of the decrease in -work

energy the increased number of acres operated probably implied greater
reliance upon hired labor. Owner families that had been formed for less

than 10 years operated an average of 91 acres, those formed from £0 to 29
years operated 116 acres, and those formed for more than 30 years operated
141 acres. Among tenants the acreage ranged from 61 for the youngest fami-
lies to 109 for those in the oldest group.

As the rate of change in the size of the family was not identical to

that in the total value of family living, the per-capita values deviated
from the pattern displayed by the average value per family when related
to the various stages of the .life cycle. Among the farm families the per-
capita value decreased as the age and size of the family increased, the
lowest value occurring in the third group and the highest in the final
group. For town families the per-capita value tended to follow the same
genera], pattern as the value per family although the lowest value per per-

son was reported by members • of families that had been formed from 10 to
19 years

.

Total Value of Living, by Size of Farm

Often the relative well-being of the open-country inhabitant is

judged by the size of the unit ho owns or operates, but size of the farm
in terms of acres cannot be the sole criterion employed. Since some crops
aro better adapted to intensive rather than extensive operations, the type
of farming may determine the efficient size of the unit. However, the re-
lationship between the size of the farm and the total value of living de-
mands consideration.

Some farm families operating units of less than 10 acres were also
engaged in ncn-farm employment for a part cr all of the year, but at the
same time produced agricultural products, principally for home use, cf
such value as to bring these units within the census classification of a

farm. As some part-time farmers were included in the study, it is probable
that a number of those whe operated less than 10 acres night be so classi-
fied. This is substantiated by the fact that both owners and renters on
these snail units received a greater part of their incomes from non-farm
sources. 37/ On the basis of the average size of the household, the aver-
age value of family living, and the proportion cf the family budget that
was furnished by the farm, it is further apparent that there were signi-
ficant differences between the families on less than 10 acres and those on
larger unite. It must not be assumed, however, that all families on the
small farms were part-time operators, for some depended primarily upon the
unit and attempted to procure a meager existence from small-scale opera**-

tions. 38/ Again, such an observation must be limited to the owners and the
renters. It might be feasible for families to rent a home and a few acres
in the open country while engaged principally in non-farm employment, but

37/ See ch. III, beginning on p. 76.
38/ Hummel, B. L. , and Eu mel, R. B. , op. cit.
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Trblc 12 Tots 1 value of family living and fooci C * T" SUPf3i2 - rLTfirvuyi"fc rvn 1

furnished nor epen*-country fanl
a. c , Xi.4 and tenure, 6 Virginia counties

,

J_ s.' *.J \J

T\Tl TV"! {~\r : Total ralue of living : Food o c n suned
Size of farm : of : : Percentage Percentage

( etc rc s ) t
pnn i H <5H : Amount : furnished ; Anount i fur i"1 i she cl

Ill O v - 1 vi JL w . , 1 ^- La |
1 O X, I {J #1,129.9 43.5 3j;<r OO • 1 7n e

86 1,029.1 34.0 'i-JiC . O , n nl/O . u

138 919.6 39.7 / po n O'J . o

10 - 19 1G5 850,2 42 .6 'iUu . o KP P

20 - 49 313 923 .2 45 .0 D ( • '±

50 - 93 u<y J. 3 ,009 . 5 45.6 437.5 72.7
100 - 174 1 257.8 43.7 504.2 74.0
175 - 259 ] 1*7

J-U i 1 j 'I- U o • o v|
. 5 574.7 73.7

260 - 499 1 , 744 .

3

xc- * iy 614.2 73.7
500 tyr nore 2 ,307 .7 32 .8 70 1

Owners 1,176 1,249.9 42 .4 .iPP 1 70 R

Under 5 36 1,189.0 32.5 RQ 7

5-9 76 918.2 o / .9 o 8 »

4

UU . i.

10 - 19 88 1,005.9 40.7 Q J X . Q

20 - 49 139 1 ,051.9 43 .3 A'Zl •>
fu: O J- . R7 P

50 - 99 287 1 ,047 .5 45 .

1

441.3 72.6
100 - 174 2 65 1,337.8 42 .1 507.7 74.2
175 - 259 128 1 .594 .0 43 ? 579. u 73.7
230 - 429 87 1,851 .0 43 .4 607.8 7P P

500 or i.ioro 2,391.1 33 .0 Al R R 70 7

Renters I*i F! F5 946.0 45.2 AS? C P." Q

Under 3 50 948.6 33.7 /'IP A

48 969.7 39 .

1

ecu cowo . o RQ 1

10 - 19 42 762 .0 46.7 PP R/ P

20 - 49 71/ J. 795 .0 4 6.3 398.3 68.4
50 - 99 72 984.7 47 .4 441.0 74.5
100 - 174 1,003.0 48.8 476.7 73.9
175 - 259 22

'

1,069.7 53 .

1

551.5 74.7
2 GO and ever 18 1,370.9 53 .0 U'zU . u 7 Q P

Croppers 169 719.2 52.2 CO 7by • i

Under 20
• 7 547.3 ten r. 340.6 66.8

20 - 49 63 634.2 52.6 367.9 66.3
50 - 99 32 724.7 47.0 390.1 70.0
100 or noro 37 1,052.4 5&. 9 545.3 75.1
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the contractual terms under which-, the cropper operates would seldom en-
courage operation of a very small unit. 3.9/ In the commercial farming
areas where tenancy is most prevalent it is also probable that the very
small unit would not be available for farming c.n a share-crop basis.

The average value of living of all families who operated less
than 3 acres was $1,029, of which 54 percent was furnished, while the
average value for the smaller families on units with from 3 to 9 acres was
$920, of which 40 percent was furnished (Table 12). The lowest value
was $850 for those operating from 10. to 1.9 acres, but for these with
larger farms there was a linear relationship between size of farm and
level of living. Similarly, the proportion furnished tended to increase
on the larger farms

.

"When tenure statue was considered in this analysis, it was found
that owners on less than 3 acres reported an average value of $1,189 and
these operating from 5 to 9 acres reported $918. Renters on the small-
est units averaged 0949 for goods and services consumed, and those on
units of 3 to 9 acres averaged $970. Thus, as indicated by this con-
trast, the renters in the latter group had a relatively higher level of

living than did the owners on farms of similar size. Furthermore, the
renters furnished about the same proportion of the family living as did

the owners.

Although for families in cosh tenure group operating mere than 10
acres there were consistent increases in value of living as farm acreage
increased and a tendency for the proportion furnished to follow a some-
what similar pattern, there were variations in the point at which size

of farm appeared to have the greatest reflection upon the total value of

living. That is, as the various sizes wore considered, the size-of-farm
group with a value of living that represented the nest significant increase
over the preceding group varied among the tenure classes. Thus , among the

owners who Were operating at least 100 acres the value of living was sig-
nificantly higher than for those operating smaller farms; the value of

living of those with from 100 to 174 acres represented a distinct increase
over that of families with holdings ranging from 50 to 99 acres. Also,
the difference between those acreage groups was 'larger than between any
others above 10 acres. Among the renters the most significant increase
was for the -roup operating 50 tc 99 acres over those with from 10 to 50.

Of the croppers only these with 100 or more acres showed a sizeable change
in the level of living.

Food

In the search for a measure of the relative well-being of the family,

perhaps no other generic category of family-living goods has received so

much emphasis as food. Engel believed that one of the most important ob-

39/ Seven percent of the croppers (12 families) were repcrted as operating
"from 3 to 9 acres, but none reported loss than 3 acres.
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servations resulting from his studies was that the poorer the individual
the greater the proportion cf the total income that would be devoted to

food. 40/ Zimmerman has gone even farther and suggested that generally
the family will devote from 40 to 60 percent of its economic energy to
this purpose and that different economic and social groups display vary-
ing food habits. 4L/ In the food behavior of rural and urban families
Zimmerman observed 8 major points of difference. Noteworthy were his ob-
servations that among the rural groups, as coanpared with the i&rban, food
materials were more biased towards local production and that food was a

more prominent item in the total value of family living - in other words,
constituted a higher proportion of the total living. 42/

In the six Virginia counties the' average value of food consumed
by the rural family was $468, or 41 percent of the total budget, while
the urban family spent -5£3, or only 29 percent of the total, for this

item (Table 13). Hoy,'ever, this contrast between the two groups was some-
what minimized inasmuch as the open-country families had a per-capita
food value of 4112 - an amount only $2 higher than that of the urban
group (Table 6l). The open-country family in this study produced 70 per-
cent of all food consumed while the urban family, limited in most cases
to a small kitchen garden, produced only 8 percent (Table 13). Moreover,
the farm families consumed rather large quantities of livestock products,
most of which were produced on the home farm. The high value of these
products definitely increased the value of food consumed and the proportion
furnished.

Differences within the urban and rural groups were to some extent
emphasized by an analysis of the value of food consumed by the various
tenure classes. In the opes country the value of food reported by the
owners was $482 as compared with $454 and $404 for the renters and the
croppers respectively. Urban owners reported a value of ^395, or $22
more per family than did urban renters (Table 13). As both urban and
rural tenants had the larger families, the owners also reported higher per-
capita consumption of food (Table 61).

Pural families devoted a larger proportion of the total family-
living budget to this category than did the. urban families. Similarly
food commanded an increasing proportion of the total with lower tenure
status. For open-country owners this item represented 39 percent cf the
total value of all goods, whereas for renters and croppers it o.mounted to
48 and 56 percent respectively. A parallel tendency was evident among
the urban groups. In both residence groups owners furnished but a slightly
larger proportion of the food consumed than did tenants (Table 13).

As in the case of total value of family living, the highest average
value of food consumed was reported by families in Culpoper County, yet a
relatively small proportion of this was produced on the farms they operated,

40/ Er.gel, Ernst, opw cit\
41/ Zimmerman, Carle C, Oor^or-jA-i on and Standards of Living, op. cit.^96.
2/ Ibid., pp. 77-7G,



Table 15.- Average value of food consumed per "family, percentage
furnished, and percentage food was of -Dotal value of family

living, by residence, tenure, and county of survey, 6

Virginia counties, 1935

Iten : Total
1/

6 selected counties

: : Prince :Rock- :

ilpeper :Halifax :I:ar.semond tEdward ; bridge rVJythe

Average value:

Open country §468.

1

0538.1 ^452.3 £444 . 6 #454.8 |475.4 $455.2
Owners 482.1 534.3 473.8 463.5 472.0 484.5 460.3
Renters '453.6 541,8 434.7 -±56.1 451.3 463.1 442.5
Croppers 2/ 403.5 579.3 325.9 3o 8.8 401.1 421.3 433.2

Town 383.0 378.8 369.5 410.7 425.3 391.0 323.2
Owners 395,3 o 82 .0 377.2 428.8 509.5 35o.O 339.3
Renters 372.9 385.4 367.0 39S.9 352.7 423.6 306.5

Percentage of
total:
Open country 41.4 42.2 41.3 37.2 45 .-x 42.2 45.0/.

Owners 38.6 39.9 37.9 34.6 41.9 3S.6 42.8"

Renters 48.0 52.5 ' 48.2 41.5 52.9 51.3 50.1
Croppers Zf 56.1 49.2 52.7 56.1 57.0 55.1 63.1

.. own 28.8 27.7 30.9 o 3 • v/ 26.7 25.9 27.8
Owners 25.4 24.9 21.2 29.6 '26.9 21.6 26.7
Renters 32 .4 30.2 36.4 58.1 26.5 30.7 29.5

Percentage-

furnished :

Open country 70.0 64.5 79,0 63 o
. 71.0 72.5 67.6

Owners 70.5 64.0 80.0 64 • .•' 73.2 72.9 68.3
Renters 68.9 G2 .7 . 77.4 62 .8 67.1 69.2 62.7

Croppers 2/ 69.7 76.1 79.3 58 .9 65.6 77.5 69.0
Town 8.2 13. G 3.2 .0 2 .8 8,2 11.4

Owners 9.9 14.1 S . 2 2 .0 2.8 ic .;l 13.1
Renters 6.7 11.0 2.3 3 9 n

^> . i 6.6 9.2

~\J includes 158 families in other c ourties adjacent to those studied.

2/ See footnote 16, p. 14..

In the remaining 'counties owners reported food values only slightly higher

than did renters
,

'ranging from $46.0 to 0464 for owners in- Wythe and Rock-

bridge Counties respectively and fron §435 to 0463 for renters in Halifax

and Rockbridge (Table 13); but the croppers reported values that ranged

from $326 in 'Halifax to §433 in Wythe. In the counties with a high rate

of tenancy and where a one-crop system of faming was predominant, the

tenants reported relatively lew values for food consumed.



Food consumed "by the urban families ranged in value from $525 for

Wythe County to $426 for Prince Edward. With the exception of the latter

county, there xvas little difference in the value of food consumed by the

urban owners and by the urban renters. Fair, owners in Hansemond County
ascribed 35 percent of the family living to food, and croppers in Wythe
County allocated 63 percent to the same purpose* But in the town groups

the range was from 21 percent for owners in Halifax to 38 percent for

yenters in Nansomond. Thus the data appear to substantiate Professor
Ziffinfcftanfs observation concerning the relative importance of food in the

rural and the urban budgets.

The proportion of the food furnished by the families showed great
variation between the various counties. Significantly, the highest pro-
portion of furnished food was recorded in Halifax County where bright
tobacco is the rain crop. Although the actual value of the food produced
was relatively low, it should be noted that in each tenure group in that
county the average family furnished almost 80 percent of all the food con-
sumed. Such a fact tends to contradict the customary belief that among
tenants a one-crop system of agriculture is seldom complemented to any
extent by production for homo use.

Food, by Value-of-Living Groups

In all residence and tenure groups encompassed in the sample there
was a decrease in the proportion of the total budget allocated to food as

the value of family living increased - a condition entirely in accord with
the customary theory of food behavior. Open-country owners with a value of

living of less than $500 devoted 55 percent to the food needs of the family,
while owners with a value of living of $2,000 or more vised only 26 percent
for food (Table 14 and Fig, 3). For the renters the proportion decreased
from 62 percent in the lowest value group to 56 percent for those in the
highest. Among the croppers, none of whom reported a total value as high
as $2,000, the decrease in the proportion devoted to food was not so great
o.s in the other tenure groups; those reporting a total value of less than

si>500 devoted 60 percent to this item and those reporting from &1,000 to

$1,999, 53 percent.

An inverse relationship prevailed between the average value of food
consumed and the proportion this item made of the total in the various
groups. This tendency for the value of food to increase in the higher
groups was consistent in all residence and tenure classifications. As
the families were larger in the higher value groups, this was a logical
relationship. Furthermore, because of the limit to physiological needs,
a greater value of food consumed in the higher value groups does net nec-
essarily imply that as the family budget was increased the members con-
sumed more food, although it may have been true in some marginal cases*
Father, it may imply that the families were more selective in the food
consumed. The value of food ranged from $204 for the open-country fami-
lies with a total value of family living of loss than $500 to more than
three times as much for those in the highest value group,. -Among the
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Table 14.- Average value of food consumed per family, percentage

furnished, and the percentage that food was of total value' of

living, by residence, tenure, and v&lue-of-living groups,

6 Virginia counties, 1035

YhTv.e-oi'- living groups
ATIAll : Ondsr $ t. pnn_

; v ^ , ^ -'

families : :;-500 : $999 : $1,999 : and over

Average value:

Open country $468.1 |204.4 43 65 .

5

$541 .2 $697.7
Owners 482.1 193.4 363.S 531.2 690.4
Renters 453.6 228.1 370.8 546.9 780.3
Croppers 403.5 208.3 3 63 .

7

642.3 -

Town 383.0 154.7 2 SC. 5 420.5 621.7
O.'ners 3 9*3 • 3 .14.3.5 267.1 406.3 622.5
Renters 3 72.9 ] (P .LJ. ufw • v> 302.0 430 4 61 9 9

Percentage of

total

:

Open country 41.4 57.4 53 .

7

43.1 26.9
Owners 38. S 52.3 41.7 26.2
Renters 48.0 61.5 54.8 45.3 35.7
Croppers 56.1 59.6 58.0 53 .2 -

' Town 28.8 43.0 38.7 30.2 20.8
Owners 25.4 41.6 35.8 28.2 20.2
Renters 32.4 44 .

7

40.1 31.7 22.5

Percentage
furnished

:

Open cou.nr.ry 70.0 59.6 69.8 72.0 66.0
Owners 70.5 58.4 71.0 72.9 65.8
Renters 68.9 63.6 68.3 70.0 67.2
Croppers 69.7 58.5 67.8 74.8

T own 8.2 21.4 9.9 f A 5.8
Owners 9.9 26.3 16.1 8.4 6.8
Renter?; 6.7 15.7 7.2 6.7 3.4

urban families the-, range was from $155 to $622 in the lowest and highest
value g-oups respectively. In all groups of both onen-country and urban
families, with the single exception of the town families with a value pf
$2,000 or more, the value of food consumed was greater for tenants than
for owners. Although urban families had fewer members than the rural,
per-capita expenditures for food tended to be hirher in the former group.

The proportion of the value of food furnished by the open-country
families followed a consistent pattern throughout the various value groups.
Has Sffia.l3.es-b proportion, furnished was. reported by families with a value *f



living of less than 3500. Families in -che sec end and third value groups
reported a successively higher proportion furnished -while there was a

decrease in the highest group, or th^se with a total value of more than
$2,000 (Table 14).""

The most significant increase in the proportion of food furnished'
was that which occurred bctwocu iwc owner groups: fron 58 percent for
the one reporting an average total value of living under 3500, to 71 per-
cent for the one reporting an average value of $500 to v999. The relation-
ship of tenure to the proportion furnished varied in the value groups,
and there was no consistent tendancy for turners to furnish a larger pro-
portion than tenants cr the reverse.

Among the town. families there war. a- definite dfecreo.se in the pro-
portion of food furnished as the value of living increased. It is to be
expected that as the town family reaches the so-called higher social and
economic levels through increased income, there will bo less necessity
for reliance upon home-produced food, and that efforts to produce food
at home will be minimised.

Food, by Sire of Family

Merc members obviously increase the food requirements; consequently,
as the size of the family increased there was an increase in the propor-
tion of the family-living budget allocated to feed and in the average value
of ford consumed. In this study, however, the rate of increase in the value
of food was by no Deans in .direct proportion to the increase in the size
of family. Open-country far i lies with lose than 3 persons reported food
consumed valued at $372 while the families with 5 or more persons, at
least twice as large and perhaps with more older persons, had a value of
food consumed that was only $.184 greater than that of the small families.
In the towns studied the families with less than 3 persons consumed an
average of 0295 worth of food and those with 5 or acre persons, 0457
(Table 15).

In the open-country group the increase in the average value of food

was greater between the families of medium and large size than between those

of snail and medium size. The town families show d the opposite tendency.

Open-country owners with loss than 3 persons in the family devoted

35 percent of the total budget to food and those with 5 cr more members

allocated 43 percent to this item. Similar increases were apparent in

in the other tenure groups. Yet, despite the implication of a greater

working force in the larger families there was not a significant increase

in the proportion of food produced at home (Tabic 15).
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Table 15.- Average value of food consumed per family, percentage
furnished, and the percentage that food was of the total value

of family living, by residence, tenure, and size of family,
6

Item : All
famil Und.

Si ze of fami ly (persons)
-r 3 : 3.0-4.9 : 5 or more

Average value

:

Open country $468.1
Owners 482.1
Renters 453.6
Croppers 403.5

Town 383.0
Owners 395.3
Renters 372.S

Percentage of
total

:

Open country 41,4
Owners 38.G
Renters 48.0
Croppers 56.1

Town 28.8
Owners 25.4
Renters 32.4

Percentage
furnished

:

Open country 70.0
Owners

. 70.5
Renters 68.9
Croppors 69.7

Town 8.2
Owners 9.9
Renters 6.7

$372.0 $445.4 $553.0
391.9 472.6 576.1
317.0 411.8 536.4
243.5 331.3 501.6
295.4 421.8 456.6
292.6 474.4 494.3
298.4 380.8 441.4

36,0 36.3 46.6
34.8 35.6 43.4
41.9 1-5.0 51.7
50.3 54.9 57.1

24.9 28.3 35.6
22.8 25.9 30.3
28.0 31.0 38.8

68.7 70. 5 70.3
69.3 71.2 70.6
64,6 69.5 69.5
67.8 66.1 71.1
8.9 6.7 9.9

10.2 8.6 12.8

7.3 4.8 8.6

Food, by Family Life Cycle

It is obvious that a definite relationship should exist between the
duration of the family union and the value of food consumed, for as the
family passes through the various stages of the life cycle the composition
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changes. In rural and urban groups tho value of food followed very close-
ly the four stages of the life cycle, increasing in the first three stages
when all the children were presumably at hone and growing from childhood
into adulthood, and decreasing as children left home.

From the value of food consumed it appeared, that variations during
the successive stages of the life cycle were greater among tenants than
among owners. As the duration of marriage increased among the latter the
value of food increased very slightly to the peak period and in all stages
ranged between $502 and $542 . Both renters and croppers, however, were
able to convert the efforts of a larger family into an increased value
of food despite having fewer males of working age* Thus renters married
less than 10 years had an average value of food consumed of $595 and those
married from 20 to 29 years reported an average of $52 5' i These sbeio

marriage groups of the cropper families reported $551 and $514 respectively
(Table~62).

In all preceding analyses the value of food consumed by the rural
families has exceeded that cf tho urban group. But the same observation
was not applicable when the analysis was made on the basis of duration
of marriage* In all marriage groups the value of food consumed by urban
owners was greater than that reported by the rural groups; for urban
renters this value was slightly lower than for tenants in the open country
but was higher than for farm owners.

Food, by Size of Farm

Obviously, the type of farming conditions the amount of food that
a family produces on the heme farm. Some correlation may exist between
the size of the unit and the proportion furnished. The farmer with smaller
holdings may be limited in his ability to produce a significant proportion
of his food, whereas generally large-scale faming may encourage the di-
version of energy to as well as from production of foodstuffs.

For the families included in this study there was a general tendency
for the proportion produced to increase as the size of farm increased (Table

12, p, 29), For all families the proportion of food produced at home in-
creased from 60 percent for those with less than 5 acres to 74 percent
for those operating from 100 to 500 acres. The sane range tended to be

applicable for each tenure group. The increase was rather steady and pro-
nounced through the farms with from 100 to 174 acres, but above this level
the proportion furnished remained fairly constant regardless of increased
acreage, ^hese data indicate a point at which home production would level
off and a maximum of about three-fourths as the percentage of food that
would be furnished, even on the larger units.

Just as farm size influenced the proportion furnished, some corre-
lation existed between the size of the family, the amount of cash income,
and the proportion of food furnished. Thus, three variables appear to
enter into the determination of the extent of production of foodstuffs for
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home use. However, no mathematical computations were made to ascertain

which of these factors was most closely related to the proportion of

food furnished.

Housing and Maintenance

Although the individual may seek shelter primarily for protection,

the dwelling is at least partially indicative of his social and economic

status. As his income or the ability to command economic goods increases,

he strives for the better housing facilities that form visible evidence

of status in the community or neighborhood* Because of this, many efforts

to measure the relative wo 11-being of groups of families have been based

entirely upon the appearance and condition of the dwelling and its furnish-

ings. 43/ Since housing is to a large degree contingent upon prevailing
cultural and economic patterns, it may be greatly diversified according to

different geographic areas. Family dwellings in Virginia vary from the
colonial mansion surviving from plantation days go the crude mountain shack
or the sharecropper's home.

The average farm family included in the sample was living in a dwell-
ing that had been constructed approximately 43 years before the interview,
whereas the average town dwelling was about 30 years old (Table 16). Tenure
status apparently had little effect upon the age of the dwelling in cither
open-country or urban areas. Neither was there any significant relation-
ship between the total value of living and the ago of the dwelling except
among the open-country tenants* In that tenure group the families with a

higher value of living were residing in older dwellings. An extreme in-
stance was that of the 18 open-country tenants with a value of living of
more than v2,C00 who reported 71 years as the average age of dwelling; how-
ever, the number of cases was too small for pointed consideration. Because
of the influence of housing upon the total value of living, the increase
in the age of the dwelling occupied by tenants in the higher value group
may suggest that these groups were occupying old mansions and owner-operator
homesteads of long ago while more recently constructed tenant dwellings
are less expensive.

Despite the larger families in the rural areas there was little
difference in the number of rooms in the dwelling of the urban and that of
the rural family. The farm dwelling had 3.5 rooms while the average in the
towns was 3,2. Farm-tenant homes had fewer rooms than those of the owners
but among the town families the reverse was true. About 75 percent of the
farm families and 80 percent of the urban group had homes which, in relation
to the size of family, might be considered as providing at least adequate
space. Families in the low-value classes reported the smallest houses.

Approximately 87 percent of the farm fara.ia.ics and 89 percent of the
urban families were residing in dwellings of frame construction (Table 17).

4o7 Foremost in this field has been Chap in. See Chapin, Francis Stuart,
The Measurement of Social Status by the Use of the Social Status Scale,
University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 1933,
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Table 16.- Characteristics of dwellings occupied by families studied,
by tenure and total value of living, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Tenure and : Averages
total value : Open c ountry : Toyn

of :Replacement : Age : Number Replacement: Ago : Number
living value : (years): of rooms: value : (years) : of rooms

Total $1,650 43 3.5 |2',-210 30 3.2

Under >;?500
*' ;s500 - J999

#1,000 - 1,999

$2,000 and over

760
1,060
1,690
3,930

39

41
44
47

2.7
3.3
3.8
3.5

920
1,230
2,350
4,740

32

29

30
30

2.6
5.3

3.4
3.0

Owners 1,950 43 3.6 2,820 30 . 3.1

Under $500

#500 - #999

$1,000 - 1,999
$2,000 and over

970

1,240
1,820
4,080

45

41

44

45

3.1
3.4
4.0
3.4

S70

1,600
2,720
5,030

35

30
29

30

2.8

2.7
3 .4

3.2

Tencnts l/
Under $500
.#500 - §999
'#'1,000 - 1,999

$2 ,000 and over

1,040
530
810

1,380
2,280

45
53

42

"r-x

71

3.2
2.2
3 .

2

3.4

• /

1,730
860

1,050
•2,090

4,060

30
29

29

31

30

•Z 5!
\-J . o

2 .4

3 7

3.3
2.6

1/ Includes croppers in the open country.

Table 17.- Percentages of houses built of specified materials, by
tenure and residence, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Residence
arid tenure

Number
of oases

Pi-rcentagcs built of -

."ood : .Brick or stucco : Log : Other

Open country 1,730 87.: 3.3 4.7 4.7

Owne r s

Tenants
1,176

554

87.7
O C "2COiu

3 .

5

2.9
4.0
6.1 x . /

. ovm 751 89.2 9.2 1.3

Owners
Renters

337
124

85.7
92.0

11.6

7.3

2.7
9
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In the towns, however, about 9 percent, as compared with 3 percent of the

rural families, occupied brick or stucco homes. For the nest part these

were concentrated in the high value groups. In contract, about 5 percent
of the farm families - largely those with a lew level of living - were liv-

ing in log houses. For example, 1? percent of the owners and 14 percent of

the tenants with a value of living of less than $500 reported houses of

such construction. In the second value group, $500 to $909, only 6 percent
of the owners and 7 percent of the tenants occupied log dwellings.

Modern household conveniences and facilities have always been more
available to families in urban centers than to' those of the open country.
The original costs of installing running water, electricity, or telephones
in homes of sparsely settled areas has been almost prohibitive. Conse-
quently, it is not unusual that a greater proportion of the urban than of

the rural families in Virginia reported the presence of these facilities.

Only 1], percent of the farm homes were lighted by electricity, 44/
as compared with 84 percent of the town homes (Table 18). In the open
country 13 percent of the owners but only 8 percent of the tenant families
reported electricity, while in the towns there was no difference in the

owner and the renter homos in this rospoct. The contrast between the "two

residence groups was amplified by the fact that about the same proportion
of the farm families used oil lamps as used electricity in the towns.
Vfnilc about three-fourths of the urban families had running water in the

homo, only 11 percenb of the farm families had this convenience. Over
three-fourths of the owners in the open country and about 88 percent of

the tenants were dependent upon an outside well or spring for the water
supply. It is interesting tc note that in the urban areas more renters
than owners were occupying houses with running water - although it 'would

appear that the latter should set the pattern. The inference may be that
the owners hesitate to install such facilities at their own. expense while
the landlord may readily install them in the hope of a better market for
his house.

In the ©pen country over 98 percent of the farm families studied
were dependent upon a stove and/or a fireplace to provide heat for the
dwelling while the proportion in the town was aboua 84 percent, A greater
proportion of the urban than of the farm homes, and more owners than renters,
had central heating. Almost all the farm hemes with central heating systems
were occupied by the owners (Table 13),

The family might have its own water system or an individual lighting
plant, but the installation of a telephone is primarily contingent upon local
facilities. To some degree ownership of a radio has become contingent upon
the presence of electricity. About two-thirds of the farm ' families and one-
third of the town families had neither of these facilities. More than

44/ A recent estimate of the proportion of hemes on occupied farms equipped
with high-line electricity in 1937 was 13,0 percent for the State and 8,Z
percent for the 6 counties in this study. See Electricity on the Farms,
Farm Journal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1938,
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Table IS.- Accessories and facilities of dwellings, by residence and ten-

ure, G Virginia counties, 1935

TtPTil-L. L> V_> i«i

: Cpen country : T own
: Total: Owners : Tenant s ; Teta 1 : Owne r

s

P OTIS' 714" <5

Heating System;
Nuniber cf casos T 7?Q \> o *j 424

X . D O • i. • ^ 1 fi £ 13 .0
p-? yp Ti ~l o p r*
J. _i_ J. jJ xUV / &. ^ "2 ^ 9 4. — . o 5 .

1

Sisovo 84.4 85.2 82.9 75.2 74.4 72 .

1

9.7 9.2 10.6 0.0 3.3 11.3

Lighting s'ystem:

Number of cases 1.729 1, 175 554 75 S 334 422
pp r>(-> e»Yi+:e err-js

y~p.-j~- r~< C —

Electricity 11 2J. J # 1 2 .P 7.8 8^-4 84.7 84.1
Oil lamp P-1 - 8 91.5 15 .2 J •X 15.9
Gas 1 - 6 2 3 .2 %

Other oo • o 3.1 .5 .3 .6

Tfeter Supply:
Number of cases 1 .726 1 173 553 759 357 ^22

Percentage having -

Viell R2 -S F2 - "i 53 .3 is . 9 21.4 18.7
Sprine ?R B 3/-' .5 2 .0 2 .

1

1.9
Piped irto kitchen J. • \J ? . 7 .4* • — 7.7 7.1
Other niped in 7*2 8 .

7

4 68 .0 64 .

7

70 . 6

Other 7.9 8.9 5.8 2.7 4.1 1.7

Other facilities

:

Number of cases 1,730 1*176 554 761 537 424
Percentages having -

Radio alone 16.2 17.3 13.9 53 .4 27.6 35.

9

Telephone alone 8 • S 11.1 3.2 7.1 10.4 4.5
Radio and telephone 8.7 11.1 3.6 23.4 29.4 18.5
No radio or telephone 55 .2 59.5 77.3 35.1 29.7 35.6
Kct reported 1.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 2.9 3.1

one-half of the town families and approximately one-fourth of the farm
families had radios in their homos. In all groups more of the families
had radios than had telephones and only about 9 percent of the farm families
and 23 percent of the urban families had both conveniences (Table 18).

Recent years have witnessed an increase in the number of modern house-

hold conveniohcos in the farm home, particularly electrification, yet the

town family remains superior to the farm in this respect. Among the town
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groups renters compared favorably with owners, but tenure differences in

the farm groups were magnified by the presence cr absence of specified

household facilities. It appeared that total income was a controlling

factor in acquiring the facilities inasmuch as the reported facilities

were concentrated in the higher value-of-living groups. On the basis of

t?ie proportion of homes with the particular conveniences, it appeared that,

when other conditions permitted, the first convenience the families se-

cured was a radio.

The homes of the town families were newer, more were equipped with

modern facilities, and the average replacement value was greater. In both
residence groups the owners were living in -.ore expensive hones than the

renters, and there was a very positive correlation between the value of

living and the replacement value of the hou.se (Table 16). 45/ Such evi-
dence again substantiates the assumption that higher income groups will
attempt to maintain or increase their status through better housing. The
replacement value cf the average open-country dwelling was $1,650 as com-
pared with $2,210 in the towns. In both groups the dwelling of the owner
was valued at a figure alvost $1,000 higher than that of the tenant. Y.:hen
related to total value of family living, replacement values revealed sharp
contrasts. Open-country families with a value of living of less than $500
reported $760, while those with a value of living of $2,000 or more reported
$3 , 930 • For town families the range was even greater, or from $920 to

mi, 740. The lowest replacement value ($530) was reported by the farm tenants
with a value of living of less than $500 • It nust bo noted that ever enc-
fourth of these families were residing in log houses; furthermore, the
value of the dwellings occupied by the croppers had a very significant in-
fluence upon the average for all tenants.

Housing and Maintenance, by Tenure

The expenditures for rent, repairs, insurance, fuel, furniture, and
other household furnishings and operations that are incurred to provide
housing for the family have been categorically classified as housing and
maintenance. 46/ Including furnished rent and fuel, the value of these
combined items for the farm families was $291, an amount representing slight-
ly over one-fourth of the total family-living budget (Table 19). The urban
families allocated 35 percent, or $471 to this purpose. As measured by
these values the effort to secure social status through better housing was
more pronounced in the towns than in the open country. Ihxch of this diff-
erence was accounted for in the higher replacement value, which in turn re-
flected a higher rental value, cf the urban home. Concurrently, the town
family must spend more for furnishings and operation of the relatively
better dwelling with more household facilities and conveniences. Further-
more, the town family must purchase about all the fuel consumed, wrhereas

45/ A definite relationship is to be expected because cf the method of
determining rental value of the house. See appendix, Methodological Note.

46/ See appbndix, Methodological Note, for explanation cf the methods of

grouping. Ten percent of the replacement value of the dwelling was assumed
to represent rent.



the farm family can secure .at a ninirnuri expense most of the fuel needed.

The greater self-sufficiency of the fan group was indicated, inasmuch as

they reported 56 percent of the housing and maintenance as furnished while
for the term families this proportion was only 33 percent.

In respect tc the value of housing and maintenance, differences be-
tween the various tenure groups were very great. Whereas 28 percent of

the budget of the farm owner ($344) was devoted to procuring and maintain-
ing a dwelling for his family, the renter allocated 21 percent of the total
budget ($198) to this purpose. The cropper reported $126 (17 percent of

the total), but three-fourths of that amount was made up of furnished fuel
and rent. The cropper and his family lived in a house with a low evalu-
ation and spent only about '422 for furnishings, equipment, and household
operation. For all housing and maintenance town owners reported an average
of #576 (43 percent of which was furnished), an amount which represented a

little over one-third of the total budget. Urban renters, on the ether hand^
reported 0387, or over one-third of the total budget.

County variations in the average value of housing and maintenance
were large and in all counties there was a wide gap between the housing
and maintenance of the tenants and the owners (Table 19). For all open-
country families .this item ranged from #213 in Prince Edward County to #359
in Culpeper. The lowest values for all tenure groups wore shown in Prince
Edward County and the highest, with the exception of renters, were recorded
in Culpeper. On the basis of the amount devoted to this purpose, the
counties tended to be equally divided] the tobacco counties, Halifax and
Prince Edward, and Wythe in the southwest reported very lev; amounts and the
remaining shewed higher expenditures. Since a greater part of this differ-
ence could be attributed tc rent o.lone, it is to be observed that the dwell-
ings in these three counties were generally inferior to those in lansenond,
Rockbridge, and Culpeper. In Halifax and Prince Edvvard the tobacco farmer's
dwelling appeared comparable with the dwelling of the mountain farmer in
Wythe

.

The values reported by town families for housing and maintenance
showed much greater variation between the counties (from ^380 in Halifax to

#636 in Rockbridge) than was the case for farm families. Counties which
showed a low or high value of housing and maintenance for the rural fami-
lies in relation to\ the other counties also tended to shew a comparable re-
lationship on the basis of- the value of housing and maintenance for the ur-
ban families. The most significant exception was in Prince Edward in which
the value of housing and maintenance for the farm families was lower than
in any other counties, while the value for urban families was exceeded only
by those, in Rockbridge. It thus appears, on the basis of the value of

housing and maintenance, that within a county there may be some relationship
between the housing conditions of the urban and of the rural areas. In this
study the value of housing and maintenance of the urban group had about the
same relationship to urban groups of other counties as the rural group had
to other rural groups.
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Table 19.- Average value of housing and maintenance per family,

percentage furnished, and percentage that housing and

maintenance was ^f total value of family living,

by residence, tenure, and county of survey,
6 Virginia counties, 1935

Iteir Total
/

6 selected c ounxies

: Pr i no e : 3 >ck-

Culpeper ;Ha1ifax :Nans emond rEdward tbridge :Wythe

Average value:
Open country

Owners
Renters
Croppers c

Town
Owners
Renters

/

£290.

6

344.5

198.2

126.2
470.9
5 76.3

387.3

|358.9
402.3

222.4
197.3
476,2

•242.3

298.6

184.7
112.5
380.1
592.1
313.1

f>311.7
365 .0

247.0
143.1
413.4
516.4
341.0

|!213.3 $323.6 (255.9
262.5 374.3 284.5

101 .7

177.1
150.0
97.3

569.4
721.3
436,9

.7

751.6

205.5
104.0
381.4
423 .9

334.5

Percentage of

total

:

Open country
Owners
Renters
Cropper 2/

Tow
Owners
Renters

Percentage
furnished

:

Open country
Owners
Renters
Croppers

fawn
Owners
Renters

2/

2/ Sec footnote 16, p. 14.

25.7 28.2 22.1 26.1 21.3 28.7 25.3
27.6 30.0 23.7 2 7.2 23.3 50.6 26.5
21.0 21.5 19.6 23.5 17.6 21.3 25.0
17.5 16.7 18.2 23.7 13.8 23.1 15.2
35 .4 34.7 51.8 34.1 35.8 42 .1 32.6
37.0 35.2 35.6 38.1 45.7 oo . 2
33 ,

6

33.5 31.1 • . 32.8 6 8 g 2 32.2

56.5 54.0 54.7 49.5 59.2 64.0 58.3
55.0 51 .3 51.5 47.1 57.7 64.5 58.6
57.9 65 .3 60.3 52.3 67.9 52.8 49.9
74.6 84.1 72.4 77.6 63 .

6

82.8 75.1
2 2 .

9

33.2 21.5 28.3 32.0 45.6 29.7
42.8 40.6 31.5 40.5 54.2 58 .4 41. 7
21.1 15.6 14 .0 29.0 28.5 9.7

.ilies in other counties a<liac ent to ti ose studi ed

.

There was little consistency between the \-ariovs groups in the pro-

portion of the total budget that was set aside for housing and maintenance.
For farm owners the proportion ranged from 23 percent in Prince Edward to

31 percent in. Rockbridge. Among the tenants the proportion ranged from
18 to 24 percent for the renters and from 14 to 24 percent for the croppers
In all of the counties residence in the towns demanded that a larger pro-
portion of the budget be allocated to housing; ordinarily this was about
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one-third, but it was almost one-half of the total for owners in the towns

studied in Rockbridge*

Housing and Maintenance, by Value-of-Living Groups

An increase in the total value of living reflected a very definite
increase in the average value of housing and maintenance for all residence
and tenure group* (Table 20), As it ms shown that families in the higher
value brackets had better homes with more facilities, it may also be ob-
served that they spent more in equipping and maintaining those homes. For
example, the farm families in the highest va.lue&of-living group reported
housing and maintenance that was almost ten times that of the families
with a total value of less than $500 • In the towns the spread between the
families in the highest and lowest value -of- living groups was not quite
so great.

The influence of greater income and the attainment of, or the at-
tempt to attain, a higher status in the community upon housing was par-
ticularly in evidence for the farm owners since the average value of hous-
ing and maintenance for those in the lowest value group was $103 as com-
pared with $855 for those in the highest. The position of the renters and
croppers did not encourage high expenditures for housing and maintenance
and the increase in the various brackets was not so great as for the owners.
Compare, for example, renters and owners with a total value of living of
more than 02,000. The former reported an average value of housing and
maintenance of $449 - slightly more than one-half as much as the owners in

the same group. Croppers with the highest level of living reported an
average of only $190. In the towns the value of housing increased from
$142 for those with a value of living of less than $500 to $1,040 for those
in the highest value group.

Only the open-country owner and cropper families failed to show a

consistent, though not identical, relationship between the total value of

living and the proportion allocated to housing and maintenance. Both groups
of town families reported a decreasing proportion of the total budget de-
voted to this purpose as tho value of living increased. Opon-oountry renters
in all value groups reported housing and maintenance as approximately 21

percent of the total, Farm owners in the value groups under $2,000 showed
a decreasing proportion of the total as necessary for housing and ma'nten-
ance as the total value increased tut these families in the highest value
group reported 53 percent, a proportion higher than that reported even in
the low Value group. The significance of housing in the budget of the

town family may be emphasized by the fact that in all value groups more
than one-third of the total went to housing and mai ntenance, a proportion
considerably larger than was allocated by tho farm families. In all value
groups the town owner families al located a much greater percentage of the
total budget to this category than to feed. It is perhaps significant that
urban owners with a value of living of less than $500 allocated 45 percent
for housing and maintenance and 42 percent for food.
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Table 20.- Average value of hesasing and maintenance per family, per-
centage furnished, and percentage housing and maintenance was
of total family living, by residence, tenure, and value-of

-

living groups, 6 Virginia counties, 1035

Value-of- living groups
Item '.'<$

: All Under : 8500- "

:

SI t 000— : $2,000
i families : $500 : $999 : $1,999 : and over

\ y87.

1

in 'TC' c
•;^b-x • C>

BOO 9

Owne r s O J: . <J Xv ' Cj . O 1 7fi 9 3 1 S 3 P, 5 5 4

Renters X O • t •
7fi o pee pceo . c /i 4 Q pXT: »

Croppers 126 ? 65 4 TIP. 5 1 90 3

Town -./wo »> x^t . - « \J
AQA 4 1 - 040 .

?

Owne r s F76.3 1 R3 9 ? R fi R 547 5 1 101.1X , X^ X © X

Renters R-R7 ^C>-0 / . o 1 P n R 9 ; :
i 7 A R 7 7 RQQ

Percentage of
total i

Odcii c ountrv 6 *x . 'x (C u . O ^1 7O X . 1

Ovvne r s 27 6 ?fi 9 ?R 3 ?4 - 7 32 .5

Renters ? 1tJ x • v 90 R ?o r 21 1 20 5

Croppers 17 «5 18.7 18.9 15.7
Town 35 .A 39-4 35-5 34.8

Owne r s nU 1 (V 4"^ 1£U .X O U • u> 3R 1 3 5 7

Renters 1
C> x • X 32 6

Percentage
furnished

:

Open country 56.3 • 70.0 66.9 58.4 46.3
Owners 55.0 71.9 67.0 58.0 45.3
Renters 57.9 71.. 1 63.4 55.9 46.9
Croppers 74.6 63 .5 74.4 77.9

T own 32.9 43.4 27.5 29.7 38,5
Owners 42.8 60.6 51.5 42,8 39.3
Renters 21.1 16.5 14.4 18.8 3S.3

Generally, as the total value of Jiving increased, the families pur-
chased a larger part of the goods included in this category. For example,
in the open country those families in the lowest value group furnished 70
percent of the total as compared with 46 percent for the families in the
highest value group. The open-country croppers, however, increased the pro-
portion furnished as the level of living increased. This fact indicates
that croppers in the higher value groups were living in slightly better
houses but were not naking any noticeable outlays for furnishings and
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Housing end Maintenance, by Size of Family

As the number of individuals in a family increases, the necessity
for more spade is greater, but such a demand is not necessarily met by
the acquisition of larger dw©flings • In all residence and tenure groups
the proportion of the budget allocated to housing and maintenance de-

creased as the size of the family increased (Table 21). The greatest
reductions in the proportions occurred between the families with from 3

to 5 members and those with 5 cr more persons in the family. Neither
did the presence of a' very large family greatly influence the value of
housing and maintenance. In all groups except the farm tenants, the value
reported for this category by the families with 5 or more persons was
lower than that, reported by the two remaining family-size groups, and the
highest was reported by the families with from 3 to 5 persons. For the
farm croppers the greater values of housing and maintenance were reported
by the larger families; however, the value in each group was low as com-
pared with the owners* For example , the disparity between croppers and
owners with respect to housing conditions is magnified by the fact that
the croppers with 5 or more persons in the family reported $139 as the
value of housing and maintenance, while the owner families with less than
3 persons reported an average of $368. Again, the town families reported
higher values than the families of similar size in the open country. The
value for town families who did not own their homes was greater than for
these of the open-country families who occupied their own dwellings.

Housing and Maintenance, by Family Life Cycle

It has been shown that there is a peak in family history and that
during this peak period the level of living and the size of family are
highest. The positive relationship that existed between the average value
of housing and maintenance and the total value of living was not broken
when the third factor, the duration of the marriage umio:a,was introduced.
The average amount allocated to housing and maintenance tended to follow
the four stages of the life cycle* Obviously, older families with a higher
total value of living would attempt to attain statue by bettor housing con-
ditions* Families in the fourth., or last, stage of the life cycle shewed
smaller values than those in the preceding stage, but in the main the de-
crease was not great because apparently the families attempted to maintain
the status reached in the peak of the life cycle. For renters in this fina
stage the average was even higher than for renters in the third sta^o (Tabl

62).

47/ If these cr: poors were residing in better dwellings, this fact would
be reflected in the value of rent furnished; that occurred in this case.
(See appendix, Methodological Note.)
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Table 21.- Average value of housing and maintenance per family,
percentage furnished, and percentage housing and maintenance
•ma of total family living, by resiicr.ee, tenure, and size

of family, 6 Virginia counties, 1335

Item All
: fanilies

Size of family
.. ._ . -T ',

——

-—. ( persons

)

: under 3 : 3.0-4.9 5 or more

Average value

:

0uen coTntrv •!> 7 9 C f> tiOCO . 'x
<5 9 c /.; a

Owners 34-4 .5 567 .7 7QO. Q 308 .5
Renters 190.2 187 .0 207 .7 194.4
Croppers 126.2 112 .6 122 .3 139.4

Town 470 .

9

466. 5 3 R • a 359-0Kj %J %\J

Owners o . J . o w U • -J O u r.' » o £1 9

Renters o o / . o 1/ .

Percentage of
total:
Open country 9 C rj Ol.D 9 7 9 1 c;u JL t u

Owners 27.6 32.7 80.

2

23.3
Renters 9 A. 7 (Co . (

1 ft. v

Croppers
J. X X I IU 9'S ft ? n 7 X o . ...

Town 35 .4 33 .3 3 G . 28.0
Owners 37 .U 41.2 3 u - 5 28.2
Renters CO • G 7 I

9
! 9 7 Q

Percentage
furnished

:

Open country 5 6 •3 60.0 53.

8

53.9
Omiers 55.0 SOU 56.1 54.3
Renters 57.9 54.7 57.3 . 59.4
Croppers r'A P,

i • O 74.2 72.7 73.8
Tov;n 32.9 3 *7 • 9 30.3 24.8

Owners 42 .

8

49.3 38.7 36.1
Reuters 21.1 25.0 20.0 18.2

Clothing
_

It has been suggested that in an individual's life the role of
clothing is second in importance only to food. The elasticity of the
demand for articles of wearing apparel tends to be very great, for cloth-
ing expenditures are seldom conditioned entirely by utility or physiologi-
cal needs. The dictates cf social custom, fashions, fads, 'and the effort
to attain or maintain a certain social status in the comovuhity are more
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likely to receive paramount consideration. As the fr.rJ.ly seeks status

through more elaborate housing, the individual attempts to improve his

status by the clothes he wears . Variations in wearing apparel sometimes
evince consp'Souous distinctions between social and economic classes.

Average Value, by Residence and Tenure

Town families spent more for clothing than the farm families and
in both residence groups the owners spent more than the tenants. The

1,730 farm families reported an average of $103 for clothing, or $25 for
each individual, while the town families reported an average of $137 per
family, or .339 per capita (Tables 22 and 61). c lothing expenditures per
farm family amounted to $110 for the owners, $9C for the renters, and
$68 for the croppers; reduced to per-capita expenditures, these ranged
from $14 for the croppers to $28 for the owners • The town families who
owned their homes expended tfl5G for clothing, or about $34 more than those
who were residing in rented dwellings, while the per-capita expenditures
were $50 and $32 respectively. Of the three open-country tenure classes
owners devoted the smallest proportion of the total budget to clothing
(9 percent) while the renters and croppers allocated about 10 percent each
to this item. The town owners allocated 10 percent and the renters nearly
11 percont.

Clothing expenditures for the farm groups also displayed rather
wide variations between the six counties, with the families in Prince
Edward, Rockbridge, and Wythe Counties reporting expenditures much lower
than those in the remaining counties (Table 22). The lowest expendi-
ture for wearing apparel ($51) was recorded by the croppers in Nansemond
County and the highest ($131) by the owners in the same county. Clothing
expenditures of the families in the tobacco counties, Prince Edward and
Halifax, showed some interesting points of difference. With the exception
of those classified as croppers, the families in Halifax reported much
higher clothing purchases than those in the dark-tobacco area. Furthermore,
the families in Halifax devoted a relatively higher proportion of the total
budget to clothing as compared with a majority of the other groups.

In all counties the urban families spent more for wearing apparel
than did the farm families and the former tended to devote a greater pro-
portion of the total budget to that purpose. The lowest expenditure by
the urban groups ($103) was reported by the renters in Nansemond while
the owners in Halifax spent the largest amount ($209), The importance of
clothing in the budget of the urban family may be indicated by the fact
that urban owners spent more than farm owners and, with but two exceptions,
the urban renters expended r.ore than the farm owners.

The proportion of the total value of family living that was allo-
cated to this item varied between 7 and 12 percent for the various farm
groups and between 8 and Id percent for the urban families. To some de-
gree the tenants tended to allocate a greater proportion of the total to
that purpose than did the owners*
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Table 22.- Average expenditure per family for clothing, and percentage
this item was of total value of family living, by residence,

tenure, and county of survey, 6 Virginia counties, 1936

Item
6 selected counties

Total : : : jPrince fRock-

:Cu lpe per : Hallfax ;2fe.nsemond :Edward : brid g e

Average amount

Open country $102.9 $103.5 $114 .0 $120.5 $88.1 $86.4 $92 .0

Owners 110.0 106.0 127 .7 130.5 94.2 93.0 S5.9
Renters 96.4 93.9 102 .6 120.3 78.9 73.4 89.0
Croppers 2/ 68.4 99 .8 .64 .6 50.9 74.5 56.6 64.7

Town 136.8 128.7 141 .1 115.7 137.2 155.8 162.0
Ovine rs 155.9 150.0 209 .2 134.0 158.8 1.38.8 179.5
Renters 121.6 115.1 119 .6 103.2 118.

4

133.2 144.0

Percentage of
total

:

Open country
Owners
Renters
Croppers 2/

Town
Owners
Renters

9.1 8.1 10.

4

10.1 8.8 7.7 9.1

8.8 7.9 10.1 9.7 8.4 7.6 8.9
10.2 9.1 10.9 11.5 9.2 8.1 10.1
9.5 8.5 10.5 8.4 10.6 7.4 9.4
10.3 9.4 11.8 9.5 8 = 6 9.0 14.0
10.0 9.8 11.7 9.2 8.4 8.4 14.1
10.6 9.0 11.8 9.8 8.9 9.7 13.9

1/ Includes 158 families in other counties adjacent to those studied.
2/ See footnote 16, p. 14.

Clothing, by Value-of-Living Groups

Inasmuch as the demand for clothing is somewhat elastic and sub-
ject to the Whins of fashion and social dictates, it is obvious that
there should be a positive correlation between the clothing expenditures
and the total value of family living. Among the open-country families
the amount spent for wearing apparel increased from $30 for those with a
total value of living of less than $500, to $224 for those in the high-
est value group (Table 23). In the towns the effect of a higher total
value of living was manifested to an even greater degree by the sharp
increase from $28 to $285. Obviously, the larger families in the higher
value groups cannot be ignored, but even on a per-capita basis the ex-
penditures for clothing are greater in the higher value groups.

On the basis of clothing expenditures as related to total value
of living some interesting points of difference between the various groups
wore apparent. The farm families with a value of living of less than $500
spent slightly more for clothing than did the urban families in the same
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Table 23.- Average expenditure per family for clothing, and
percentage this item was of total value of living,

by residence, tenure, and value-of-living
groups, 6 Virginia counties, 133 5

Item : All :

: families :

Va lus

-

-of- living group
Unde r

$500

S500-

: #999

i Si 000-

: $1,999 :

"2 .000

and ove r

-ti. v w x qa- t. w C4.iij._s mj.1 o •

v->i-'uii <^ kj L<u. i oi y Si o? Q >jpo u • X <Jp O X a 1

% 1 1 R 4X X U . *x Si?^4 1^ u r± B X

("Hpno p q 110X Xky • \j ?4 6 R7 R 117 7 22 6.0
F?? 5 71 1 ? 3 3 203 .2

Cv n r)"np v f? 6R 4 38 7 60 1 109 .

6

Iown 136 .

8

27 .5 78.5 153 .2 284.8
Own ^r<! 24 74 6 1 59 R 292 .8

Rent f t r 12 1 . G 32 80 4 ]4R 7 266.4

Percentage of
total

:

Open country 9.1 8.5 9.1 9.4 8.6
Owno r s 8.8 6.9 8.3 9.2 8.6
Renters 10.2 8.8 10.5 10.2 9.3
Croppers 9.5 11,1 9.6 9.1

Town 10.3 7.6 10.5 ' 11,0 9.5
Owners 10.0 6.7 10.0 11.1 9.5
Renters 10.6 8.8 10.7 10.9 9.7

value group; also, the tenants in "both residence groups shewed higher
expenditures than the poorer owners. Moreover, among the farm families
the higher level of living had a somewhat 'greater influence upon the
clothing expenditures of the tenants than upon those of the owners. In
the first three value groups the farm renters had higher clothing ex-
penditures than the owners. In two of these groups (under $500 and $500
to $999) the farm croppers reported greater clothing purchases than did
the farm owners; however, as shown before, when all families are combined,
the tenure distinctions on the basis of clothing purchases are apparent.
It appeared that the families in the low value groups who did not own
their own homes or farms were attempting to compensate somewhat for this
or to increase their status by spending relatively larger sums for wear-
ing apparel. This may be partially substantiated by the cropper families
in the lowest value group whose clothing purchases were greater than those
of the urban families.

The proportion of the total budget that was devoted to clothing
somewhat approached a parabolic curve. In all residence and tenure groups
except the croppers the proportion devoted to clothing increased in the
first three value groups and decreased for those families with a total
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value of living of more than $2,000. As the total value of living in-

creased for -*-he cropper families the pr portion allocated to clothing

decreased. 48/ Except for th families in the lowest value-of-living

group, the urban fcsmilies devoted c hir'- .:r proportion of the family budget

to clothing than did the farm families end in both residence groups the

tenants allocated a greater part thai; the owners. Town and rural owners

in the lowest value group reported the smallest proportion (7 percent) of

the total as spent for ' clothirg, 'while the highest (11 .1) was expended by-

urban owners in the $1,000 to £1,999 value group and by croppers with a

total value ef less than $500.

Clothing, by oize of Family

More members in the , mily would logically place a greater require-
ment upon the family budget for clothing purchases, but it does not nec-
essarily follow that per-capita expenditures would remain at the same level.
The farm family with 5 or more percent spent an average of £126 for wearing
apparel while the family with Jess than 3 persons spent $70 (Table 24).
Town families with 5 or- more persons expended an average of $5161, or $55
more than the small family. In ull tenure groups except the town renters,
expenditures of the large family were almost twice as large as those of
the small family.

When clcthing expenditures were analyzed by the size of the family,
the distinctions between the tenure groups were accentuated. Farm owners
reported higher expenditures than the r nters and the renters chewed great-
er expenditures than the croppers. Or.ly the urban renters with 5 or more
persons in the family failed to shew clothing purchases that were greater
than those of any tenure class in the open country.

As the size of the' family inoree. ed, the proportion of the total
budget allocated to clothing also increc "ed. The trend was consistent
in each group of families except the or- ppers and urban renters. Farm
owners with less than 5 member': spent 7 percent of the budget for wearing
apparel; those with 5 or more -.embers spent 11 percent. For the renters
the range was from 8 to 11 percent. Among croppers the size of family
had little effect upon the proportion spent for clothing. That clothing
expenditures occupied a relatively more important place in the urban than
in the rural budget may be further indicated by the fact that town families
expended -

. from 8 to 13 percent, as compared with 7 to 11 percent for the
farm group, of the total value of living for this purpose.

Clothing, by Family Life Cycle

Clothing expenditures followed very closely the stages of the life
cycle, increasing as the age of the family increased (Table 62). As the
children became older it cost more to provide them with wearing apparel,

48/ The significance of furnished goods to the cropper families with a

higher level of living has been pointed out.
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Table 24.- Average expenditure per family for clothing, and
percentage this iter: vtds of total value of living,

by residence, tenure, and size of family, 6

Virginia counties, 1935

: All
:

Size of fonily ( persons)
Iten : families : Under 3 : 3.0 - '4.9 : 5 or more

Average amount

:

Open country $102.0 §70.3 $102.5 0126.4
Owners 110.0 73.5 111.7 142.1
Renters 96.4 63.1 92.9 111.0
Croppers 68.4 46.8 57. C 84.4

Town 136.8 101.9 149.5 161.3
Owners 155.9 IQS.2 188.7 212.9
Renters 121.6 107.5 118.9 140.4

Percentage of
total:
Open country 9.1 6.8 8.6 10.6

Owners 3.8 6.5 8.4 10.7
Renters 10.2 8.3 10.1 10.7
Croppers 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.6

' Town 10.3 9.1 10.0 12.6
Owners 10.0 8.4 10.3 13.0
Renters 10.6 10.1 9.7 12.3

and as they reached young adulthood clothing expenditures were highest.
Ahus, the highest expenditures were shown in the third stage of the life
cycle, and expenditures of families in this stage represented a signifi-
cant increase over those in the preceding life-cycle period. It is dur-
ing this third period, just at the tine of courtship and marriage or

just prior to leaving hone, that clothes are probably most important to
the children.

Clothing, by Age and Sex

Numerous studies have shown that clothing expenditures increase as

age increases and that highest expenditures for wearing apparel are made
during the period of courtship ond marriage. Often it is necessary for
the parents to decrease their t>wn clothing purchases in order that there
be more made- for the children. This was true for both open-country and
urban families in Virginia. As the children and parents became older,
the clothing expenditures of the former increased and those of the latter
decreased (Fig. 4).

Although the clothing expenditures of the urban children were higher
in all age groups than those of the open country, the pattern of such ex-
penditures was almost identical. For the children under 15 years of age
the expenditures for the sons were larger than for the daughters, but the
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reverse was true for those 15 years of age and over. Also, after the

children reached 15, the increase was more rapid for the daughters than

for the sons. For example,* the expenditure for the urban daughters

from 12 to 15 years of age was $21, while an average of #45 was spent

for those fran 15 to 18 years of age • Highest expenditures for all

children except the urban sens were recorded in the group 18 to 24 years

of age, approximately the age of courtship and marriage. With the ex-

ception of urban males, children over 24 yeo.rs of age still residing
in the parental hone reported slightly less than those of the previous
age group.

The average clothing expenditure for the urban parents ij.as ip40

for the male and $42 for the female. In the rural group, clothing ex-
penditures for the male head wore o25 and for the hencmaker £1 less. Re-
gardless of residence, clothing expenditures of the parents declined with
an increase in are. Farm wives reported less in all groups than did the
husbands, but up to the age of 60 years or -.ore the town wives reported
larger purchases of clothing than did 'the husbands.

In each tenure group there was little differentiation between sons
and daughters with respect to the amounts sport for their clothes, for
the former demanded more during earlier years where;:. s the latter demanded
more as they became older. Hence, the variations in clothing expendi-
tures by age groups had little or no effect upon the averages for all sons
and all daughters within a specified tenure classification. The pattern
of expenditures for both parents and children of each tenure group in the
npen country followed trends almost identical to those for both residence
groups irrespective of tenure. For all ago groups the owners spent more
than the renters and the renters spent more than the croppers (Fig. 5).

Health, Births , and Deaths

Although in recent years the availability of medical facilities and
services has increased very greatly, the farm family yet remains at a

comparative disadvantage in its ability tc eommahd such services. The dis-
advantage may not be due entirely to lower income , but perhaps more di-
rectly to the isolation of the farmer. For a long time this isolation made
it almost imperative that the family rely upon its own devices to cope with
health problems. Consequently, a culture developed among rural people which
was somewhat independent of professional or trained advice.

Open-country farm families in 6 counties of Virginia reported an
average of >;49 for all expenditures related to births, deaths, and the main-
tenance of health, but the town family spent .112 more for the same purposes
(Table 25). 49/ Although there was relatively little difference in the

There was comparatively little difference in the distribution of health
expenditures by the rural and urban families among the principal items in-
cluded in the category. The former allocated 39 percent, or 1 percent more
than the urban families, for services of a physician. The only significant
difference was in the proportion allocated to raw drugs. Logically, the
farm families devoted more to this purpose than the urban group.
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Table 25.- Axrerage expenditure per family for health, births,
and deaths, and percentage that these items were of total

Value of family living, by residence, tenure, and
county of survey, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Item : Total

1/

6 selected counties

: Culpeper

:

Halifax

:

Nansemon
: Prince :Rock-

d :Edward tbridge :Wythe

Average amount

:

Open country $49.0 854.5 $43.8 $58.7 $50,2 848.3 842 .

6

Owners 54.9 58.5 51.6 67.9 5 7 . c 57.1 44.0
Renters 41.1 37.4 37.1 51.0 43 .5 27.5 47.1
Croppers 2./ 28.

2

50,3 17.7 18.9 32 .1 16.4 24.6
Town 51*1 72.4 40 .

1

63 .

3

65.7 70.6 59 .

2

Owners 73 .8 80.7 54 .

7

103 .1 71,6 79.7 61.0
Renters 51.1 69.9 35,3 34.7 60 «

7

62.1 57.8

Percentage of
total

:

Open country 4.5 4.3 4.0 4.9 5.0 4.3 4.3
Owners 4.4 .4.1 5 .0 5 .

1

4.7 4.1
Renters 4.3 3.6 4.0 4.9 5.1 3.0 5.3
Croppers 2j 5.6 4.3 2.9 3.1 4 . o 2.2 3.6

T own ' 4.6 5.3 3.4 5.2 d. i 4.7 5.1
Owners 4.7 5.3 3.1 7.1 3.8 4.9 4.8
Renters 4 ,4 K c; 3.5 3.3 4.6 4.5 5.5

Includes 158 families in other counties adjacent to those studied.

2/ See footnote 16, p, 14,

proportion of the total budget that the various tenure groups allocated
to this category of expenditures, there were pronounced variations in the
amount spent per family. Farm owners spent an average of §55, or $14
more than the renters and more than twice the amount reported by the crop-
pers. Per-capita expenditures for the maintenance of health emphasize
differences between the tenure groups. For each member of the family the
farm owner spent $14, the renter $9, and the cropper |'6 '{Table 61). These
expenditures were greater than those reported by the farm families in the
more sparsely settled Appalachian Mountain region, 50/ but were much less
than those of the urban owner and renter families in Virginia who reported
a per-capita expenditure of $24 and $13 respectively.

As evidenced by the proportion of the total budget set aside for
this purpose, there was relatively little difference in the emphasis or
importance of health expenditures to the farm and urban families. That

50/ See Loomis, C. P., and Dodson, L. S., op. cit.
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is, the farm family allotted 4.3 percent of the total budget to health,

births, and deaths as compared with 4.S percent for the urban families.

Differences in the total waluo of living, however, resulted in a lower

expenditure by the open-country group. In addition to the smaller ex-

penditure, it is also generally true that the open-cquntry family must
pay more for medical services than the urban family* Thus the farm family

expends less and, beaause of the higher cost, May not secure as much pro-

fessional service for the amount spent as does the town family*

Expenditures for health, births, and deaths by the farm families

in the individual counties ranged from $43 in Wythe County to $59 for

those in Kansemond (Table 25). Although there was no great difference
between the expenditures in the various coi.nties, the families in the
mountain and tobacco counties reported smaller expenditures than those
in Culpeper and Nansemond. Generally, in all counties the owners and

renters allocated about the same proportion of the total budget to this
group of expenditures which,with the exception of. those in Culpeper, was
greater than the proportion the croppers allotted for health, births, and
deaths. Again, in all counties but Halifax the urban group reported ex-
penditures for health, births, and deaths that were larger than those of
the rural group. Moreover, it should be noted that in one-half the coun-
ties the difference between the amounts expended by the urban owners and
the urban renters for health purposes was much greater than the difference
between the expenditures of farm owners and renters.

Health, 3irths, and Deaths, by Value -of-Living Groups

For all residence and tenure groups there was a positive relation-
ship between the total value of family living and the amount expended for
health, births, and deaths. Open-country families with a total value of

living of less than $500 spent $10 for this purpose, while those with a

total of $2,000 reported $125 (Table 26), The range in the amounts spent
by the urban families was even wider - from $10 by those with the lowest
value of living to $155 by those with a total value of living greater than
$2,000. Although it has been suggested that the farm family would spend
less than the urban for health purposes, it was only for those families
with a total value of living of more than $1,000 that this difference
appeared significant. Actually the less well-to-do fan.1

, owners and renters
reported higher expenditures of this type than the urban owners with a simi-
lar vclue of living. Under the assumption that the amount spent may supply
some indication of the extent to which families avail themselves of medical
services, it appears that health problems were not confined to the rural
areas but were also decidedly prevalent among the low-income urban groups.
"V'.'ithin the farm group there was relatively little difference in the amounts
expended for health, births, and deaths by the families in the various ten-
ure groups with a total value of living of less than $2,000. However,
farm renters under this level spent slightly more than the owners.

As the level of living increased, a greater proportion of the family
budget was devoted to this category, with the one exception that furm renters
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Table 26.- Average expenditure per family for health, births,

and deaths, and percentage that these expenditures were of

total value of- family living , by residence, tenure, and

value-of-living groups, 6 Virginia counties ,1935

: : Value-of-living groups
j. oen : All : Under : 0500- : 31,000- : 02,000

: families : $500 : £399 . &i qqq
: and over

Average amount

:

Open country $49.0 $10.3 24.2 $56.9 #124.6
Owners 54.9 10.8 23.9 57.0 123.7
Renters 41.1 11.7 25.4 58.2 73.1
Croppers 26.2 S.5 21.0 51.4 _

Town 61.1 9.7 25.1 66,5 154.6
Owners 7S.6 7.8 26.1 71.6 154.3
Renters 51.1 12.1 24.6 62.9 155 .3

Percentage of
total

:

Open country 4.3 2.9 3.6 = • o 4.8
Owners 4.4 3.1 3.5 4.5 4.9
Renters 4.3 S.2 3.9 4.8 3.6
Croppers o . o • 4.3

Town 4.6 2.7 4.8 5.2
Owners 4.7 Cj mi* . %j 5.0 5.0
Renters 4.4 0.0 3.3 4.6 b.o

in the highest vc. lue -of-living group r eported a proportion slig]itly lower
than that reported by farm renters with total values ranging from $500 to

v999. In most instances the proportions ranged from about 3 percent for
the poorest families tc approximately 5 percent for the relatively well-
to-do families.

Health, Births, and Deaths, by Size of Family

The larger family with more children should necessitate greater
health expenditures, yet for the farm lies included in this study there was
no consistent relationship between such expenditures and the size of the
family. Actually, in most of the residence and tenure classes there was

•

relatively little difference in the amounts spent by the three family-size
groups. The farm families with from 3 to 5 persons reported larger ex-
penditures for health purposes than either the smaller or larger families,
but those with 5 or more individuals spent less for health maintenance than
the families with less than 3 persons (Table 27). In the urban group the
families with less than 3 resident members also reported a g rcater ex-
penditure than families with mere members. In the individual tenure groups
the pattern of health expenditures as related to the size of the family



Table 2 7.- Average expenditure per family for health, births, and

deaths, and percent ge that these expenditures were of total

value of family living, by residence, tenure, and "size

of family, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Item :

J

All : Size of family (}persons

)

families : Under 3 : 3.0 - 4.9 : 5 or more

Average amount:
Open country $49,0 $45.9 & 56.5 £44.2

Owners 54,9 43.7 67.2 47.9
Renters 41.1 43.4 40.2 40.9
Croppers 26.

2

13.1 20.3 3 « 9

T own 61.1 60.2 61.7 61.4

Owners 73.6 76.0 70.9 73.8

Renters 51.1 41.7 54.5 56.3

Percentage of

total:
Open country 4.3 4.4 4.9 3.7

Owners 4.4 4.3 5.1 3.6
Renters 4.3 5.7 4.4 3.9
Croppers 3.6 3.7 3.4 3.7

Town 4.6 5.1 4.1 4.8
Owners 4.7 5.9 3.9 4.5
Renters 4.4 o % D 4.5 4.9

varied and only in the cropper and urban renter groups did expenditures
increase with an i:icreaso' in the size of the family.

The proportion of ohe total budget allocated by the various resi-
dence and tenure groups to the category of health expenditures also varied
and failed to show any consistent relationship with the size of family.
Farm renters decreased the- proportion allocated to this purpose as the size
of the family increased; urban renters reported an opposite tendency; and
farm croppers in each group devoted about the same proportion of the total
to health expenditures. The proportions thus allotted by owners were very
erratic; in the open country the owner families of medium size allocated a

higher proportion (5 percent), and in the towns a lower proportion (4 per-
cent), than, those, with .loss than 3 or more than 5 members.

Health, Births, and Deaths, by Family Life Cycle

The characteristics of the families in the various periods of the
family history imply a definite relationship between the life cycle and the
expenditures for health, births, and deaths. Perhaps the greatest expendi-
tures for health should be made when the families are young and the number
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of births is large, or perhaps when the families are elder and the parents
are approaching the infirmities of old age. However j for the groups in-
cluded in this study there was no consistent relationship between the
stage of the life cycle in which the families wore classified and the per-
iod of greatest expenditures for health, births, and deaths (Table 62).

Farm owners in the first and fourth ' stages of the life cycle ex-
pended about the same for this purpose, an amount higher than that of the
other .two stages. These two stages in which the highest expenditures
were made represent .the two extremes, the first in which the families were
young. and a greater number of the births occurred, and the final stage in

which the parents were approaching old age. Highest expenditures for the
farm renters were recorded by those families formed from 10 to 19 years,
while the greatest expenditures for urban families of the same tenure
classification were. reported by those in the last stage of the life cycle.
For the remaining groups, urban owners and farm croppers, the relationship
of health expenditures to the family life cycle was identical with that
of the total value of living.

Advancement

In order to account for expenditures for formal education, social

participation and recreation, and current reading material, the category
of advancement has been included in the analysis of the family budget.
The term advancement is an arbitrary designation" because no effort is

made to measure the extent to which such expenditures do contribute to
the advancement of the family. Largely, the items included in this group
do not represent the purchase of material goods, but are more often ex-

penditures for purposes which imply psychic satisfactions for the 'indi-

viduals. For those primarily interested in the non-material aspects of
family living, advancement expenditures are of major importance. To them,
raising the cultural attainments and increasing the participation of the
individual in group and community activities constitute the first step
in the improvement of the level of living of a group of people.

Advancement, by Residence and Tenure

The scattered settlement of families in rural areas has not en-
couraged the rapid growth of organized social activities, recreational,
and educational facilities that occurred in the urban areas. Absence of
such facilities has long limited the participation of the rural family as
compared with the urban. The farm family in' Virginia spent an average of

$45, or about 4 percent of the total budget, for advancement purposes
(Table 28). About one-half of this amount was spent for social partici-
pation and recreation, which included dues, contributions, admissions to
movies, theaters, and entertainment.

.

Approximately $17 was relegated to
the purchase of school books, supplies, and payment of cuition,and the re-
maining $5 was used to buy current reading material. 5l/ The urban families,

51/ Approximately 48.2 percent of the farm lies reported no magazine in
the home and 33.6 percent did not subscribe to a current newspaper. See jvlP6« «
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Table 28 • Avcrago oxporditure per family for advancement, and

pore onto ge thl item war of total vn luc of family living *

by rec :ldonee , tenure, and courty of survey, 6 Virginia
counties, 1055

• 6 so looted c ount i o s

Iton : Total ; :Prince :Rock- :

1/ :Culpoper

:

Halifax :Nansenond :Edward :bridge : 'Yvthe

Average amount:

Open country $45*2 i;5?. .7 $40.7 $55.4 $42.0 042.2 i?30.0
Ov/ners 56.5 62.0 54.5 71.6 54.9 51.1 34.0
Renters 24.3 26.1 33.3 20.2 20.9 19.2
Croppers Zj 15.9 25.2 11.9 11.7 15.2 11.

3

12.9
Town 77.7 80.7 C8.7 65.1 115.9 97.8 45.4

0: ners 106.3 115.0 143,9 o o . o 140.8 132.0 46.7
Renters 55.0 51.8 45.0 50.5 94 . 1 o5 .

8

45.1

Percentage of
total:
Open country

Owners
Renters
Croppers 2/

m
i own

Owners
Renters

4.0
4.5
2.5
2.0
5.8
6.8

4.1
4.6
2.2
2.2
5.9
7.4
4.0

3.7
4.3
2.8
1.9

5.8
6.1

b.o
3.2
1.9

5.4
6.0
4.9

4.1
4.9
2.4
2.2
7.3

7.4
7.1

3.8
4.2
? ?

1.5

o .5

8.1

4.7

3.0
3.2
2.2

1.9

3.9
3.7
4.3

T7 Includes 158 families in other counties adjacent to those studied.
2j See footnote 16, p. 14.

with easily accessible recreational facilities, well organized activities,
and advanced schools expended an average of $78 for advancement , or about
6 percent of the total family-living budget. More than one-half of this
amount was spent for social participation and recreation, v

;23 for education,
and $10 for reading materials.

Variations in the amount expended for advancement revealed some pro-
nounced differences between the tenure classes of both residence groups.
The farm-owner family spent an average of §57 for such items, as compared
with #24 for the renters and $14 for the croppers. Thus, while the owners
spent relatively small amounts per family for advancement, farm tenants
were limited to an even greater extent in this respect. This fact may be
emphasized by a comparison of the per-capita expenditures. For each indi-
vidual in the family of the farm owner such expenditures were $14fwhich
was two and one-half times the amount expended in the renter family and
four and one-half tines that reported by the croppers (Table 61) * There
was also a significant difference in the proportion of the total budget
allocated to this purpose by the various tenure groups. Farm croppers and
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renters allocated only about 2 percent, whereas the proportion was almost

5 percent for the owners, and even in the urban group the contrast was al-

most as sharp. The town owners spent |1Q6 for advancement whereas the

urban renter expended only $55.

County differences in respect to the amount spent for advancement

purposes were pronounced, especially in the urban group. The highest

amount expended for advancement purposes by the open-county families was

reported by those in Nansemond County vthile those in Wythe County expended

the smallest amount. Advancement expenditures of the croppers were small

and : there nms less variation in thu expenditures of this group between the

individual counties than the other tenure groups.

urban families in Wythe spent an average of $45 while those in Prince
Edward reported an expenditure of §116. Ill the counties of Rockbridge,
Culpeper, Halifax, and Prince Edward there was perhaps no other category
of family-living goods in which there was so much evidence of difference
between the urban owners and renters as in the amounts expended for advance-
ment purposes.

Advancement, by Value -of-Living Groups

As evidenced by the relationship with the total value of living,
the demand for advancement goods was very elastic. In the lower value
groups such expenditures were of necessity limited and only a very small
proportion of the total was allocated to this purpose, but as the income
and total value of living, increased, the proportions increased greatly for

all families (Table 23).

Advancement expenditures cf the farm family with a total value of

living of less than $500 were $6, while those in the highest value group
reported an average of #165. Such expenditures for the urban families in-
creased from $8 in the lowest value group to |257 for those families with
a total value of -$2,000 or more. Again there was relatively little differ-
ence between the poorest farm and urban groups. But as the total value
increased disparities became more manifest; for example, farm owners with
a total value of living of 02,000 or more spent $174 for advancement while
town owners in the same group spent y273.

With the exception of the urban tenants, each of the residence and
tenure groups reported that from 50 to 55 percent cf the total advancement
expenditures were made for social participation and recreation. The pro-
portion allocated for educational purposes varied from 22 percent for the
urban tenants to 40 percent for the farm owners. Althoxigh the amounts ex-
pended for the items of advancement increased with the total value of living,
the proportion each was of the total advancement expenditures varied some-
what erratically. Expenditures for education represented a J^rgcr proportion
of advancement goods for both open-country and town families as the value of
living increased, and these for reading materials constituted a smaller pro-
portion. But while the proportion allocated to social participatio:i tended
to show an inverse relationship with total value cf living for the farm
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Table 29.- Average expenditure per family for advancement, and
percentage this item was of total value cf family' living,

by residence, tenure, and valuo-of-living groups, 6

Virginia counties, 1935

Value- of

-

living groups
Item : All : Under : $500- : v 1/000- : $2,000

: families : $500 : 0999 : •

Tp 1 j 9 • and over

Average amount

:

Open country $45.2 ye.

2

115.2 ^45.2 $165.3
Owners 56.5 7.4 17.1 49.7 173.7
Renters 24.3 4.5 13.2 35.1 70.1
Croppers 13.9 5.0 10.6 28.2 _

T own 77.7 8.3 24.9 66.1 256.9
Owners 106.3 8.0 27.8 71.1 278.4
Renters 55.0 8.8 23.5 62.7 206.9

Percentage of

total

:

Open country 4.0 1.7 2.2 3.3 6.4
Owners 4.5 2.1 2.4 3.9 6.6
Renters 1.2 1.9 2.9 3.2
Croppers 2.0 1.5 1.7 2.3

Tovm. 5.8 2.3 3.3 4.8 8.6
Owners 6.8 2.2 3.7 4.9 9.0
Renters 4.7 2.4 3.1 4.6 7.5

families, a direct relationship tended to exist for the tovm families •

The distribution of advancement expenditures among the various items

varied so within the tenure groups that generalizations would be without
basis. It did appear, however, that as income or total value of living
increased, expenditures for education received major emphasis, a larger

proportion of the advancement expenditures being allocated to that purpose
at the possible expense of current reading material. Among the open-country
families a still smaller proportion was allocated, to social participation
and recreation in order that more could be spent for educational purposes.

Advancement, by Size of Family

As in expenditures for health, there was no consistent trend among
the various tenure groups When advancement expenditures were related to
size of familv. Primarily, the larger family places a greater strain upon
the family budget because of its grtetcr demand for goods to meet its phys-
iological/ requirements. 'When the tot: 1 value of living is low in relation
to the size of the family, advancement expenditures would possibly be among
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the first curtailed. The ebsenoe of consistent trends among advancement
expenditures may emphasize the elasticity of such expenditures. In both

open country and towns the families, with less than 3 members allocated a

larger properties to this category than the families with 5 cr more per-

sons,
.
Among the owners in both residence groups the highest expenditures

.were made by the families of medium sine. Renters and croppers in the

farm group with very low expenditures for advancement in any case, ex-
pended increasing amounts as the size of the far. ily increased, while the

urban renters reported an opposite tendency (Table 30).

Table 30.- A^vrr go expenditure per farilv for advancement, and percentage
this item was of total value of fami 1v living, by residence,

tenure, and size of family, 6 Virginia counties, 1S3U

item ) 1 n
: A J. a

: iajn.ij.iegj

•

Oi?S CI x Cm3. iy { pc r s ons )

; ujiCer 3
r-

: o or more

Average amoimt •„

Open country $45.2 $41.

8

|50.4 #42.7
Owner s 56.5 48.9 64.6 £4.9
Renters £4.3 1G.7 23.9 27.5

Croppers 13.9 6.4 11.9 17.4
' Town 77.7 83.3 81.7 61.3

Owners 106.3 101 .4 118.7 67.0

Renters : £5*0 62.2 52.9 51.0

Percentage of

total:
Open country 4.0 4.0 4.5 3.6

Cwr.e ra 4.5 4.4 4.9 4.2

Renters 2.5 2.2 2.5 2.7

Croppers 2.0 1.7 ,

:

. 2.0 2.0

Town 5.8 7.0 5.4 4.8

Owners 6.8 7.9 5.5 5.3

Renters 4.7 5.8 4.3 4.5

Advancement, by Family Life Cycle

Expenditures by the families for social participation, recreation,

education, and reading had the same relationship to the family life cycle

as the total value of living . That is, as the family became olde,r the

expenditures for advancement increased up to the fourth stage of the family

history, at which point they decreased as the children vrere leaving home

(Table" 62).

As, the duration of the family union lengthened, however, the rela-

tive importance of the various items encompassed in the category of ad-
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vancement changed. Generally, the young families devoted a large amount

of these total expenditures to social participation and recreation. As

the children became older, however, more was spent for education and a

lower proportion for social participation and recreation. Although the

cider families with more children reported larger expenditures for ad--

vancement than the younger families, it was still necessary to make some

revisions in the distribution of the total among the various items of
advancement. Thus, in order that more might he spent for education of

the children, less was spent for recreational purposes. Current read-ing
material also appeared of more importance to the older families*

Automobile

By some measures the automobile has become of such importance to
the family that it might be considered an integral 'part of family well-
beinr. It has reduced isolation of the farm faftily from the market, the
facilities and organizations of the urban areas, send relationships with
other families. Frequently, a second-hand automobile, the first con-
venience the family secures, is maintained et the expense of some of
the "necessities" of living. In some areas this tends to be more prev-
alent • than in others, particularly in sparsely settled sections where
the family ccr or truck is a near-necessity. Moreover, in some cases
automobiles have encouraged part-time farming because the family ray
live in the rural area while engaging in industrial employment . For
the urban family* the family car may represent evidence of the status of
the family and in some cases would be classified as conspicuous consumption.

Automobile Expenditures, by Residence and Tenure

The significance of the automobile to the -farm families in Virginia

may be indicated by the overage expenditure of $118 which represented 11

percent of the total value of living (Table 31). 52/ In both proportion

and amount this exceeded values for clothing and for health and. advancement

expenditures combined. The urban families spent $114, or 9 percent of the

total budget, for the upkeep and maintenance of an automobile. The farm

owners allocated. 11 percent of the budget to the fan ily automobile, or 2

percent more than the town families and farm renters and 4 percent more
than the cropper families.

Approximately 57 percent of the farm 1 ami lie* reported an automobile
and. the average expenditure for those families who owned one was approxi-
mately f207 . In Wythe County 45 percent of' the' farm families owned on auto-
mobile while the highest proportion, 63 percent, was recorded in Culpeper
and Hansen ond Counties. The family automobiles varied from a relatively
few new cars to a greater number of older models , Actually, a slightly
greater proportion of the oars owned by farm families were models of 1929
or earlier.

The lowest expenditures for c utomobiles by the farm, operators were
made by those in the three western counties, while the counties in which

52/ Ext- ens es for automobiles qp ply only to a car; no expenses incurred for
operation of a truck have been included. See appendix, Methodological Note,



Table 31.- Avera ge expendituro per family for autoir obile, and percentage
this item was oi uooal value of j. amily living, by residence, tenure,

and c ounty of survey, 6 Vir,^inia counties, 1955

—
,

6 selected c ount ie s

Item : Total : Prince

:

— ;

Kock" :

•

-i /V : 3ulpeper :Halifax ; Lansemcna

:

Edward

:

bridge t •vyxne

Average amount

:

Open country 1118.1 1 98.1 |155.4 |I40.4 1109.3 1 98,7 I 85.2
Cwne r^r 138.5 102.7 193 ,6 175.2 135.8 107.6 103 .8
Renters 87.2 60.0 118.4 102.1 69.2 84,7 34.8
Croppers 2./ 46.6 162 .

8

52 .4 16.9 50.4 48.4 10.

9

Town \ r\ <z c; 134 .5 108 .7 80 .1 180.7 100,8 86,6
Owners 142,1 142 .1 235.8 100.8 ltd . o 115.8 107.3
Renters SO.

8

135.9 68.6 66.5 1 78 .3 86,8 62 .7

Percentage of
total

:

J. u «

o

7.7 14.2 11 . b 1 • 9 8.8 O A8 .4
" ti a o 11.1 7.7 15.4 13.0 12.1 8.8 9.6

T? <*^T^ T" T* Q y .c 5.8 12.6 9.7 6.1 9.4 3 .

9

Croppers 2/ 6,5 13.8 8.5 2.8 7.1 6.3 1.6
8 .

5

9.8 9.1 6.6 11.3 6.7 7.5
Ovtnaers 9.1 9,2 13 ,2 7.0 9.7 7.0 8.4
Renters 7.9 10.7 6.8 6.3 13.3 6.3 6.0

T/ includes 158 families ' in other counties adjacent to these studied.
2/ See footnote 16, p. 14.

a one-crr»p type of farming was more prevalent reported the highest expendi-
tures. Among the various tenure groups the same was true, with the ex-
ception that tenants in Rockbridge County expended more than did tenants
in Kansemond, and cropners in Culpeper reported expenditures greater than
those of the owners • Because of its valine in transporting tobacco to

market the automobile is particularly important to the .family in the
tobacco area; consequently, those families tended to alloc te a relatively
large proportion of the budget to such a conveyance.

Automobile expenditures made by the town families varied from $87
per family in Wythe County to $181 for the urban families in Prince Edward.
In Culpsper and Prince Edward there was comparatively little difference in
this respect between owners and renters but in the other counties the own-

ers reported much higher expenditures than the renters.

Automobile Expenditures, by Value-of-Living Groups

The pronounced influence of a higher level of living upon automo-
bile expenditures was somewhat similar to that disr.]ayed when the value of

housing and maintenance was related to the total value of living. In all
groups the families with a total value of living of less than $500 reported
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only a few dollars for automobile expenditures, but farm and town families

with a value of living of more than #2,000 expended ^420 and
J

t
'?412 respect-

ively (Table 32). The importance of the automobile to the farm family may
be emphasized by the fact that in all value groups the open-country fami-

lies spent more and allocated a higher proportion of the total to this
purpose than did the town families in corresponding groups. It should be

noted that farm families in all tenure groups classified by value of living,

including even the renters and croppers, tended to show higher expenditures
than the town families.

Table 32.- Average expenditure for automobile per family, and percentage
this item was of total value of family living, by residence, tenure,

and value -of-living groups, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

""Value -of -living groups
Item : All : Under : $500- : $1,000- : 000

families : #500 : $99 Q
; ijp X , y 15 S and over

Average amount:
Opon country §118 .1 $3 .6 $25 .5 $13 6 .

5

$419 .9

Owners 138 .5 oc .3 27 ,2 138.3 415 .9

Renters 87 ,2 2 .9 24 .3 131 .4 464 .7

Croppers 46 .6 5 .7 20 . 9 133.7
Town 113 .5 1 .7 22 . 6 96.2 411 .9

Owners 142 .1 2 .0 20 .9 79.5 413 .8

Renters 90 .8 1 .3 23 .4 107.9 407 .4

Percentage of total:
Open country 10 .5 1 .0 5 .7 10.9 16 .2

Cwne r s 11 .1 .8 3 .9 10.8 15 .8

Renters o .2 .8 3 .6 10.9 21 .2

Croppers 6 .5 1 .6 3 .3 11.1
Town 8 c

. o .5 3 .0 6.9 13 .5

Owners 9 . 1 .6 2 .5 5.5 15 .4

Renters 7 Q .4 3 .1 7.9 14

That the farmer does purchase an aitomobile as soon as income per-
mits, or perhaps even at the expense of other items in the family budget,
may be partially substantiated by the fact that the farm families with a

value of living of less than $500 allocated 1 percent .:f the tctal tc
automobiles, while those in the high.- st value group allocated 16 percent
to that purpose. Although the tenants had less cash available, there was
relatively little difference in the proportion of the total budget allo-
cated tc the automobile by each of the three open-country tenure groups
in all value groups except the highest. Among the owners and renters in
the urban groups with a level of living cf less than $1/000 there was
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little difference in the proportion allocated to the automobile, hut for

those above this point the renters devoted a higher proportion of the bud-

get to this purpose than did the owners. This may be considered as an

added effort on the part of renters to compensate for non^ownership of the

home •

•
' Automobile, by Size of Family

Both open-country and town families with from 3 to 5 persons reported

automobile expenditures that were somewhat higher than those of the other

family-size groups, but within the residence groups the relationship was
very erratic. Expenditures by the farm owners and renters followed the

same pattern as that for all families combined, while automobile expendi-
tures by the croppers increased as the size of family increased. Owner

families in the 'urban areas also reported increasing expenditures in the
larger families, while the urban renters followed the same tendency as—
did farm owners, and renters (Table 33).,

Table 33,- Average expenditure for automobile per family and percentage
this item was of total value of family living, by residence, tenure,

and size of family, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Item : All
: families

Size of family (persons)
: Under 3 :

.

3.0- - 4.9 :
5" or more

Average amount:
Open country $118.1 |125.1 |125.8 $105.6
Owners 138.5 138.7' 148.6 127.2

Renters 87.2 93.7 96.4 77.3

Croppers 46.6 28.6 33.0 62.6

Town 113.5 101.5 133.

8

96.5
Owners 142.1 103.5 1 71 .3 160.6
Renters 90.8 • 99.1 104.5 62.4

Percentage of
total

:

Open country 10.5 12.1 10.8 8.9
Owners 11.1 12.3 11.2 9.6
Renters 9.2 12,4 10.5 7,5

Croppers 6.5 5.8 5.5 7.1
Town 8.5 8.6 9.0 7.5

Owners 9.1 8.1 9.3 11.1
Renters 7.9 9.3 8.5 5.5

The proportion of the total budget allocated to the automobile by -

the various family-size groups assumed varying patterns. Larger families
j

except among the croppers and the urban owners, devoted a smaller propor-

tion of the total to the automobile than did the smaller families • Both
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the exceptional groups tended to increase the proportion allocated to
automobile maintenance as the size of the family increased,

Relationship of automobile expenditures to the various stages of

the family life cycle was not so positive as that which existed for some

of the other family-living categories. Open-country owners who had been
married less than 10 years spent more for the family automobile than did

those in the other life-cycle stages (Table 62), In the two middle stages
of the life cycle farm renters reported amounts ($102 and $103) that were
more than either the younger or the cJder marriage groups spent for this
purpose. The croppers, however, reported amounts that increased through
the first' three stages and decreased in the fourth. Among the urban fami-
lies, too, the relationship was erratic, although there was a general
tendency for the families to increase expenditures for automobiles during
the first stages and to decrease them in the final stage *

Incidentals

The category "Incidentals" includes toilet articles, personal care,
tobacco, gifts for persons outside the family, beverages, candy, and

Table 34,- Average expenditure per family for "incidentals," and per-
centage this was of total value, of family living, by residence,

tenure, and county of survey > 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Item : Total

1/

6 selected c ount i e s

tCulpopcr : Ho 1 ifax : Nansemend
: Prince :Rcck-
: Edward :b ridge tVfythe

Average amount:
Open country $40.7 $54,1 £'3 6.3 $40.5 $31.7 134.2 $41.7

Owners 43.8 54,2 41.5 43.8 33.1 33.6 44.1
Renters 36.7 52 .

6

31.3 39.6 35.7 38.6 35 .7

Croppers 2j 28.1 58.8 22.3 20.7 24.4 2 8 .

7

34.2

T own 67.2 69.4 57.1 52.4 83.3 53.5 89,2

Owners ^4.4 73.1 83.0 62.9 64.4 44.3 96.3

Renters 61,5 70.1 49.0 45.2 82.3 62.1 82.7
Percentage of

total:
Open country 3.6 4.3 3.3 3.4 Ô . Cj 5 .0 4.1

Owners c . 4.1 3.3 3.3
• I

. X/ 2.7 4.1

Renters 3.9 5.1 3.3 3.8 4.2 4.3 3.8
Crcppers Z/ 3.9 5.0 5,6 3.4 3.5 3.8 5.0

Town
~*

5.0 5.2 4.8 4.3 5.2 3.6 7.7
Owners 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.3 4.4 2.7 7.6
Renters 5.3 0,0 4.8 4.3 6.2 4.5 8.0

17 Includes 156 families in. other counties adjacent to those studied,

J7 3 ee footnote 16, p, 14,

spending money. Expenditures by the average open-country family totaled

$41 (4 percent of the total budget), which represented r.pproximately $10
per capita (Tables 34 and 61). The town family, on the other hand, alio-
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Table 35.- Average expenditure per family for "incidentals,
"
"and percentage

this was of total value of family living, by residence, tenure,

±±
- o r ou^s 6 Virginia c ouiit ie s

,

1955 '

.

Tt Gnn

VaXu©— o*'—living
• Total

*

• Under

: $5500

: : 500-

1.
^

^

r~ll , 000-
• $1 999

: $2,000
; 8.nd over

^ tTft vo rr/^i o Tn i yi i" •

w Ucil v.- L- U.Xi L- JL V A4-0 7 ft"! ? .4 &?3 9 ,#4 6 1 &92 7

Ov.'Y"! 'T. y» c; 4-3 .8 10.6 22 .5 45 .8 93 .6

3 6.7 ' 11,4 2 6.1 4 7 .7 82.9
P v* n "p> T^P1 y <^
v_/ x u j^^t? x o 2R 1 1 6 .3 2 5 9 4? 4

X UVv 11 67 2 "I 3 34 2 74 c 1 52 R

Pyr^m o vo 74 4 ^ .4 30.9 69 .2 155 2

X\.t?Ilu^X O 61 B "> 7 6 3 5 P 77 3 1 A 7 /i

X. t: f • *x

Pc ^rvcot CS rTO f~\ 4" rt "i " q ~1 •
JT tr 1 U t ii. L« <X fc^c- U ... UU I a L ;

Open country 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.7 3.6
Owners 3.5 3.0 r,*

3 .

6

3.6
Renters 3.9 t

O . .:. 3.9 4.0 . 5 - 8

Croppers 3.E 4.7 4.*.1 c • 5

Town 5.0 3.3 4.G 5.1
Cvmers 4.8 2.6 4.2 4;s 5.0
Renters .

-•' E .05 4.8 4.8 5.7 5.3

Table 36.- Average expenditure per family for "incidentals, " and percentage
this was of total value' of family living, by residence, tenure,

and size of family, 6 Virginia counties 1935

All : Size of family ( persons

)

Item : families : Under 3 : 3.0 - 4.9 : 5 or more

Average amount
:

Open country- |40.7 #36.9 |40.2 |;43.9

Owners 43.8 39.6 43.9 47.6
Renters 3 6 .

7

26.2 36.6 40.6
Croppers 28.1 26.0 22.4 32.9

T own Of |6 55.4 76.8 69.3
Owners 74.4 51.3 96.4 35.2
Renters'. 61.5 60.3 61.4 62 .9

Percentage of total:
Open country 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.7

Ovmers 3.5 <^

.

5.6
Renters 3.9 3.5 4.0 3 .9
Croppers 3.9 R *

. 3 ..7 . 3.7
Town 5i0 4.7 c ]ij j. 5.4

Ownerf- 4.8 4.0 5.2 5.2
Renters 5.3 5.6 5.0 c c;
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cated 5 percent of the budget, which amounted to $67 per family, or $19 per

capita -almost twice as much as the farm individual spent for such arti-

cles. The tenant families allocated a larger proportion of the total

family living to incidental expenses, cut the average amount expended by

the owners was greater.

In all groups there was a positive correlation between the amount

expended for incidental items and the total value of family Jiving, but

the increase for the town families was more pronounced than for the open-

country group (Table 35). Open-country families with a total value of

less than $500 expended $12 for incidentals while those with a value of

living of $2,000 or more expended $93. Among the town families the range

was from $12 to $153. In both open-country and town groups the tenants

reported greater incidental expenses than the owners in the value groups

of less than $2,000. The relationship between the proportion allocated

to incidentals and the total value of living was erratic and generally

there was little variation in the proportions allocated tv the various

groups. Again, however, the non-owners tended to set aside a proportion
that was greater than that of the owners.

The relationship between the size of family and the amount ex-

pended for incidental purposes varied between the various groups, The
farm owners and renters showed larger expenditures as the size of the
family increased, while the cropper families with 5 to 5 persons reported
lower expenditures than the smaller families of less than 3 persons.
Among the town renters there was comparatively little difference between
the incidental expenditures of the families of various sir.es, but the

urban owners with from 3 to 5 persons reported expenditures which were
greater than those of the other family-size groups (Table 36).

Other Expenditures

Usually the family incurs ' expenses for personal taxes, payments on
mortgages and other indebtedness, and transportation other than the auto-
mobile, all of which are chargeable to family living. Such expenditures
have been grouped as "other" expenditures for family living. The farm
families reported an average expenditure of $15 for' items included in this
category as compared with $22 for the town families, but there was almost
no difference in the proportion of the total that the ti o groups allocated
to this puroose (Table 37),

Inasmuch as payments on mortgages and other indebtedness relevant
to family lining constitute the most important item in the "other" group,
it is logical that owners should report larger expenditures than the ten-
ants. Thus "other" expenditures of the farm owners were $19, or more
than twice as r^uch as the renters expended and three times as great as
those reported by the croppers. Similarly, the town owners spent $34 for
such purposes - almost three times the amount expended by the renters.

Although there was a linear relationship between the expenditures
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Table 3 7.- Avera ge expenditure per family for items classified as "Other"
and percentage this expenditure was CI total tfalue of family living,
by residence, tenure, and county of. survey, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

6 select n 'I count! es

Item : Total :Prino e :Rock- :

1/ :Culpeper :Halifax

:

Nanscmond :Edwardabridge :Wythe

Average coaourit:

Open country $15.3 §14.4 $11.3 $22.4 $13.0 117.2 | 8.4

18.-9 18.1 15.6 2 6.0 16.2 22.2 8.3
Renters 8.5 2 .3 5 .5 20.4 4.2 •z ou %C 13.7
Croppers z/ 6.5 3.1 10.6 3.5 9.1 4.5 1.6

Town 21,8 27,2 29.0 11.7 15.7 22.6 13.4
Owners 53 .7 56,1 85.7 17.7 24 .? 27 1 Q 3

Renters 12.5 19.8 11.1 7.4 8.3 18.4 6,3

Percentage of

total

:

Open country 1 .4 1 .1 1.0 1.9 1.3 1.5 .8
Owners 1.5 1.4 1.2 1.9 1.4 1.8 .8
Renters .9 ;2 r-

. O 1.9 .5 .4 1.6
Croppers 2/ o •7

. <- 1.7 .6 1.3 .6 . .2
T own 1.6 2.0 2.4 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.2.

Owners 2.2 2.3 4.8 1.2 1.3 1.6 1.5
Renters 1.1 1.6 1 .1 . 6 1.4 . 6

1/ Includes 158 famili es in other countl os adj acent to those stud led

.

_2/ See footnote 16, p. 14.

for items included in this category and the total value of living, the
families under the §1,000 level reported relatively small amounts (Table
38). For those with total valuesth;.t exceeded ^1,000 such expenditures
were comparat ive ly large. For the tenants only those with a value of

living of more than $2,000 showed any sizeable amounts expended for other
purposes. Surprisingly enough, the farm tenants with a value of living

of more than §2,000 spent more for this purpose than the farm owners.

Generally, there was some relationship between the proportion of the total

allocated to the category "Other" and the total value of living. The

relationship, however, was not consistent in all value and residence groups

Town families with from 3 to 5 members reported larger expenditures

for this category than the families of other sizes. In the fcrm group

the owners end croppers reported larger expenditures for this category as

the size of the family increased, but there was no such relationship for

the renters (Table 39).



Table 38.- Average expenditure per family for items classified as "Other"

and percentage this expenditure was of total value of family living, by

residence, tenure, and value-of-living groups, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

. J. U O w. x «

Value-of-living groups
Under
$500

: f v»uv*

: $999

. S?l 000- •

: 61,999 :

|2,000
arid over

Ave re ge amount

:

& 6.0flnpn c oun trv llS .3 £2.3 ,:• 16.9 :;.47.5

Own f
i r s 18.9 2.5 6.9

' 20.0 46.4

Rent e r s 8.5 2.4 3 .8 9.2 60.2

Croppers € # 2 1.6 6.7 9.2

Town 21.8 3.1 8.0 20.9 64.4

'^.vne rs 33.7 3.7 12.5 C i. • -i. 68.0

Renters 12.5 2.4 5.8 1 1 • / 55.9

Percentage of total

:

Open country 1.4 0.6 0.9 1.3 ] .8

Owners 1.5 .7 1.0 1 .6 1.8

Renters .9 .6 .6 .8 2.7
Croppers .9 .4 1.1 U

• •'

Town 1.6 .9 1.1 1.5 2.2
Owners 2.2 1.0 1.7 2.4 2.2
Renters 1.1 .7 .8 1-9 2.0

Table 39.- /'.verage expenditure per family for items classified as "Other",
and percentage this expenditure v-as of total value of family living by
residence, tenure, and' valuc-ot'-] ivinr groups, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

: "KT1 oi z e~cf fajnTly (persons")

Item. : families : Under 3 : 3.0 - 4.9 • 5 or more'
"

Average a mount

:

Open country $15.3 $15.3 5:13.9 $16.7
Owners 18.9 17.3 17.7 21.7

Renters 8.5 9.5 6.4 9.8

Croppers 6.3 4.7 5.0 7.8

Town 21.8 15 .4 31.0 15.9

Ovme r 3 33.7 22.2 44.4

Renters 12.5 7.4 20.4 6.4

jrcentage of total

:

Open country 1.4 1.5 1.2 1.4

Ovmers 1.5 1.5 l.S 1.6

Renters .9 1.3 .7 .9

Croppers .9 .9 .e .9

Town 1.6 1.3 2.1 } .3

Ovmers 2.2 1.7 2.4 2.4

Renters 1.1 .7 1.7 .6
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Chapter III

CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS

Up to this point the analysis of the level of living of white fami-
lies in six counties of Virginia has been concerned primarily with the

monetary value of goods end services consumed for family living, and no
specific attention has been devoted to total cash 'receipts , Obviously,
cash receipts are not the sole criterion of family living, but they do
limit expenditures for family-living purposes. The farm family must draw-

heavily upon its total income for farm operation, and all families -

whether farm or non-farm - tend to save' some money as a cushion against
future contingencies. It is, therefore, significant to consider the dis-
tribution of the total cash among the major expenditure items - in other
words, to relate the indivicha&l segments to the complete financial status
of the family.

Cash Receipts

The diversity of Virginia farming may be further indicated by the
range in gross cash receipts, 53/ There are farm families who have limited
funds available and who might correctly be considered as being at or below
the poverty line. Similarly, there are farm families at the extreme top
of the scale. One farm owner inclxided in the study reported gross receipts
of $80 for the year 'while another reported ill, 563 for the same period.
In the tenant group, however, the variation was not so widespread, ranging
from §120 to |2, 600.

'The 'average amount of cash receipts for the farm families studied
was $1,052, of which 60 percent accrued from the sale of farm products and
23percent from the wages of the operator or of some other member of the

resident family (Table 40). Cash receipts for the town families amounted
to $1,312, of which. 70 percent came from wages. Of addition:.] interest is

the fact that the town families received 25 percent of the cosh receipts

from 'bther sources," 54/ principally business operations, as compared with
14 percent for the farm families.

Although cash relief has been included, it actually constitutes a

very small proportion of the total receipts. Only 8 farm families and 6

55,/ Cash receipts as here used do not conform to the usual concept of in-
come inasmuch as borrowings and cash relief have been included. However, the
composition of the tables enables a deduction of these items if desired,
54/ Other receipts comprise income from people not living in the family,

not profits from other than farm, business, from farms rented to others or

real property, income from monetary legacies, gifts, interest on dividends,

insurance, boarders, borrowings, relief, net income from po rsonal property,

and all other cash receipts.
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Tabic 40.- Principal sources of cash receipts 1/ and principal items
of disbursement s , , average amount s and percentage distribution,

by tenure and residence, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

: Open country : J.' own
Item : Total : Owners ;Renters :Croppers : Total ; Owners :

p enters

Ave rage amount

s

Total cash
receipts 2/ $1, 052 $1,22,1 #787 $430 #1,312 $1,513 #1,152
Sale^of
products 652 731 451 357 11 21 3

Wages 240 265 241 82 922 869 963
Other 3/ 150 189 78 55 330 524 176
Funds from
reserve 4-/ 30 38 17 6 49 99 10

Total disburse-
ments 2/ 1, 074 1,256 460 1,568 1,597 l,lo5
Family living b46 728 525 348 1,146 1,272 1,049
Farm operation 297 372 166 75 19 25 14

Inve s tme nt s 102 119 79 . 36 169 258 97
Funds into
reserve 5/ 29 37 9 21 32 42 25

sreentages :

Total cash
receipts 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Sale of
products 60 60 57 75 1 1

Viages 23 22 31 17 70 57 84
Other 3/ 14 . 15 10 7 25 3£ 15
Funds from
reserve 4/ •J 3 c 1 4 7 1

Total disburse-
ments 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Family living 60 58 68 73 84 80 89
Farm operation 28 30 21 16 2 1 1

Investment s 9 9 10 7 12 16 8

Funds into
reserve 5/ 3 3 1 4 2 5 2

1/ Cash receipts as here used do not confers to the usual concept of cash
income inasmuch as borrowings and cash relief have been included.
2/ Cash receipts and funds from reserve should equal cash, expenditures and
funds into reserve. The- small discrepancies arc due to the errors of
the family in making estimates. Discrepancies of more than 10 percent wore
either rechecked and corrected or the schedules unused.
3/ Income from boarders, relief, persons not members of the resident family,
profit from non-farm operations, borrowings, and other cash receipts.
4/ "Funds from reserve" represents decreases in checking accounts and cash
on hand at the end, as compared with the beginning, of the schedule year.
5/ "Funds into reserve" represents the amount by which checking accounts and
cash on hand were increased at the end, as compared with the beginning, of
the schedule year.
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urban families in this study reported cash relief*" 55/ Five percent of
both rural and urban families reported "work relief, but funds accruing
from this source were classified as wages rather than as cash relief.
Farm families who were recipients of cash relief showed an average of $33
while the average for the town families was $181.

There was relatively little difference between the owners and the
renters in the proportion of cash receipts accruing from the sale of farm
products; the former received 60 percent and the latter 57 percent from
this source. The croppers, however, received throe-fourths of all cash
receipts from farm operation. In accordance with the terms of the tenure
relationship the cropper must devote most of his time to farm operation,
usually under direct supervision, in order to realize a return from his
efforts; thus, only 17 percent (a much lower figure than that for the

two remaining tenure groups) of the cash receipts of the croppers was
classified as wages.

In the urban areas the families living in rented dwelling's depended
upon wages for a greater proportion of the cash receipts than did those who
owned their homes. As indicated by the sources of cash receipts, the
owners were more dependent upon the returns from personal business enter-
prises than the renters j also, the owners had greater returns from prop-
erty or other investments.

As farm operation may be either intensive or extensive, depending
upon the type of farming, the most efficient size of the unit obviously
will vary. But for the families studied in Virginia there appeared to be

a point in farm size at which farming, as such, seemed to be of major im-
portance in the wealth-getting functions of the family (judging by the
proportion of the cash receipts that resulted from the sale of farm products).
Those who were classified as owners and lived on units of less than 20 acres
were not so dependent upon farm operation (again judging by the criterion
of the proportion of total cash receipts that accrued from the sale of farm

products) as were those on larger acreages. Families with less than 20

acres might include a number of part-time operators since only those owners

with 50 or more acres received 50 percent or more of the cash receipts from
the sale of products. In the tenant group the division was somewhat lower
since those with from 10 to 19 acres reported 50 percent of the total
recepts as having accrued from the sale of farm products (Table 64),

When cash receipts were considered on the basis of the size of farm,

the relationship was comparable to that existing between size of farm and

total value of living, A graphic curve showing the total cash receipts by
size of farm would slope downward from the families residing en less than

55/ The proportion of families on relief in the entire State during 1935

was much higher than indicated by this sample. For complete reports on

relief in Virginia, see reports of the rural relief series prepared by the
Works Progress Administration of Virginia.
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3 acres' to -those operating less than 20 acres, after which point there would
he a sharp increase in cash receipts as the size of the farm increased.

This may substantiate the assumption made previously that the open-country
people, admitting some exceptions, residing on the very small units were
largely part-time farmers. On the basis of the proportion of the total
cash receipts accruing from wages and other sources, it appeared that
owners with less than 3 acres were somewhat more dependent upon farm oper-
ations than those who rented a farm of similar size. Moreover, about
6 percent of the owners and 13 'percent of the renters reported no income
from the sale of f rm products. Above the point at which it might be

assumed that full-time farming ^ad begun, there was less dependence upon
non-farm income as the si? 3 of the unit increased. In addition, after
this point the tenants were more dependent upon farm operations than the
owners, for on all farms above 10 acres the tenants secured a much greater
proportion of available cash from the sale of products than did the owners.

For both the owners and tho tenants cash receipts from such other
sources as borrowings, boarders, and relief were not significant. Of

course, not all families had receipts from these sources, but the relative
independence may be indicated by an overage of $1 borrowed, the same amount
realized from boarders, and nothing from relief (Table 63), 56/

Disbursements

Obviously, a relatively large proportion of the available cash
receipts of the family would be devoted to maintaining or increasing the
level of living. In respect to' the distribution of the available cash
among the items of expenditures, the contrast between the urban and tho
rural family was significant. While the wage-earning family in town can
usually devote all receipts to family living, either for present or future
consumption, the farm family must devote a sizeable proportion to the oper-
ation of the farm. Thus. about S6 percent of the cash receipts of the urban
families was allocated to family living or some form of investment (Table 40).

For the open-country families this proportion was only 63,, inasmuch es
28 percent of the cash receipts was spent for farm operation from which
about two-thirds of the cash receipts was secured.

Because of the economic difference a comparison between the rural
and the urban family (assuming equal incomes) on the basis of the propor-
tion of the total income allocated to family living might readily lead to
the assumption that the urban family had attained a higher level of living
than the farm family. Such a comparison must be avoided, however. Although
the farmer must allocate a large proportion to farm operation, he has the
advantage of being able to furnish a large proportion of the family-living
goods, whereas the urban!te must depend primarily upon cash purchases

•

56/ Some families received cash relief but the proportion and the amount
were too small to be reflected in the average for all families.



The farm owners allocated 58 percent of the total receipts to family
living, while the renters and the cror.pers devoted 68 and 73 percent respec-
tively to the same purpose. Tlhen the proportions allocated to family
living and to farm operation were combined, there was almost no difference
between the totals for the three tenure groups because the owners logi-
cally allocated more to farm operation than did the non-owners. In the
urban group the owners, with larger total receipts, cl located a slightly
lower proportion to family living but more to investments than did the
renters.

Savings and Investments

Perhaps because of the difficulties involved in defining the- cate-
gory and securing relevant data, savings and investments of the families'

are often given relatively little consideration in the analysis of the
level of living. To determine accurately the amount of savings of the
individual family would necessitate a detailed study of inventory and
change in net worth from year to year which is often considered beyond the
scope of the level-of-living study. Although savings and investments are
not entirely indicative of how well the family may have actually lived,
the tendency to set aside a portion of current income represents an effort
to attain security and the possibility of a higher level of living. In

almost all family groups some form of deferred spending prevails j even
those families at the lower margin of existence as well as those on the
higher planes of living make some effort to provide a cushion against
future contingencies or emergencies • The saving behavior of various groups
in attempting to assure some degree of economic stability assumes • different
aspects. For some, -insurance takes priority over other forms. Others
invest, in stocks and bonds while some prefer investments in intangible assets.
For all, reserves impart a feeling of security that is not meas\j.red en-
tirely in terms of dollars and cents.

The Virginia town, families with greater cash receipts invested 12

percent of the total cash receipts, or 3 percent more than did the farm
families (Table 41). The town families reported an average investment of

$169, exclusive of' funds placed in reserve or payments on mortgages and

other indebtedness, as compared with $102 for. the farm family. In both
residence groups savings accounts were the most important form of invest-
ment and even more important to the rural than to the urban family since
about 57 percent of the farm, investments and 43 percent of the urban invest-
ments were of this type. 'Next in importance in the various types of
investments was insurance, an item which represented 23 and 30 percent cf

the total investments of the rural and the urban families respectively.
Insurance in both residence areas ranged from burial insurance with its

small weekly payments to the large life-insurance policies.

Urban families reported an average of $45 for other investments as

compared with $20 for those of the rural areas. For the town families
this represented over one-fourth of the total investments. Stocks and
bonds, which are. included in the category "Other," were mere frequently
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Table 41.- Average amount s of spo cified i nve s trrent s and percent

a

ge each

was of total, by residence and tenure \t 6 Virginia counties, 1 935

Open country Town
Item ; Total : Owners jRenters

:

Croppers

:

Total : Owno rs rRenters

Average amounts:
Total invest-
ments $101.8 $118.7 $79.1 $35.8 #163,5 |256.3 #97.2
Other than
fnrn 19.9 25.5 9.4 5.1 44.5 77.9 18.0

Savings 58.3 65.4 51.0 25.3 73.2 112.2 42.2
Insurance 23,6 27.8 18.7 5.4 50.8 68.2 37.0

Payments on
mortgages l/ 32.7 44 .

8

8.0 4.1 16.9 30.

7

6.0
Funds into
reserve 2/mm

29.5 37.3 9.4 21.1 32.4 41.6 25.1

Percentages

:

Tctal invest.
ments 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Other than
farm 19.6 21.5 11.9 14.2 26.4 30.2 18.5

Savings 57.2 55.1 64.5 70.7 43.4 43.4 43.4
Insurance 23.2 2? .4 23.6 15.1 30.2 26.4 38.1

living and farm operation, (Sue appendix, Methodological Note.) As
this amount has already been added either to family living or to farm
operation, it cannot be added to inve stine nt s .

2/ "Funds into reserve" is the aincunt " by which checking accounts and
cash on hand were increased at the end, as cor.pared with the beginning,
of the schedule year.

used as a means of investment by the town then by the rure 1 family.

Although payments on mortgages and ether indebtedness and funds in
reserve have not been included in the category of savings as such, they
do represent a tendency to provide a fonn of economic security. Mortge ge
payments indicated that many families were purchasing the farm or the
home, seeking to attain the status and the stability that accrue from
ownership. The farmers reported an average payment of -$33, or approxi-
mately twice as much as the town families. There was relatively little
difference in the amounts placed in reserve by the two residence groups.

There were some rather significant differences in the saving
habits of the various tenure groups. The tenants with relatively small
investments relied primarily

. upon readily available cash in the form of
savings accounts. The owners1

nr.;1 the renters in the open country alio-
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cated approximately one-fourth of the total investments to insurance, but
the croppers allocated 15 percent to insurance and 71 percent to savings
and showed a relatively large amount as funds placed in reserve. The
farm owners invested a larger proportion in other forms of property than
the tenants and were also making larger payments on other indebtedness as

well as mortgages.

In the urban area each tenure group devoted about the same propor-
tion to savings, but renters allocated a greater proportion to insurance
and less to other investments than did owners.
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Chapter IV

POPUIAIION CilASACTERIST ICS AND MOBILITY

A study of the level of living of the families in terms of the

economic value of goods and services consumed and the proportionate dis-

tribution of the total among the principal categories of family-living goods,

with emphasis upon such factors as tenure, residence, size of family, and

duration of marriage, leaves the analysis incomplete. Beyond the influences

of these factors arc family characteristics and traits that exert influence,

either directly or indirectly, upon the living behavior of the family. It

would be difficult to determine cauce-and-effact relationships out such

characteristics should be presented tc show their relationship to, and

possible influence upon, the level of living and the demand for family-

living goods and the relative position of the various income groups.

Size of Family

That the farm family has a greater number of members than the urban
family and the farm tenant a larger family than the owner is almost a plati-
tude. Of course, consideration must be given to .the fact that the tenant
operators may be younger than the owneri?; moreover, they may be in that
phase of the family life cycle whioh implies the presence of more children
at home. Also, the necessity for a large working force on the farm becomes
greater as the operator's position on the tenure scale is lowered. In
Virginia the average farm family studied had 4.2 members as compared with
3.5 in the town family. Renter and cropper families were comparable in
size, having 4.7 o.nd 4.8 members respectively, while owner families had
about one member less (Table 42). Surprisingly enough, owners and renters
in the towns reported as- groat a difference in size of family as did owners
and tenants in the rural group.

Table 42.- Average size of family, by residence, tenure, and county
of survey, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

: Number of persons per family
Residence : : 6 selected counties
and tenure : Total :~~ ~ ~~: :Prince :Rock- :

: 1/ :Culpeper ;I?a lifax :Nansemond ; "Edward ibridge rYiiytho

Open country 4.2 3.7 4.3 3.9 4.3 4.4 4.3
Owners 4.0 3.1 4.1 3.S 4.0 4.2 4.2
Renters 4.7 5.1 4.6 4.1 5.0 •5.2 4.4
Croppers 4.8 5.4 4.1 3.7 5.0 4.6 5.1

Town 3.5 3.2 3.8 3.5 3.1 S..3 4.0
Owners 3.1 2.8 3.1 2.9 3.0 2.7 4.2
Renters 3.8 3.4 4.0 i .0 3.2 3.7 3.8

1/ Includes 158 families in other counties adjacent to those studied.
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For those families with a total value of living of less than $2,000
there~"was definite relationship between the value of living and the number
of persons in the family; that is, ar. the value of living increased, the
size of the family showed a similar tendency. But with the exception of

farm renters the families with a total value of living of more than $2,000
had fewer persons than those who reported $1,000 to $1,999. In each resi-
dence group those families theoretically on the lower rungs of the economic
and social ladder had the larger families. Moreover , the relationship be-
tween the number of males of working age and the total value of family
living was similar to thac exhibited by the size of the family (Table 45).

Table 43.- Size of family, size of household, and males of working age per
family, by r esidence, tenure, and value -of -•living groups

,

\' '1 V* ft* 1 VI 1U v IJ t' JLJLA.o a counties, 1935

• •
Vn liin-nf. I Iviiig groups

T r "&ooV'"~1pWU".i hn?>'— ; yf^ } uuu

: L_ 1500 :: $999 :
<ft 1 QQQ

! ci.nu. o «or

n
1 cur i 1y i

Open country . c. 2 8 7t 9 4.7 4.4
toers 4.0 2 A 4.4 4', 3

Rcirtor s 4 7 s n 4- o»o a

• <j O . t. 6 7

X UWI1
r
< A

e
Lt .

% 1
<J o i_ ? 7 9 7 O o o o • o

l-P f~ v"> *t— i^i v» r~«neriTjC r s o • o 9 S3 o . o 4 .
7

Number of persons in
xiousob o Id

;

Open c ou iitry 4.7 3.0 4.2 5 .2 6 .4

Owners 4.5 2.7 4.0 4.8 5.3
Renters 5.0 3.1 4.6 5.6 6.1

Croppers 5 .

1

3,6 4.7 7.2
Town- 3.9 2.8 3.7 4.3 4.3

Owners 3.7 2.7 .3.1 4.0 4.3
Renter s 4 .

1

2 .9 3.8 4.4 4.2

Number of males of

working age:
Open country 1.3 0.8 1 .

1

1.4 1.6
Owners 1.3 .7 1.1 1.4 1.6
Renters 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.5 2.2
Croppers 1.3 1.0 1.5 1.7

Town 1.1 .5 1.0 1.2 1.3

Owners .9 .7 1.0 1.2

Renters 1.2 .8 1.0 1 ..3 1.3
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Type of Family

The families living in any given area represent many diverse types.

As research has emphasized, the composition of a family has significant

bearing upon its behavior, particularly in reference to the mode of liv-

ing and the efforts to adjust its social and economic activities as changes
within that family occur. 67/ Analysis of the almost rhythmic characteristics
of the family life cycle has indicated the differences that may be ex-
pected from, such types as those in which the parents are sept,rated, those
made up of adult members only, or those in which all the children arc very
young

.

More than three-fourths of both open-country and town families were
intact; that .is, the husband and the wife were residing together (Table 44).
The town families were somewhat younger than the farm group, as indicated
by the fact that approximately 52 percent of the town families, as compared
with 42 percent of the farm families, were intact and not complete, 58/

A slightly larger proportion of 'the- farm than of the urocn families
were classified as complex, or those in which one er mere cf the children
had brought his or her spouse or offspring to live in the parental home.
Here, again, may be indication that the farm can often provide, with a min-
imum adjustment, a livelihood for more than just the members of the primary
fami ly

.

Presumably some of those who had left the homo farm for other employ-
ment had returned when industrial opportunities wore curtailed. But in
many instances one of the children had probably remained to assume control
at the death of the parents. Particularly would this be true among farm-
owner groups. In the open-country sample studied, a greater proportion of
the owner than of the tenant families were classified as complex. The com-
bined efforts of the complex family resulted in a higher value of living.

As compared with farm youth, the urban offspring may be less often
dependent upon his parents. As c rule he must seek outside employment,
not only because he wishes to form his own home, but also because it is

seldom possible for his parents to provide work for him. Moreover, the
adjustment the urban family would have to make in order to provide for an
offspring and his or her family may be mere difficult than that which the
farm family must make. Only c. small proportion of complex families was
found in the urban group (Table 44), As in the open country, the owners
were more able than the tenants to offer a certain amount of aid to their
children until they could attain seme degree of security and stability.

According to the theory of the functioning of the "agricultural
ladder," the young farmer usually works as a tenant for some time before
acquiring his own farm. Probably during this period cf tenancy lie is not
only learning the aspects of successful farm management but also accumulating

57/ Loonis, Chas. P., Growth of Family in Relation to Its Activities, op.
cit.; Anderson, 1../.., Composition of Rural households, op. cit

.

58/ Families classified as intact and not complete are those in which the
husband and the wife ure residing together and the wife is under -15 years
of age.
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Table 44.- Distribution of families studied, by tj-pe of family, tenure,
and residence, 6 Virginia counties, 1S35

"Residence and : Total : Owners : Tenants
type . of family : Number ;Percent: Number : Percent : Number : Percent

J. , * V VJ 1 00 1 MP, 1 00 55/iU *J \l 1 00
tr}+*^ r>+ - 1 /

Not complete 727 42.1 373 31.7 354 63.9

Complete 614 35.5 481 40.9 133 24.0

Inta ct ill 79 ft 7 9 R P

7~\ v r\}j~c in x c 29 ? 5 4. 7
• '

RrnVcn — 'i /DrOK-Cll — <->/
1 PO
J- £ u •7 * o • o CO A 9*± * c

One —memb er "1 7
<S

9 9 AL
i.

n
% I

J. 4 O kT'UD S l;l IU Ue

male head ('-9 r< Po . c oo 4- .9 .7

Brothers and sisters
living uogetfter Op 1.9 33 2.8 — *~

T own .' 61 100 .0 337 100.0 424 1C0.0
lnts ct - ] /

iwx c omp ieT,e '\ Q c;o J o Ox . y JLjUA <jy . 9 o c A
2 -

..;4 69,3
Complete 184 24.2 111 32.9 73 17.2

Complex -2/
Intact 25 3.3 12 3.6 13 3.1

. Broken 17 O O 11 3.3 5 1,4
Broken 3/ 51 6.7 33 9.8 18 4.3
One-meir-ber 35 4.6 31 9.2 4 .9

No substitute
male head 47 6.2 33 9.8 14 3.3

Erofhers and sisters
living; together 7 .9 5 1.5 2 .5

1/ Families classified as intact and net complete arc those in which the"

husband and wife are residing together and the wife is under 45 years of a ge

,

2/ Complex families are those consisting of parents and children among whom
"one or more of the latter is married and has residing with him/her a spouse
and/or children. Families in which the marriage union in the primary family
is broken are classified as complex-broken.
3/ Broken families are those in which the husband and wife are separated
during the schedule year.

funds to buy a farm of his own. 59/ That most of the farm tenarts in the
sample groups were relatively young is indicated by the comparative absence

W Taylor, Carl C., Yvheeler, He lor. W., and Kirkpatrick, E. L., Disadvan-
taged Classes in American Agriculture,

' Social ' Research Report No. VIII, U. S.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, B. C, April 1938* p. 37.
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of complex «r broken families and the fact that 64 percent of the farm-

tenant families (a proportion twice as large as for the owners ) were

classified as intact and not complete. Even in the towns a similar tendency-

was apparent; only' 30 percent of the owners were classified as intact and

incomplete families, as compared with 69 percent of the tenants. Thus,

there is evidence that the young married couple in the urban center will

reside in a rented home for & period just as the young fenner resides on a

rented farm*

Supplementary c

c

upations of Farm Families

According to data pertaining to cash receipts, it was necessary fa-

many r»f the rural families to seek non-agricultural employment in order to

supplement farm incomes. While this applied to families on the lower level

of commercial or even subsistence farming, it was" especially true of those

living en the poorer and smaller, or "submarginal," units which were repre-
sented in.- -each of the counties studied.

The- male heads of about one-fourth of all open-country families hc.d

some s-ort of supplementary employment during 1935. 60/ Approximately 23

Table '45-.- Supplementary occupations of male heads of farm fami 1 i c s

,

by tenure, 6 selected counties, Virginia , 1935

Supplementary : Total : Owne r a : Tenants
occupations : Numbc r : Percentage : Numb e r :

P

ercentage : Number : Percentage

Total 1,711 100. 1,159 1/ 100.0 522 2/ 100.

Professionals 10
. .9 2 .4

Proprietors 67 3 .9 co 4,5 15 2.7
Clerks 39 2.3 33 2,8 6 1.1

Laborers -

Skilled 112 6.5 83 7.2 29 5.2
Semi-skilled 34 2.C 19 1.6 15 2.7
Unskilled 173 10.1 75 6,5 98 17.8

No supple-
mentary 1,274 74.5 887 76.5 387 70.1

1/ N.o male head s for 17 families

.

2/ No-male .-heads for 2 families.

percent ' «f the farm owners and 30 percent of the fr rm t onants were supple-
menting their incomes by none -farm emp 1 oymont (Table- 45).

CO/ Nineteen, of th c- fam i1io s 1 tad no male head

.
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Such employment Was largely in the form of day letter that usually
required little skill. Seven percent' of the owners and 5 percent of the
tenants were engaged in skilled later, the second most important form of
off-the -farm employment for the male heads (Table 45). About 5 percent
of the owners and 5 percent of the tenants were classified as proprietors,
managers, or other 'officials of some enterprise other than farming - fre-
quently a country store or a filling station. There were some families in
both tenure groups that were included in the higher occupational or pro-
fessional groups. Undoubtedly, in some of the latter cases the situation
might be reversed and farming considered as the supplementary occupation.
It is known that this is true of some families in Virginia,

Relat ion o f Tenants To Landlords

Further evidence of the operation of the agricultural ladder is se-

cured by analyzing the relationship between duration of the marriage union
and tenure status of the intact families with children included in the

survey. That the young farmer does serve a period as a tenant is indicated
by the fact that 60 percent of t he families married less than 10 years were
classified as tenants, while only £4 percent of those married 30 years or

longer did not own their own farms. The tendency for the proportion of

tenancy to decline as the duration of the marriage union lengthened was
very pronounced. Apparently, a; relatively large proportion of the young
farmers begin as croppers

;
then, as they accumulate experience and capital,

they' enter the renter class to replace renters who in turn have become owners.

Earlier in this report it has been pointed out that there is a more
pronounced tendency for the children of the farm family to' return to the
parental home after marriage and that this may be due, to some extent, to
the ability of the farm family to provide a livelihood for additional
members with a minimum amount of adjustment. But often the farm owner has
another way to offer assistance. He may allow the offspring and his or

her family to farm as a renter or cropper on the heme farm during the early
years of marriage or until a more desirable location is found by either
purchasing or renting another farm. .

'•

In the sample the' number of tenants who were related to their land-
lords was largest - almost concentrated, in fact - in the young marriage
groups and tended to decrease as the duration of the marriage union in-

creased (Fig. 6). The tenant related to the owner of the farm is more
likely to come within the renter classification than within the cropper
category; however, there were cases which were classified as croppers.
It is not improbable that many of the croppers were distantly related to
the land owners while the blood ties of renters to the land owner were
closer. No croppers married more than 20 years reported blood relationship
with the owner, whereas related renters showed a marked decrease in number
in the group married 20 to 29 years and,v. ; ere not represented at all in

the group married 50 years or more.
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Mobility

One type of mobility that lias been of particular interest to the

student of social processes has been the migration between rural and urban
areas. Mobility results from a complexity of causes, but it is occasioned
most frequently by the attempt of the family to secure better economic and

social advantages cr to escape supposedly depressing conditons in the area

in which it resides. 61/

When all the intact families with children - rural farm, rural non-
farm, 62/ and town - were combined on the basis of duration of marriage,
about 47 percent of these married less than 10 years were engaged in farm-
ing, 2 7 percent were residing in rural areas but were engaged in non-farm
occupations, and 2 6 percent were residing in towns (Fig. 7). The non-farm
group decreased sharply through the older marriage groups, a decrease that
was more than absorbed by the farm group. Thus ,' three-fourths of those
families married more than 50 years were farmers, 8 percent were classified
as rural non-farm, and 17 percent were- listed as town residents. How much
migration occurred on a replacement basis is unknown, but of specific in-
terest is the relatively largo proportion of .non-farm families married less
than 10 years and the drastic reduction in the older marriage groups. In

addition, the decrease in the proportion of the town families in the older
marriage groups must be noted. Thus, on the basis of the families studied
in Virginia, there appeared a positive tendency for urban and non-farm
families to shift to the farm as the age of the family increased.

The movement of farm tenants from farm to farm is relatively large
in certain sections of the Nation, Among the tenants and low-income classes
such migration is great as the families search, for more desirable locations
and possible economic security. In seme areas of the South a move every
crop year in search, of these better locations is not uncommon for many of

the people. So great is the tendency to move that in the South high mobility
and tenancy have become almost synonymous. Some aspects of the mobility
of the tenants in the six counties studied in Virginia may be procured from
an analysis of the length of tenure with the present landlord. 63/

Fifty-one percent of the croppers had been with their present land-
lords for only two years, and 29 percent for only one year (Table 46).
The renters had moved less frequently than the croppers, inasmuch as 50

percent of the former would include those who had been with their present
landlords from 5 to 5 years. Moreover, only 15 percent of the renters
were spending their first year on the farm. Less than 15 percent of the
croppers and 21 percent of the renters had been on the same farm for more
than 10 years.

61/ Taylor, Carl C, Wheeler, Helen W., and Kirkpatrick, E. L., op. cit.,

pT 71.

62/ In addition to the rural farm families, 509 rural non-farm families

were studied. It is proposed to present those data in future publications.

63/ At the time of the study.
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Table 46,- Duration of tenure of 554 renters and croppers,
6 Virginia counties, 1935

Years with : Total : Renters : Croppers
nrospnt landlord : Hunt e r • 1 T'Tcrnt : Numb e r : X W — VV 11 u • Nunbor• xv iaj j. : Percent

Total 554 4.00.0 385 1Q0.0 169 100.0

Under 2 108 19.5 59 15,3 49 29.0
2.G - 2,9 106 19.1 69 17.9 37 21.9

3.0 - 4.9 100 18.1 71 18.4 29 17.2

5.0 - 9,9 134 24.2 105 On ry
<c / ,o 29 17.2

10.0 - 14,9 52 9.4 38 9.9 14 8.3

15.0 - 19.9 35 6.3 27 7.0 8 4.7
20 and over 19 3.4 1.6 4.2 3 1.7

Such variation in the length of tenure on the present farm is more
or less to be expected. The cropper furnishes only his labor, receives
his pay in kind, and seldom develops any ties to the particular area. To

move to a possibly more desirable location in the ceaseless search for
opportunity is no great inconvenience or special event. The renter, who
occupies a rung on the "agricultural ladder" nearer ownership, has acquired
equipment and livestock and does not possess quite the extremely mobile
characteristics of the cropper.

Mobility of Offspring

The lure of independence, the quest for economic security, or a

different way of life encourages the children to move from the parental
home. Analysis of the life cycle of the family revealed that the largest

families were these formed from 20 to 29 years and that the families in

the last phase of the cycle were diminishing in size. It was in this last

stage that the older children wore leaving the parental home. Some stay-

in the parental home to take over the farm or business at the death of the

parents; some remain in the immediate area to replace vacancies in the loc

population caused by death or migration; and for others the lure of the

proverbial pot of gold elsewhere is too great.

Farm and town families reported an identical proportion (34 percent)
of the male children as not residing in the parental home at the time of

the study, A greater proportion of the daughters than of the sons, and
about 5 percent more of the farm than of the town girls, had left home.
The male children in both groups left home when they were slightly over 21

years of age, or about 1 year later than the age at which the farm girls
left home and 2 years later than that reported by the town girls (Table 47)

Inasmuch as the average age at which the daughters were married was
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Table 47.- Average age of offspring at time of leaving hone and at
time of marriage, and highest grade completed, by sex and by

residence of parents, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Avera ges
Item : Open countrv : T own

Ma 1 e : Fena 1 e : Ma 1 e : Female

Age at time of leaving home 21.3 20.3 21.2 19.4

Age at time of marriage 23.2 21.0 22.6 19.8

Highest grade completed 7.7 8.8 8.6 9.5

slightly higher than the age at which they left home, it may be assumed
that marriage was the primary concomitant or reason for leaving. The

male children of the farm group waited about 2 years after leaving the
parental home before getting married, presumably seeking some form of
economic assurance before • accepting the responsibility for a family. The
male children in towns, on the other hand, were married at a somewhat
earlier age than the farm boys. A greater proportion of the rural than
of the urban children were married, but the data in this study contradict
rather than support the popular contention that farm youth get married at
an earlier age.

Approximately two-thirds of all children included in the survey
were living with- their parents. Studies in the migration of youth show
that a greater proportion of the children of tenants than of owners leave

the parental home and that the former leave at an earlier age. This study
found that among both the urban and the rural families a greater proportion
of the tenant children of all ages were yet in the parental home. But when
the age factor was introduced the data conformed more nearly with other
studies. That is, of the children over 21 years of age, 59 percent of

tenant parentage as compared with 36 percent of owner parentage were not
in the parental home. This appears to be further indication that the tenant
operators were younger than the owner operators and that consequently a

large proportion of the offspring of the former had not reached the age at
which they would leave home.

When the children leave the parental home, where do they go? Do
the farm children as a result of their heritage remain on farms or do they
migrate to cities in search of the possibility of more lucrative industrial
employment? Are attractions for the urban children greater in distant
regions ?

Approximately 50 percent of the farm and 38 percent of the urban
children lived in the counties surveyed - in other words, those in which
their parents lived (Table 48). About the same proportion of both groups
went into other counties of Virginia but over one-fourth of the town children,
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Table 48.- Percentages of offspring reporting specified, places and
types of residence, by residence and tenure of parents, 6

Virginia counties, 1935

Open country Town
Item : Total • Owners Tenants

;

Total Owne r s : Tenants

Number of offspring 6,497 4,468 2, 029 1, 894
'

861 1, 033
Percentage in

parental home 64. 7 59.6 75 .9 66,0 52 .

8

77.0
Percentage away
from home 35 .

3

40.4 24.1 34.0 47.2 23 .0

Percentages reporting -

Plan, o of v-pq i fipfi^p i

ountv of r "nrvov 49 .

8

47.9 56 .

9

3 7.9 36 .9\J\J • \j 39.5
Adjoining county 12.6 12.2 13 .9 15 .1 12.8 18.9
Othe r c nun -hv 17.7 18.3 15.5 17.1 18.5 14. 7

Other State 17.2 18.9 11.3 26 .3 27.4 24.8
For ft i p**n * J- .6 1.0
UnknoTwn 2.6 2.6 2.4 3.0 3.4 2.1

Type of residence:
Open country 38.6 35.7 49.4 13.6 13.0 14.7
Village 13.5 14.4 10.4 -20.5 22.2 17.7
Town 11.4 11.5 10.8 16.6 13.8 21.4
City l/ 4.9 5.1 3.9 6.4 7.4 4.6
City 2/ 12.0 12.2 11.4 16.0 14.3 18.9
City y 13.1 14.3 8.6 22.4 24.4 18.9
Other 3.5 6 e 2 3.5 2.8 2.2 3.8
Unknown 3.2 o .o 2.0 1.7 2.7

TJ Population 5,000 - 9,999.

2/ population 10,000 - 99,999.

3/ Population 100,000 or more.

as compared with 17 percent of the farm children, had gone out of the State.
Perhaps as a result of background and training, 39 percent of the farm
children established residence in the open country and only about 14 per-

cent of the urban children moved into the rural areas after leaving the

parental home. Such migration resulted in a net gain for the urban areas

and further showed that less than one-half of the farm children desired or

had the opportunity to stay on the farm. Whether those offspring who did
migrate to the city were from the low-income groups is unknown but obvious-

ly such may have been a predominant consideration as they sought to better
their way of life. As the farm children moved from the open country into

the urban areas, the town children tended to take up residence in towns

or cities larger than those in which the parents were living. As measured
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by the proportion of children away from home who were residing in urban
areas, both rural and urban offspring preferred the small town or the

large city to the city with a population of 5,000 to 10,000.

Occupations of Youth

That the male children of rural parentage who remained in rural

arras after leaving the parental home ddd not immediately begin farming

may be further indicated by the occupations of those 21 years of age and
over. Approximately 59 percent of the male offspring away from the par-

ental home wore reported as residing in open-country areas, yet only 20

percent of those 21 years of age or more were operating a farm
•

(Table 49),
Only 17 percent of the c. "spring of farm owners were reported as farming,
as compared with 55 percent of the sons of tenant families. About 9 per-
cent of the children of owners were farm owners or managers and 8 percent
were tenants, but 27 percent of the children of tenants had likewise be-
come tenants. The fact that a Jargon proportion of the rural sons over
21 were classified as unskilled laborers than were found in any other
oocupational classification indicates that possibly many of the children
living in the open country were farm laborers for seme time after leaving
the parental home and, for various reasons or causes, did not begin farming
independently.

The influence of somewhat higher formal educational status of the
children of farm owners may be reflected in a comparison of the types of
work those 21 years of 8. ge and over secured after leaving home as compared
with these securer1 by the children of tenants. Approximate].-- 40 percent
of the sons of farm owners were skilled workers, cl •.-rks, proprietors, or
professional persons, while 15 percent of the sons of tenants were in these
higher occupational groupings., Oily 20 percent of the female offspring of

farm owners and 14 percent of those of farm tenants who were ever 21 years
of age and not residing in the parental horn'- were reported as having an
o c cupat i on . 64/

Generally the occupational status of the urban children over 21

years of age was higher than that reported for the farm children after
leaving home. With the exception of those operating farms, 65 percent of

the urban male children 21 years of age or more and not in the .family home
were above the unskilled and the semi-skilled classes. An additional point
of contrast between the rural and the urban children may be noted in the

proportion of the urban daughters, both at home and away, who were employed.
This was a much larger pr portion than was reported for the farm girls.
Thus, the daughters of town families were either delaying marriage or were

engaging in come form of employment to supplement the incomes of their
husband s

.

The data also showed a high proportion of the .farm sons over 21 years
of cge in the parental home as not gainfully employed. Fifty-seven percent

of these farm, sons in the home, as compared with 24 percent of the urban
males, were not gainfully employed. However, a majority of the farm sons

64/ H ou s ewiv e s were listed as not gainfully employed.
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classified as not gainfully employed were actually at work on the home farm.

The urban offspring would seek outside employment more frequently than the

rural children because the latter are an integral part of the farm unit and

their labor is essential to the success of the home enterprise,

F orma 1 Ed ucat icn

As measured by total value of living and other related factors there

were significant differences in the status of the various groups of families.
Similarly, there were some significant differences in the educational attain-
ments of the members of those groups. Urban areas have for a longer period
possessed better developed and more accessible educational facilities. In

this study the urban parents reported more formal schooling than those of

the rural group and the urban children were more advanced than the rural.
The male heads in the towns had completed 7.4 grades, or about 1.2 grades

more than the rural male heads; the urban wife had completed 8.7 school
grades as compared with 7.4 for the homemaker in the rural area (Table 50),

Table 50.- Highest grade completed by male head and 1 omoiiiaker, by
tenure, residence, and total value of family living, 6

Virginia counties, 1935

item : Total
Val j.e- of-13 ving groups

: Under :

: $500 :

?5G0 - :

$999 ;

$1,000 :

$1,999 :

f2,000
and Over

Highest grade completed
by -

Head of household:
Open country 6.2 4.1 5.4 G . 6 8.6

Owner 6.4 5.9 5.4 6.7 8.,6

Renter 6.2 5.0 5.7 6,6 8.2
Cropper 4.7 3.6 4.8 5.3

Town 7.4 5.5 6.3 7.8 10.8
Owner 6.9 5.0 7.1 10.5
Renter 7.7 4.4 6.7 8.2 11.5

Homemaker

:

Open country 7.4 4.8 6.7 7.8 9.8
Owner 7.7 4.4 6.8 e.o 9.9
Renter 7.1 5.3 6.9 7.4 8.7
Cropper 5.7 5.2 5.S 6.2

Town 8,7 6.1 7.3 9.4 11.4
Owner 9.0 5.8 7.3 9.6 11.3
Renter 8.5 6.6 7.0 9.3 11.6

Operators who owned their firsts reported more school grades completed then
the tenants, but there v,as comparatively little difference in the educational
attainments of the farm owners and the fcrm renters. The most noticeable
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difference was in the average number of grades completed by the renters

(6.2) and the croppers (4.7). In contrast to the pattern in the rural

group the male heads who were living in rented dwellings in towns reported
a greater number of grades completed than did the owners. In all resi-
dence and tenure groups the h oneirickers had completed more school grades
than the husband s

.

It would be difficult to say ur equivocally whether higher educational
attainments lead to the desire for a higher level of living and the sub-
sequent effort necessary to attain that level or whether the higher level
of living facilitates the attainment of higher educational status. Re-
gardless of which may be causative, there was a positive correlation be-
tween the number of school grades completed and the total value of family
living. As measured by the total value of living there appeared to be no
great superiority of the farm owners over tenants whose total value of

family living was less than §500 - an observation that may also apply on
the basis of the formal educational attainments of the male heads and the
homemakers . Actually the male heads classified as farm renters in all
value groups under #2,000 had had more formal schooling than the farm
owners in corresponding value groups. (A partial explanation may be that
the tenant operators are usually of the younger generation that has tended
to remain in school longer.) In all value groups the male hoed of the
town-renter group had completed at least one grade more than the owner.
The urban families in the lowest total-value group reported educational
'attainments for the male heads which were lower than those of the farm
group. In all value groups the wives reported more formal education than
the husbands.

Generally, parents hope to give their children as much formal school-
ing as possible, yet the e du.ee t ion of the child is often dependent not only
upon the attitude of the oarents but also upon the availability of facili-
ties and the financial status of the family. Despite the compulsory
school-attendance lavs in Virginic for children of certain ages, there are

numerous cases, particul: rly in low-income groups and in rural areas, of

non-attendance Within these, age limits. These- may be owing to one or more
of the conditions suggested. The urban child may leave school, voluntarily
or because of parent::! influence, to aid in the procurement of the family
income. As the farm child is an essential part cf the working- f ore e of the

farm, his attendance is likely to be even more irregular than that of the

urban child. In either residence group it is frequently difficult to keep

the children in school when, the prospects cf immediate employment are good.

Retardation was more prevalent among the children of the farm families

than among those .in the unban centers, and particularly for those 12 years

of age on over. Furthermore, relatively few. of the farm children were in

a grade that might be considered advanced for their ages (Table 51). The

proportion of the male offspring who were considered retarded was much

greater than the proportion* of girls. This was r.e doubt a result of the

somewhat irregular attendance on the part of boys who had reached the age

at which they might provide material assistance to the family. The girls,
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TaVle 51.- C ildren attending school, by age, sex, position in school,

and residence .of parents, 6 Virginia counties, 1935 l/

~
: Mal e"

~

:

~~

" ""'Female"

Age :!
Tum-: Percentages :' ;um-: Percentages

in yee rs :ber '.Retarded ;Normai • Advanced ;ber t Reta r d e d N oma 1 : A d vaneed"

Open country:

Total 905 408
6-9 201 100 91 100
10 87 32 64 4 51 39 52 q

11 99 45 52 3 38 26 61 13
12 90 54 43 3 36 50 36 14
13 79 53 41 6 41 44 41 15
14 95 54 38 6 52 40 52 8

15

2/
83 73 24 3 39 36 62 2

16-17 100 49
18-19 £/ 45 22
20 or

over 2/ 26 q

wn:

Total 341 297
6-9 87 100 76 100
10 30 30 60 10 27 18 67 15
11 27 48 41 11 29 31 62 7
12 38 29 68 3 28 39 54 7
13 27 48

'

33 19 28 39 57 4
14 32 53 22 25 18 22 67 11
15

2/
29 69 31 30 43 50 7

1 6-1

7

33 36
18-19 y 24 21
20 or

over 2/ 14 4

V Norma] grade for child 10 years old would re either 3 or 4; 11 years
old would be 4 or 5, etc. Allowance was thus made for variations in birth
days. All children 6 to 9 years of age were arbitrarily considered to be
in normal grade, because tabulation did not include single-year breakdowns
2/ Analysis of position in school not available.

on the other hand, attend, school more regularly. That they c.lso complete
more grades before they finally stop is evidenced by the greater number of
grades completed by the homomakers in this study. Among urban youth, with
more accessible and perhaps superior school facilities as well as less de-
mand for their aid in procuring family income, retardation was less common
In both residence groups the children of tenant families were more retarde
than those of owners (Table 52).
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Table 52.- Children attending school, by age, position in school, and

tenure and residence of parent s t 6 Virginia counties, 1935, \f

Ae:e Children of owners Children of tenants
in : Num— : Percentages :2Tum- Percentages

vear s : ber IvrnTToft 1 • A H v?s ti p, p

r

3
• "R p*h p y* r p f] •

Onfin rmrntTV'

Total 91 7 396
6-9 J. J Cj 100 100 100
10 68 29 66 4 50 40 54 6

11 92 3 6 60 4 45 45
'

42 9

12 89 47 46 7 37 65 30 5

13 89 45 44 11 31 64 32 3

14 107 44 46 10 40 62 35 2

15 77 56 38 4 45 67 35
16-17 2/ 117 32
18-19 2/
20 or

over 2/

53

33

14

2

T own

:

Total 225 413
6-9 48 100 115 100
10 16 88 12 41 34 54 12

11 18 6 67 28 58 55
'

45
12 17 35 53 12 49 33 65 2

13 25 36 44 20 30 50 47 • 3

14 15 60 27 is 35 34 43 23

15 25 48 48 4 34 62 35 O

16-17 2/ 28 41
18-19 2/ 22 23

20 or

over 2/ 11 7

T/
7 Kcrmal grade for child 10 years old woul d be either 3 or 4; 11 years

old would be 4 or 5, etc. Allowance was thus made for variations in birth-
days. All children 6 to 9 years of age were arbitrarily considered to be
in normal grade, because tabulation did not include single year breakdowns

.

2/ Analysis of position in school not available.

As shown by the amount of formal education of offspring over 6 years
of age but not in school in 1935, it was apparent that the younger children
comrleted more grades before they finally stopped school than those who left
school about the turn of the century. Again, the offspring of the owners
tended to roach a higher grade in school than the children of tenant parent-
age.
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Table 53.- Percentages of offspring: over 6 cut not in school who completed

specified amounts of formal ' schooling, by age groups and by tenure and

residence of parents, 6 "Virginia counties, 193.5

T Children of ' owners : Children of tenant s

Item : : Age in years : : Age in years
•Total : Under 35:35 or over : Total : Under 35:55 or over

Open country:
Number of cases 2,649 1,910 759 679 617 62

Grade school

:

Percentages -

Attended 99 9S 99 95 95 98
Graduated 79 79 76 55 56 44

High school:
Percentages -

Attended 54 55 55 32 32 29
Graduated 32 . 32 30 13 13 11

College

:

Percentages
Attended 16 15 21 2 2 8
Graduated 6 5 & 1 1/ 2

Town:
Number of cases 534 334 200 382 332 50

Grade school:
Percentages -

Attended 99 99 SS 99 99 100
Graduated 85 87 82 73 73 70

High school:
Percentages -

Attended 70 7 6 62 56 57 50
Graduated 48 55 -35 29 2& 30

College

:

Percentages -

Attended 29 31 26 13 13 10
Graduated 11 13 8 5 5 2

17 Less than 0.5 or 1 percent.

Of all the farm offspring over 6 years of age but not in school in
1955, 79 percent of the earners • and 55 percent of the tenants' children who
had attended grade school had completed the course, while 32 percent of the
former and 13 percent of the latter had completed high school (Tabic 53).
The influence of bettor educational facilities and the differences in the
economic enterprises of the rural and the urban families are emphasized by
the fact that among the children of town owners 85 percent had finished
grade school and 48 percent had graduated from high school. Within the
urban group there was another contrast, inasmuch as only 29 percent of the
children of renters had completed high school. More of

"

the owners than of
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Table 54-.- Percentages of offspring over 6 but not in school who cos-
pleted specified amounts . of formal schooling, by age, sex, and

residence,- 6 Virginia oounti'es, .13.35

Item •

J v i Xj J. X

I

-«-=
lwaxes •• • x. .C-. J. r_' O

Und e r 35 : 35 or over ; Und c r 35 : 35 or ever

Open country?
number of cases X t w X u 4-1 ? 1 PIT % R Q

Grade s chool

:

QR QRSo i uu
Graduated 69 70 79 76

High school:
1 bl U C 1 J. U cx ja fJ o "*

A J_ J_ r _ J
.-- (0 o o c; c

Cty rl i 1 4" c-' ^VJi au Ltci lUU PO 7 O

V/ W J. v> r , *

T^.-j T* r* T- •*** O (T <~- C _jOX O O j. I ^ a. ^ o **"

r?
/

"1 7 X O
'"'X oo

s 7 pc

Trvwn .

3 ? n j. & u 3 ^ p "i PA'

ul d L*.O I

o-q qe XUv
Graduated 75 73

-
86 85

High school:
Percentages -

Attended 58 56 74 be
Graduated 35 33 48 35

College

:

Percentages -

Attended 19 20 .25 26
Graduated 7 6 s n

i

the tenants in both urban and rural areas were able to send their children
to college for advanced training. Those who went to college comprised a

larger proportion of urban than of rural youth.

When the children over six years of age and cut of school were divided
into groups of those between 6 and 35 those 55 or over in 1S35, the progress
in educational facilities was somewhat emphasized inasmuch as the tendency
was evident for those of the younger group to remain in school longer than
those of the older age group. Only one significant exception was noted and
that in the proportion 'of the open-country children who hod attended and
graduated from college, A greater proportion of those over 35 years of age
than of those in the younger age group had graduated from college.



Charter V

REA-BIN'G AND LSISURE ACTIVITIES

Recreation and diversion are not confined to the participation of

the family in organized activities. Informal associations and activities
are an essential part of the life of all members of the family. It is

sometimes suggested that if distribution problems could be solved, the
average workday would be reduced to a fraction of its present length and
many hours would be freed for leisure use. Moreover, there is an argument
that if rural people could be induced to engage in constructive leisure-
time pursuits, additional progress in the solution of farm problems might
be made. Aside from this consideration is the fact that the level of living
of people on farms as well as in cities is reflected as much in the manner
in which they spend their time as in the gooes ar.d services for which
their money is spent, But even now the adaptation of leisure time in such
a way as to enhar.ee general welfare is baffling,' Generally, when farm
people are asked how much leisure time they have, the' characteristic reply
is "hone." However, farm people do engage in activities that represent
use of leisure time.

Use of Leisure Time Cat.,iee of Organizat ions

In 26 different ways of using 3ciyu.ro time, 65/ ranging from "nap-
ping" to "playing instruments" or "going to town," homemakers of farm fami-
lies used an average of 5.4 hours per day as compared with 4,6 hours used
by the town homemakers.

The head of the household in both rural and urban areas reported
less leisure time than the home-makers. The male head in the rural group

reported an average of 2.C hours per day and those in the urban group re-
ported 3 hours. Even the children in the urban group had more time of

their own than those on the farm who were mere Often required to help with
the farm work.

With the exception of these in Halifax County there was little
variation in the avcro.gc amount of leisure time of the male heads in the
various counties (Table 55), For the homemakers, however, there wore
greater differences between the counties in the amount of leisure time.

There was no obvious relationship between the value of family liv-
ing and the average number of leisure hours of families in the various
counties. However , Halifax County, with an average value of family living
that was comparatively low, reported more leisure hours.

65/ On the schedules data concerning the hours per week expended by each
member of the family were obtained (Schedule IX )

,
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Table 55,- Average leisure hours per week reported by family members,
by residence and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Residence and

tenure of

members

Hours
_

per we e

k

Open country:
Male head 18.3
HorhemEiker 23.8
Offspring 22..2

Owners

:

Male head 19.1
Homemaker 25.0
Offspring 23 . 2

Tenants

:

IViale head 16.8
Homamaker 21.6
Offspring 19.7

: : : .cPrince :Rock- :

: Total :Culpeper ;Hal ifax:Hansemond :Edward :br idge : Wythe

16.6
27.3
25.0

18.1
28,0
25.7

12.7
25.0
2 3 , 5

22.3

30,2
2o . 9

23.4
30.5
26.4

20.9
29 .8

25.2

18.7
20.5
21.5

17.6
20.5
23.6

20.5
20,4
16.6

15.1
20.6
15.9

17.7
24.5
16.9

10.7
14. G

13.5

17.3
21.4
21.3

17,3
21.0
21.7

17.1
22.3
20.4

18.1
23.1
54.5

19.7
or, o

24.6

12.5
15,0
23.4

Town:
Male head
Homemaker
Offspring

21.0
32.4
27.0

28,9
44.8
42.3

42.2
28,4

16.0
24.2
20.2

17.3
26.9
24.7

15,0
17,3
17.8

16.9
35.7

32.5

Read ins

Although reading is not leisure activity for all people, most of

the reading that farm parents do may be classified as sue)- * As in the
case of all leisure time, members of town families spent mOre time reading
than did members of farm families (Table 56), furthermore, .farm-owner
families spent more time reading than did farm tenants. As recreational
reading is usually considered as one of the important elements in the non-
material aspects of the level of living, these differences are significant.
They may be explained by several considerations. For example, the formal
educational attainments of individuals a.re positively correlated with the

time rural people spend reading. 66/ Since the number of school grades

completed by the male heads and the home-makers in the town families was

66/ Loomis, C, P., Educational Status and Its Relationship to Reading and

Other Activities, Social Forces, Vol. 18, Ho, 1, October 1939, In this
study, 311 white farm-ewnor-family husbands ana wives and 256 farm-tcnant-
family husbands and wives were found to have road an average of 3,8, 3.1,

2,6, and 2,2 hours per week respectively. Correlation coefficients be-
tween school grades completed and total hours spent reading per week for
these same groups were respectively: ,35*. 05, .35-*. 03, .31*. 04, and ,56*. 03.
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Tabic 56,- Average hours per week fatally members spent in reading,
by residence and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, 1335

Residence and
tenure of

members

Open country:
Male head
Homcmakcr
Offspring

Hours our wool

: : : : :Princc :Rock- :

j_ Total : Culpeper ; Halifax tl -an sc-mend : Edward rbridgc : T/Tythc

O . y

4.2
4.7

4.3
5.2
5,6

5.1
5.4

3.2
3.8
5.2

0,8
4.7

3.4
3.2
5.5

3.5

Owners

:

Male head
Komcmaker
Offspring

Tenants:
• Male head
Home-maker

Offspring

4.3
4.3
5.2

2.9

5.8

5.2
5.6

2.0
4.2
4.9-

5.1
5.5
5.7

4.1
4.4
4.9

4.0
5.7

2 .6

3.5

5.0
4.7

2.3
2.3
o » 3

3.5

3.4
6.1

3.2

2.9

4.1

3.7
4.0
5.8

2.8
3.0
5.5

i own

:

Male head
Homcmakcr
Offspring

5.8
5.5

9.3
9.5

9.3

5.6
5.3

5.2

o » 8

4.2
3.7

6.2
6.4

6.0
5.3
6.3

5.2

5.9
8.2

greater than those completed by male heads and home-makers of farm fami-
lies (Table 50, p. 97), the time which the former devoted to reading
should be greo.tcst. Also, the fact that the educational status of owners
exceeded that of tenants may in part explain why owners read mure exten-
sively than tenants. Moreover, the superior educational attainments of
honemakers as compared with male heads may explain why the former read
more than the latter. .

The educational status of farm heads of households (6.2 grades) is,

however, scarcely enough lower than that cf the town male heads (7.4 grades)
to account for the fact that the latter spend almost 2 hours more per week
reading (Table 56). As is v;ell known, the farmer works hard, rises early,
and retires relatively early. Often he is too tired to read in the evening.
Furthermore, he is handicapped not only by lack of leisure time and easy
access to literature but also by poor lighting and heating facilities in
his home

.

Differences were also prevalent between the rural and the urban
families and between the owners- and the tenants in the proportion of the
families reporting subscriptions to current reading matter. Slightly over
one-third of the farm families reported no subscription to any type of news-
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paper whereas only 24 percent of the urban fanilics did not subscribe to
a newspaper (Tabic 57). The contrast between the farm owners and the

tenants was sharp; only 26 percent of the forncr did not subscribe to a

newspaper while almost one-half of the tenants were not subscribing to
any type of newspaper. In the urban group the difference was not so great.
For all groups the daily newspaper was more ir.porto.nt than the weekly or

other types, as evidenced by the proportion of fanilics who reported sub-

scriptions to various types of newspapers e A relatively large proportion
of the Virginia farm families continued to subscribe to the weekly news-
paper even though ro.pid delivery of the daily has to some degree supplanted
the former in importance.

Table 57,- Percentages of families reporting subscriptions to periodical
literature, by residence and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Type of
:

Farm famil ios l/ ; Town families Zj
subscription : Total : Owners : Tenants : Total : Owners : Renters

Newspapers

:

None 33.6 26.5 48.7 24.0 20.8 26.7
1-2 weekly 21.1 22.9 17,2 5.8 ' 5.9 5.7
1-2 daily 23.3 24.6 22.0 43.0 38.0 46.9
1-2 other .1 .1

Combination of

2 or 3 3/ 19.9 24.5 10.3 '
\ « 5 29.7 18.6

Not reported 1.5 1.4 1.8 3.7 5.6 2.1

igazincs

:

None 48.2 41.3 61.9 57.3 50.4 62.7
1-2 farm 13.7 14.3 12.6 2.4 2.7 2.1
1-2 domestic 4/ 4.9 4.4 5.9 6.3 6.2 6,4
Weekly .8 .6 1.5 1.6 .9 2,1
Religious 1.8 2,3 • 5 1.8 2.7 1.2

Comb inat i on of

2, 3, 4, or 5 3/30.6 36.6 17.8 30.6 57.1 25.5

\J Based on 1,730 families: 1,176 owners and 554 tenants.
Zj Based on 761 families: 337 owners and 424 renters.
'6j Not included in previous categories.
4/ Domctic - woman, home, child.

More of the urban homes than of the rural reported newspaper sub-

scriptions but 48 percent of the farm homes as compared with 57 percent
of the urban hemes did not have a regular magazine subscription. Again,
a smaller proportion of the tenants than of the owners had subscriptions to

current magazines. Most of the families in both residence groups who were
subscribing to mo.gazincs reported combination subscriptions - that is,

several different types of magazines. Many of the families had bought such
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Table 58,- Average number of tool's owned per family, 'by type of book,

residence, and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Average number of book? owned

Residence and 1tenure : Total : Fiction : Religious : Other non

Open country 52,7 12,5 4.5 15. b

Owners 41,7 16,0 5.2 20.7
Renters 18.1 7.5 3.9 6.8
Croppers 6.7 1.8 1.7 5.2

Town 42.0 19.5 6.5 18.3

Table 59,- Percentage distribution of families according to number of
books owned, by residence, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Percentage s

Number of books owned : Open country : Town

Total 100.0 100,0

None 16.4 14.7
1-2 15.8 11.1
3-7 12.9 13.2
8 - 12 11,3 15.5

13 - 24 13,2 8.6
25 - 49 14.0 14.2
50 - 99 10,5 11.1

100 or more 8.1 11.8

Table 60,- Percentages of families owning or borrowing State and Federal
bulletins, and average number read, by' residence and tenure

,

6 Virginia counties, 1935

Residence :Percentages of families owning:Ave rage numb e r bulletins per
and : or borrowing bulletins : family owning or borrowing

tenure : State : Federal : State : Federal

Open count

r

y 16 ,2 9.8 6.75 5.26

Owners 20.7 11.2 7.30 5.52
Renters 8.1 7.2 3.78 3.88
Croppers 5.2 6.2 3,20 5.83

Town 3.2 3.2 4.14 4.95
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combinations at reduced rates. When the farm families limited their
magazine subscriptions to ono typo, they wore mere apt tc select the farm
magazine ; the urban family would select the domestic magazine.

Reading Material and Facilities

Town families also have more books of all kinds in their hemes than
do farm families; the average number for each group-.was 42 and 33 respec-
tively (Table '58). However, farm owners have almost as many books as do
town families. In few other characteristics wore tenants found to be so

much in contrast to the owners as in the number of books in the home.
While the farm owners had an 'average of 41,7 books the renters and the
croppers reported 18.1 and 6,7 respectively. Although the farm families
had fewer books than the urban, there was slight difference between the
two groups in the proportion of families with no books at all in the home:

15 percent of the former and 15 percent of the latter had no books of any
type (Table 59). All of the families owned more non-fiction than fiction,
many of which wcro text books used by the- children in school.

The United States Department of Agriculture and other national and
State agencies spend large sums annually on various types of educational

bulletins for the farmers and other rural persons. Do the farm families

read such publications? Sixteen percent of the families included in this

study reported that they either owned or borrowed State bulletins during

1935, and 10 percent reported having Federal publications (Tabic SO)

.

About one-fifth of the farm owners reported State bulletins and 11 percent

reported Federal publications. But again the proportion of non-owners

having such belletins was very small (much less thai). 10 percent). The

farm families who did road those bulletins which they either owned or bor-

rowed had read an average of 6,8 State and 5,5 Federal bulletins during 1935.
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Appendix

SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES

Table 61.- Value per capita of all family-living roods and cervices
consumed, by residence and tenure, 6 Virginia counties, 1935

Open country
ITot^ 1 : Ow&er s : Re nt e

r

g : C r opp e r

s

4.0 4.7 4.8 3.5 3.1

Item

Size of family -

persons 4.2

Value per capita*

Total value of

living $269.0
Furnished 117.1
Purchased 151,9

Housing and
maintenance 69,2
Furnished 39.0
Purchased 30.2

Food 111,5
Furnished 78,1
Purchased 33.4

Clothing 24.5

Health, births, 11,7
deaths

Education 4,1

Reading 1,2

Social partici-
pation 5,4

Aut amob i 1 e 2 8 .

1

Incidentals 9.7

Other 3 .

6

$512.3 $201.3 $149.8
132.3 90.9 78.2

180.0 110.4 71.6

86.2
47.4
38,6

42.2
24.4
17.8

26.3
19.6
6.7

120.5
84.9

35.6

96.5
66.5

30.0

84.1
58,6
25.5

27.5 20.5 14.2

13.7 8.7

5.6 1.5 1.1

1.5 ,

8

0.4

7.0 2.9 1.4

34.6 18,6 9.7

11 .0 7.8 5.6

4.7 1.8 1.3

Tov;n

Tota] :0vmers: Renters

3.8

$380.6 $502.5 $303.4

53.1 92.2 28.1
327.5 410.3 275.3

134.5 185.9 102.0
44.2 79.5 21.6

90.3 106.4 80.4

109.4 127.5 93.

1

8.9 12.7 6.5

100.5 114,8 91.6

39.1 50.3 3 2 •

17.5 01 7iji. . / 13.4

6.7 12.1 3.2

2.8 3.7 2.3

12.8 18.6 9.0

32.4 45.8 23.9

19.2 24.0 16.2

6.2 10.9 3.3
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Table 64.- Percentage distribution of average cash receipts among

principal sources of receipts, by tenure and size of farm
G Virginia counties, 1935 \J

Tenure and
size of farm

• Cash reeeipts 2/

: Total

: V
:Sale of
• farm
: products

of - • Sunn lament a 1 from

: Operator
. other
[members

• J] nn Tflpr^ "h n ?* v* nwf ri

: and relief 4/
: Other

Owners 100 /•<w p 1 4

Under 3 acres 100 53 13 6/ 23
3-9 100 1? 49 12 2 20

10 - 19 100 16 41 16 3 24
20 - 49 100 41 25 15 1 18

50 - 99 100 64 13 8 1 14
100 - 174 100 68 10 6 1 15

175 - 259 100 76 4 7 2 11
260 and ever 100 78 4 4 3 11

Tenants ~\ onJ- WW O (J 7 p DO

Under 1

3 acres 100 2 73 9 —

>

16
5-9 100 15 53 14 9 9

10 - 19 100 50 as 10 2 10
20 - 49 100 68 16 8 2 6

50 - 99 100 77 9 6 2 6

100 - 174 100 85 4 5 2 4
175 - 259 100 87 4 1 3

260 and over 100 84 5 2 £/ 9

1/ Number of farmilies same as in Table 63.

2/ Cash receipts as here used do not conform to the usual concept of in-
come inasmuch as borrowings and cash relief have been included. However,
the composition of this table enables a deduction of these items if
desired

.

3/ Does net include funds from reserve,
4/ These three sources wore combined because the percentages were so

small,

5/ Other receipts comprise income from people not living in the family,
net profits from other than farm business, from' farms rented to others
or real property, income from monetary legacies, gifts, interest on
dividends, insurance, not profit from personal property, and all ether
cash receipts,

6y Less than 0,5 of 1 percent.
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METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

Description of Categories Constituting the Total
Value of Family Living

Studies of family living are cased largely upon a monetary evalu-
ation of the goods and services consumed for family-living purposes. In

this report the various goods and services are grouped in seven principal
categories, and a differentiation is made between those obtained by actual
cash purchase and those furnished. The total value of family living is

the sum of all the various items, both purchased and furnished, that are
listed categorically*

Housing and Maintenance

The category "Housing and Maintenance" includes cash rent, fuel,
furnishings, household operation, repairs, insurance, taxes, and interest
payments on the dwelling. Most of these items have been grouped under five
main subdivisions: (l) Furnishings and equipment, (2) Additions and alter-
ations, (3) Fuel, (4) Other household expense, and (5) Kent,

Earlier studies of this sort have usually ascertained the replace-
ment value of the house and then designated an arbitrary proportion of
this value as rent furnished. Cash payments, such as those for interest on
mortgages, taxes, and insurance, have not generally been considered as be-
longing to the category of rent. Consequently there could be no fine
discrimination between the part of the value of housing that was furnished
and the part that represented an actual cash expenditure.

In this report the value of rent is divided into two parts: (l) that
which was furnished, and (2) that which represented a cash payment. In

order to accomplish this breakdown, the item "rent equivalent" has been
introduced. Rent equivalent is composed of cash payments covering interest

on mortgages and property taxes e.s well as expenditures for repairs and
insurance on the dwelling. Where a farm was concerned, interest and tax
payments were often made in a lump sum for the entire farm property. Fart
of such a payment was obviously for the dwelling and should be considered
a part of the family living, while the remaining portion should be charged
to the operation of the farm. An apportionment was made, therefore, on the

basis of the ratio that existed between the replacement value of the dwell-
ing and the total value of the farm and buildings,

When actual cash payments were made by a family for use of the dwell-
ing, these payments were designated as "cash rent." But -.Then cash rent was
paid for an entire farm with no specific amount indicated as rental for the
house, this sum was also apportioned between family living and farm opera-
tion by applying the ratio just described. The amount allocated to family
living was then entered as cash rent for the dwelling.

It has been assumed in making this study that 10 percent of the
replacement value of the dwelling represents the total value of rent. Cash
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rent and rent equivalent include only actual cash expenditures, and to-

gether they constitute rent purchased. Rent furnished, then, is the

difference between the amount of rent purchased and the figure that rep-

resents 10 percent of the replacement value of the house. Or, in other

words, rent is the sura of rent purchased (rent equivalent and cash rent)

and rer.t furnished, and equals 10 percent of the replacement value of the

dwelling.

Fuel consumed by the family for heating ana lighting, which com-

prises another subdivision of the generic category "housing and Maintenance,"
also may have been either purchased or furnished by the farm. Cash ex-

penditures for the purchase of fuel were recorded as "housing and main-
tenance purchased," The value of fuel furnished by the farm, which was
determined by what the interviewed families claimed fuel would have cost

had it been actually purchased, was added tc the value of housing and main-
tenance furnished, (Fuel received as a gift was excluded from the compu-
tation.) Any cash expenditures entailed in hauling or otherwise procuring
the fuel furnished were treated as ar expenditure for the purche.se of fuel.

Food

Foodstuffs produced or: che farm (or acquired by direct appropria-
tion from the immediate area) and consumed at home were included in the
total value of family living as food furnished, (Food received as a gift
was not included,) The families interviewed were asked to estimate what
these goods would have cost in local stores, and what they would have
brought had they been sold. 67/ The amount for which these goods could
have been sold was always estimated as less than that necessary to buy-

similar goods at the store. In this analysis the purchase price was used
in evaluating food furnished, and the sale price was used merely as a
check.

Clothing

Only actual cash expenditures for clothing were used to show the
value of clothing consumed during the schedule year. Although much of

the clothing for female members of the families may have been made at home,
no account has been taken of the value that was added by this labor,

health, .Births, and Deaths

As in the case of clothing, only cash expenditures were enumerated.
This category included expenditures for doctors' fees, hospitalization,
medicines, and any services made necessary by death in the family.

Advancement

Any expenditures for reading material, social participation and
recreation, and formal education were classified as advancement expendi-

6T7 Black, John D., and Zimmerman, C, C,, op, cit,, p, 13 ff.
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tures. Again, only the actual amount s of cash expended by the family
were enumerated.

Automobile and Truck Expenditures 1

In any farm family the motor vehicle-, whether car or truck, serves
a dual role - it aids in the farm business and provides, a family convey-
ance. It is difficult to determine what percentage of the expenditures
for the car or truck, as the case may bo, should be assigned to family-
living costs. Although the motor-vehicle owners interviewed in this study

wore asked to apportion such expenditures between the farm and family
living, satisfactory data could not be obtained readily. As a result, the
procedure adopted in tabulation was to consider a 1-3 expenses for an auto-
mobile as chargeable to family living and all expenses for a motor truck
as chargeable to farm operation. An exception to. the latter statement
must be noted, however. When a family owned a truck that was used for

some ncn-farm business such as general hauling, the resultant expenses
were not included in farm operation; instead, they were used in computing
the net income from this non-farm business, and only the. final computation,
entered as a part of cash receipts, appeared in the tabulation.

Expenditures for Incidentals and for Items Classified as "Other"

Cash expenditures for articles of personal care, gifts to persons
outside the family, beverages, etc., have been classified as "incidental
expenditures," Personal taxes and expenditures for transportation (ex-
clusive of travel for business purposes) arc designated as "other expendi-
tures," Any payment on the principal of a mortgage or other indebtedness,
as well as the refinancing charges often incidental to these payments', were
apportioned between the farm and the; family living in the same manner as

interest payment sj hence, the amounts chargeable to family living in such
instances have also been, included in this category.

Enumeration of Debts and Expenditures

In the enumeration of the value of goods and services purchased,
both the amount of the total debt incurred and the amount of cash actually
paid en the obligation were recorded. In the event the family made any
payments on debts incurred for items bought prior to the schedule year,
this amount was also recorded. But in the analysis only the actual cash
outlays were used and no cognizance was taken of that part of the debts
incurred for purchases of goods during the schedule year but not paid during
this period. It was assumed that the amount paid on old debts would approxi
mately balance the amount of current debts not paid during the schedule
year, or carried over.


